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IN THE 
SUPREME COURT 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
LAURA MORRIS, Special Admin-
istratrix of the estate of Washington 
Pocatello and Minnie Pocatello, his 
wife, both deceased, and LUCY 
POCATELLOJOHNSON,MAUD 
POCATELLO RACEHORSE, 
JOSEPHINE POCATELLO, and 
RAY POCATELLO, Heirs of 
Washington Pocatello and Minnie 
Pocatello, deceased; 
Plaintiffs and Appellants, 
vs. 
AMASA L. CLARK, JOSEPH E. 
ROBINSON and BOX ELDER 
COUNTY, 
Defendants and Respondents. 1 
Case 
No. 6248 
Brief of Appellants 
P. C. O'MALLEY and GEO. M. MASON 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and Appellants 
STEP~N~~;~n~ AFY'f I:;""r:i R.D'"" 
JUL J ,o~O 
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IN THE 
SUPREME COURT CF THE STATE OF UTAH 
LAURA MCRRIS, Special Administra·trix 
of ·the estate of ~Iashington Pocatell~ 
and Minnie Pocatello, his wife·, both 
deceased, and LUCY POCATELLO JOBliSON, 
MAUD PCCATEILO R..t\.CEHORSE, JC'SEPdi!\TE 
POCATELLC, and RAY POC:\.TELLO, Heirs 
of \,._~ashington Pocatello and Minaie 
Pocatello, deceased; 
Plaintiffs and Ap·?elants, 
-vs-
~uu~SA L. Cu\RK, JOSEPH E. ROBINSON 
and BOX ELDER COUNTY, 
Defendants and Respondents. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Ci;~.SE 
)NO. 6248 
) 
) 
) 
-----·--- ····-····------·-) 
BRIEF OF APPELL.~.·,.NTS 
P. C • 0 'MA.LLEY and G ~0 ~ :M ~ l'li\.SON 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and Appelantso 
S TEPHAY, BRAYTON and 101!:-E 
:~.ttorneys for Defendants and Respondents 
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.:z.:.. 
ST~·-TLMENT OF THE C.L'..SE NO o 6248 
For convE'nience the parties hereto will be · 
referred to ar they appeared in the Court below, 
that is, as pJaintiffs and defendants. 
This is En action brcugh:t by Laura Morris, 
Special Adminjstratrix, and Lucy Pocatello 
Joh~son, W~ud Pocatello Racehorse, Josephine 
Pocatello and Ray Pocatello, as the sole and 
only heirs at law, of i;Ya8hington Pocatello, and 
Minnie Pocatello, his wife, both deceased, s.ll 
Indians, wards of the United StG.tes Goverrunent, 
residing on tre Fort Hall Indian Reservation, 
in the State cf Idaho, as plaintiffs, wherein 
the pl~in-'ci_ffs seek to quiet title in the heirs 
to an undivid€d one-third interest in the E.t 
of the SE.l of Section 12, T.ll N, R. 3. W. 
SLM, in Box Elder County, State of Utah, and 
for an accounting of the rents and profits of 
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the said undivided one third irtterest, for the 
years from 1925 to 1938, both years inclusive. 
The action at first was brought by the 
heirs alone and was against the following 
nrumed defendants: 
~. I. Grover, and Hortense Grover, his 
wife, and U. F. Dite~an, Amasa L. Clark, 
Joseph E. Robinson, and Box Elder Coun-
ty, Utah, as defendants. 
The defendants, i1.masa L. Clark and Jo-
seph E. Robinson, and Box Elder County, Utah 
being the only defendants served with summons, 
the defendant 1i... I. Grover, having died about 
the time the cowplaint was filed and before 
service was made u~on him, and Uo F. Diteman 
being a non-resident of the State of Utah, 
and therefore considered not a necessary de-
fendant, the cause of actir-!. ;_r_ras dismissed 
as a~ainst the defendants l1.. I. Grover, and 
his wife, and U. F. Diteman. 
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The defendants, i~sa,L. Clark, ~pd Joseph 
I 
Eo Robinson, appeared withi~ the statutory 
time and filed a demurrer, and a written de-
mand under Section 104-44-17, Revised Statues 
of Utah, 1933, that the defendants be compel-
~ed to put up a $300.00 non-resident bond, 
which bond in due time v~s furnished, and 
plaintiffs filed an lunended complaint, the 
only defendants named in the first amended 
complaint were: 
i~asa L. Clark, Joseph E. Robinson, 
and Box Elder County, Utah. 
That Box Elder County, Utah, has never 
made 1=1.ny appenrance in the case:;, for the 
reason that ~1e righ+~ of Rox Elder County, 
Utah, is only a right-of-way, involving 
about one acre, and it has alvmys been con-
ceded that if the plaintiffs are successful 
in having the undivided one~third interest 
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quietod in them, that if Pox Elder County should 
desire it, that the plaintiff's will execute a 
deed to said right-·of-,vay to the County, for 
plaintiffs' interest in the right-of-wayo 
That the d~£cndants, Amasa Lo Clark 
and Joseph Eo Robinson, filed a demurrer and 
motion to strike large portions of the plain-
tiffs' first amended complaint, anj one of 
the grcunds of demurrer was that t 1:1.C complaint 
stating that an administrator had oeen ap-
pointed by the District Court of t~o First 
Judicial District of the State of Utah, in 
the estate of 1.~:ashington Pocatello, deocn.sed, 
that the heirs of the estate had no capacity 
to sue for, or ask an accounting of the rents 
and profits of the land, that only the ad-
ministrator could collect or sue for the 
rents. The court sustained the demurrer, 
granting plaintiffs time to aF.ond; that 
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plaintiffs then secured the appoin-tment of 
Laura Morris as Special Administratrix, of 
the estate of V:fashington Pocatello, and Min·-
nie Pocatello, deceased, and a second amend-
ed complaint was filed, Laura Morris as Spe-
cial .Administratrix, joining wi. th the heirs 
of Washington Pocatello 1laintiffs having 
failed to state their case in two causes of 
action, but asked to quiet title and for an 
accounting of the rents and profits in one 
cause of action. The defendants, 1\masa Lo 
Clark and Joseph E. Robinson, again demurred 
and moved to strike, and moved to dismiss the 
Cf'.use of action, one of the grounds of demur~· 
rer being that two causes of action was im-
properly joined, one for quieting title ond 
one for accounting for the rents and profits. 
The court, having sustained the demurrer, 
the plaintiffs filed the third amended com-
plaint, and set forth the case, in two 
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causes of action, ono for quieting title and 
one for accounting for the rents and profitso 
(Abstract 2 34.) 
Thn t the defendants, lJ.Inasa L.. Clark and 
Joseph Eo Robinson, again filed a demurrer, 
and motion to strike ana dismiss, that the 
Court set the matter for hearing for the 
20th day of May, 1939; that on the 20th day 
of May, 1939, after argument by counsel, the 
Court made a minute entry that said demurrer 
was overruled, and tho m·oti on to strike was 
denied, ftnd defendants given 2G days ni·th-
out notice to answer, and the cause was 
sot down for trial for September 14th, 
1939, at ten o'clock, ,;.. M. (.r..bstract 50 ) 
That the defendants, .~.\.masa · 1. Clark and 
Joseph Eo Robinson, filed their answer to 
plaintiffs ' third amended complaint, admit·· 
ting the appointment of Laura Morris, and 
her qualification as administratrix of the 
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estate of ~ashington Pocatello, and Minnie 
Pocatello, deceased; admitting that Lucy Po-
catello Johnson, Maud Pocatello Racehorse, 
Josephine Focatcllo and Ray Pocatello, are 
Indians and the only heirs of -r·rashington 
Pocatello end Minnie Pocatello, deceased 
(i':.bstr~ct 52 ) ; admitted that Washington 
Pocatello v.-as an heir of' Yn.ot6~ Owa, and of 
her daughter Jane, and that both Washington 
Pocatello, and Minnie Pocatello were de-
ceased. (:,.1 stract 53 ) 
The answer also admitted all of para-
graphs 4, 5, and 6 of said third amended 
complaint, thereby admitting the decrees of 
distributicn and determining of heirship in 
the estates· of Yaotes Owa, and her daughter 
Jane Browne (Exhibits F & G, Abs. 239.) 
The answer admitted that the eighty 
acres of lE.nd was, at the time of distribu-
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tion under cultivation; admitted that the af-
fidavit of W. D. Service, dated April 18th, 
1917, wns filed of record in Box Elder County, 
Utah on April 19th, 1917, which instrument 
described the terms and conditions of the es-
crow agreement. C:~bstract 53 & 54. ) . 
The answer admitted tnat the First Nati-
onal Ba~~ of Pocatello, Idaho, delivered the 
said deed to U. Fo Diteman, or to someone 
I 
for him; that the deed on its face recited 
a consideration of $3200.00, but made no a1-
legation that the full amount 1vas paid, but 
admitted that tho deed was recorded on No-
vember lOth, 1919 • 
.. \.ns,:mring paragraph 10 of the complaint, 
admitted that on November 3rd, 1919, U. F. 
Diteman and wi~made and executed and de-
livered to .:~. I. Grovor a Quit Claim for 
tho whol~ of said eighty acres; that the 
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same wns recorded on tho 11th de.y of November, 
1919, and acmittcd that .r. I. Grover filed 
his affidavjt and it ·was recorded in Box Eld-
er County, ltnh, the 20th day of February, 
1920, and tr o.t a copy of said affidavit :mo.rk-
cd Exhibit "E", was a part of the complaint. 
(Abs-trc..c'C 35o) 
.. \ns·w·oring paragraph 11 of said complaint, 
admitted thct A. I. Grover, after acquiring 
the Deed frcm U. F. Diteman, entered into the 
possession cf said premises under date of No-
vember 3rd, 1919, and a.s.sumod the management 
of and ront~l of said promises, 2-nd col1ectod 
all of tho rents and profits of s0.id property 
and made no accounting of snme t~ any person 
to and incl~ding the year 1924, until s~id pre-
mises ,gore Eold to the defondo.nts on the 25th 
dny of Mar cr., 1925. (.:~.bstract 56.) · 
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~dmittod nll of paragraph 12 of said com-
plaint, that the defendants h~ve, during all 
of the years since 1925, collected and re-
tained all of the rents received from said 
premises, mQking no accounting to the es-
t~te or to the minors of Washin6ton Pocate-
llo, dccen.scd. (L .. bstract No o 56 o ) 
.. \.r_s·wcring parngraph 15, a.dmi ttcd that on 
the 3rd dQy of December, 1919, Charles Eo 
Foxley filed in the probate division of the 
District Court a petition for Letters of Ad-
mini str~.ti on on the Est"' te of Tb.shington Po-
c~_tcllo, dec eA. sed, 8.nd tho.t after dtw and le-
gal proceedings, the said Ch~rles Eo Foxley 
vro.s appointed Administrator, and the Letters 
of .. ·~dministration vtcrc on tho 12th dn.y of 
January, 1920, duly issued to him, and al-
leged that the said Charles Eo Foxley never 
took any steps to recover any pretended 
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interest in said eighty acres of land; and ad-
mitted that the probation of the estnte of 
Yiashington ~ocntello v.ras never closed. 
(L.bstract SS.) 
Answering paragraph 18 of the complmnt, 
defendants admit that the heirs of Washington 
Pocatello, on or about the 1st of November, 
1919, did attend the Court of the Honorable 
Justin Do Call, then Judge thereof, and that 
I 
they had a conference vri th said judge ::tnd o.t 
the suggestion of said Court had n. confer once 
with Charles Eo Foxley, an officer of said 
Court then practicing law before said Court. 
( . ." .. bstro.ct 59 & 60.) 
..:·~nsworing paragraph 20, of the complaint.' 
defendants o.dmi tted they had rented tho pre- ! 1 
misos each year for a cRsh rental, but denied 
practically all other allegations of para-
graph 20. (Abstract 6lo) 
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Defendants admitted all of paragraph 23 
of the complaint, that the description of the 
property as given was true. 
Other than the foregoing adaissions, the 
defendants generally denied, most all of the 
other allegaticns of the complaint. {:~.b. 61). 
That defendants further answered, and 
filed, a long separate defense, ·the follow-
ing being most of the essential allegations 
of the separate and further answ\3r; (Ab. 61) 
That the defendants claimed the premises 
as owners in fee simple; that th3y purchased 
in absolute good faith ~ri thout a'.lY notice or 
knowledge of any claims and matt~rs set forth 
in the complaint; that they were furnished 
with an abstract that was approv3d by the .At-
torney General of the State of Utah, and was 
ap·,1roved by their own attorney; that L.. I. 
Grover,defendants predecessor, entered into 
possession of the property on th~ third day 
of November, 1919, and occupied them until 
he transferred the premises to dafen4nnts on 
the 12th of March, 1925; that Ao I .. Grover 
occupied and cultivnted the premises, paid 
all of the taxes under claim of right and 
ngainst all persons whomsoever~ ~nd that the 
defendants since the 12th day of March,- 1925, 
did tho same, and have continuously, openly 
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notoriousl:r, peo..ceCJbly and under claim of 
right clni~od the premises against the 
heirs and the administrator and against 
the world, and that at no time, until the 
filing of this n.ctir·n, was any claim made 
by plaintiffs or anyone; that Lo I. Grover 
and these defendD.nts spent much time nnd 
lo.bor and money in the improvements of 
said premises; (i~b. 63 ) (In support of 
such alleg~ticn the defendants offered no 
competent evidence at the·trial} that if · 
plaintiffs were defre.uded, they shculd ob.:. 
ta.in r~dress against said parties defraud-
ing them, ~nd thn t these defendants ought 
not, after 20 ycD.rs lapse of time, be re-
quired,to defend the plaintiff's action 
heroin; that mving to groat length of 
time ond loss of papers nnd do2.th of wit-
nesscs and intervening equities, tbore 
is danger of de~ ng injlJStice; that de-
fondants kne~ none of the parties menti-
oned by the pln5ntiffs except ~. Io 
Grover who is now dead; that they 6.re 
advised that filbert Sailor is dead, 
and that U. F. Di ternan is aged and a non·· 
ro-sident of the state, nnd the First Na-
tional Bank of Pocatello, Idaho, is in-· 
solvent and has been liquidated, nnd de-
fendants cannot obtain records from said 
Bank relating to the alleged Escrow · 
./l.greement; th-:t t if the Bank mo.de an un- · 
authorizcc delivery that the Administra.:. 
tor of the said Washington Pocatello es-
tate, and the heirs waived the performance 
and ratifjed the delivery, and raised a 
prcsumpticn of ratificf1.ticn nnd a.re es-
topped to deny the delivery; thnt plnint-
iff should sue the Bnnk; that Charles E. 
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Foxley is no longer a resident of the State of 
Utah; that by rc~s0n C'~ tbe lapse of time thnt 
dcfcndnnts f:'l.ro un::~.ble ':;o procure testimony to 
refute eortain of tho al:1ims; that pln ntiffs 
and enoh of them, should now be estop·1od by 
reason of latches, sil3nce and other conduct 
on the part of the administrc.tor therein, from 
at this time proseeuti-lg this action. ( .. '..bo 
61 & 65 0) 
Then, as affirmative defense and for uf-
firme.tive relief, defon9-an ts pleaded ths.t the 
First Cause of action -,ms barred by the pro-
visions of Sections 101-2-5; 104-2-6;104-2~19; 
and subdivision 3 of S3ction 104-2-24 of the 
Revised St~tutos of Utl.ho (i~be 66o) 
That defendants, \~~sa Le Clark and Jo-
seph Eo Robinson, pray3d judgment; "lo That 
plaintiff's first caus3 of action be dismiss-
ed; 2. That a decree of this Court be entered 
declaring defendants tJ be the o'vners seized 
in foe of said premises and that title there 
to be quieted in themo ·' (i~b. 68.) 
To this separ~te ~nd affirmative answ~ 
... 
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the plaintiffs repllcdJ specifically, deny· 
ing ench a.nd every allegation contained in 
said scpnro.te nnswer a.nd further plcndcd 
that dcf'endnnts h:\d notice that their grnnt-
or hnd not title to the undivided one-third 
interest decreed tc the est::l.te of w-,_shing-
to~ ~ocatello, deceased; that Ch~rlos E. 
Foxley hnd no authority orpcvrer to r~.tify 
the v~rongful delivery of the deed (;i.b. 80); 
tho.t the only jurisdiction that the Court 
or tho Administrator had in administration 
of the estate of Vbshington Pocatello, 
would be to determine the heirs and decree 
any real estate found to the heirs (Ab.84)o 
That the said Probnte proceedings in the 
Estate cf Washington Pocatello vms notice 
to the 'VIorld, that no inventory had been 
filed, that there v.ras o. protest filed on 
behalf cf the heirs, nnd tho.t no n.ct:ton 
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V!r"S t.,.kon by tho Court in tho est:~ te of Wash-
ington Pcc''.tello, decc:lsed, subsequent to the 
issuc.ncc of the Lcttors of ,.,_dministra tion 
( .. ',.bstr['.ct 90) . Th.J. t this Court ca.nnet now 
s~y to these untutored, uneducated, non-
residents of the State of Ut;ah, and Wnrds of 
the United St~.t es Gcvcrnmont, thn t such o. 
record invokes against you the Stntute of 
Limit~ticns and that you ~re guilty of 
l.~.tchcs (i'Lbstrn.ct 91). i~nd pr:1yed that 
defendnnts ta.ke nothing, ::t~d tha.t pla.intiffs 
be given Judgment ns pr~ycd foro 
Cn these issues the case cnme to 
trial on the 14th dny of September, 1939, 
before the =onor~ble Le\vis Jones, Judge, 
sitting in cqui ty vri th0ut a jury. 
Tho.t vrhen the cn.s 3 ·was cru led for 
Heo.ring thrct ·tho defcndo.ncs filed a. supple-
montnl a.nswer, alleging, ~eng other mat-
tors, that if the Court s110uld find tho.t 
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pln.intiffr, ~re ·wards of the Gov.crnment, 
that the 1 lr'i ntiffs are incompetent to sue, 
us the su:5 t must be maintained by tho ·: 
Government; th~t nll restrictions in the 
original Patent to Yatoos CT-m, hnve long 
since oxp1.rod ~.nd the said lands had 
n.nd assigt·s forever, in fee simple, 
free o.nd clear from o.ll jurisd:iction of 
the Uni tee! Stn tos Government (.t..b o 100). 
That snid dofcnd~.nts further~ in 
their suppJ.cmcntnl o.nsv.rcr 
plc~rlod; 
"Thn.tin tho matter of tho Est:-tc 
of Ar-ri-neap; on the 18th day 
of December, 1918, in the matter 
of the Estate of Geeump; on the 
2l~t day of June, 1919, in +he 
matter of the Estate of Angichah; 
ard on the 23rd day of July, 1919, 
in the matter of the estate of Wa.d-
gagee; that W. H. Ray, then the 
United States Attorney General for 
the Sto.te of Utah, acting under the 
direction of the Attorney General 
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of the United States, f1.led in the 
District Jourt of the First Judici-
al Distri~t of the State of Utah, 
in and for Box Elder County, where-
in each or the foregoing estates 
were then in process of administra-
tion, its petition in intervention 
wherein a 1.d whereby conwHaintant 
sought to intefvene in behalf of 
each and all the heirs of law of 
each of the aforesaid patentees; 
that each .c>etition in intervention 
was similiar in form and each set 
forth substantially the same facts 
now plead3d in plmntiffs' third 
Amendad C:>mplaint, and complaint-
ant sought by said petitions to ob-
tain an order or decree from said 
Court in 3ach of said matters that 
petitions for distribution then 
pendirig t~ dismissed, and the pro-
bate proc9edings be quashed, and 
decreeing that said Court was with-
out juris1iction to probate either 
of said estates or mnke distribu-
tion in accordance with the prayers 
of sa.id petitions on file, or to 
make any 0rder or decree affecting 
the title to or right of possession 
in said l~nds, or any part thereof; 
that upon the filing of said peti-
tion, the above named Court, on the 
day wherein each of said petitions 
were filed and entered therein its 
order authorizing complainant to 
intervene in each of said est~tcs; 
that thereafter, to-vnt, on the 
28th day ~r July, 1921, the United 
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St~tos Government by Hon. Charles 
M. 1~rris, its then duly appointed 
qualified and acting United St8_tcs 
District Attorney for Jche State of 
Utah, under the Author1.ty and by 
.the direction of the Attorney Gen-
eral of the United States, filed 
with said Court in each of said 
estates v~itten motions to dismiss 
said peti ticns; that thereupon said. 
Court entered its v~itten order dis-
missing each ond all of said peti-_ 
tions and said Court thereafter en-
tered therein its decree of distri-
bution distributing each of said 
est~_tes in accordance with the la'VI.r 
of succession of the State of Utah, 
and in accordance with the petitions 
on file; that the defendants and · 
tl~eir predecessor in interest learn-
ed of the foregoing proceedings be-
fore purchasi~g the lands herein 
and honestly believed that by tho 
foregoing proceedings the United 
Stetes Government had ceased to 
mrke any further claim, on behalf 
of the Indians similiarly situated~ 
to the effect that they were power-
less to alienate their said lands, 
or that the foregoing rostricticns 
on the pO'II'.rer of alienation of said 
lRnds had not expired, and because 
of the attitude of the United Stc_tes 
Government in dismissing each and 
all of said petitions, and by fur-
ther reason of latches on the part 
of these plaintiffs and the origino.l · 
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administrator appointed hereinJ these de-
fendants and their predecessor in interest 
vrere induced and did honestly be lei ve that 
no further contention would be made that 
said lands were not subject to alienation 
by said Indians and their heirs at law, 
and so believing ~;~.nd relying upon the 
foregoing facts~ these defendants and their 
predecessor in interest have acquired the 
lands herein described as purchasers in 
good faith and for value anj that these 
defendants and their predecessor ininterest 
have cultivated said premises and have ex-
pended large sums of money for improve-
ments placed thereon, with the c01sent, 
knowledge and acquiesence on the part of 
the United States Gcw ernment and the heirs 
of the original patenteeo 11 (!~b. 100 to 103) 
Plaintiffs objected to the filing of the 
Supplemental answer on the ground that it vms 
immaterial, irrevelent and incompetent and not 
a proper defense and in no vmy binding upon 
these parties, and is not a proper record in 
this case, etc. (Abstract 235) 
The Court overruled the objection,admitted 
the same to be filed, stnting as follows: 
"Have the record show that plaintiffs have 
a general denial to this supplemental an-
swer." (Abstract 236.) 
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Plaintiffs contend that defendants by 
insisting on filing this supplemental a.nsw·er 
arc bound by that pleading, and it is an ad-
mission and confession, that the defendants 
~\masa L. Clark and Joseph E .. Robinson, knew 
that tho first owners of the land were Ind-
ians, e~nd that because they were Indians, 
that defende.nts and their grantor knew thore 
was something ·wrong v.ri th the title; that the 
said pleading is inconsistent ~~th their 
first ans1ver; that the procedure of the United 
States Attorney's Office in the matter of the 
four Indien Estates mentioned, could not have 
i~ any vre.y influenced A. I. Grover defendants' 
pnedccessor as alleged, for the reason that 
the record shows A. I. Grover obtai ned the 
Washington Pocatello Deed on the 9th of Nov• 
ember, 1919. and filed the same for record 
on the lOth· day of No,rember, 1919 (Exhibit K) 
when the Lttorney General of the State of Utah 
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did not withdraw the petition of intervention 
in the other fat~ Indian probate matters until 
t!'le 28th day of July, 1921; "'\nd, as to tho de-
fendnnts Amasa L. Clark and Joseph E. Robinson, 
they bought the property on Ma.rch,l2, 1925, only 
five years having elapsed, a>1.d if they heard 
about this proceeding and ~~ro governed by it, 
then they did have lcnowlodge of, and must have 
known the title to the property v.ras likely to 
be questioned by the United States Government, 
or the heirs vno ·wore wards of the Government 
and they offered no proof that either they 
themselves or their predecessor, expended 
large sums, or my sum of money for improve-
mcnts thereon, and it is admitted and found 
that they collected all of tho rentals each 
year. (.r~bstract 67-116-123. 
Upon the issues herein outlined the c a usc 1.vas 
heard. 
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ST . ."i.TEMEN'l OF F::..CTS 
On ~ny 31, 1884, the United States of 
l~orica issued Homestead Patent to Yaotcs ~' 
an Indian woman, 'rldow of Pooe ~na, to 80 
acres of land in Box Elder County, Utah, de-
scribed as follow·s, to-1vit: 
East half (E}) of tho Southeast 
quarter (SEt) of·Section Twelve (12), To,vn-
ship Eleven (11), North Range Three (3), 
West Salt Luke Meridian. 
That said Patent was filed of :cecord in 
Box Elder County, Utnh on March 26, 1887; 
that Yaotes Owa died sometime in tho latter 
eighties, leaving as her only heirs at law, 
one daughter called Jane, and a stepdaughter 
culled Bin~~, the latter being tho wife of 
Chief Pocatello, they being the parents of 
Washington Pocatello. Neither the daughter 
Jane or the stepdaughter BingvA, or her son 
Washington Pocatello, ever assorted any claim 
to this eighty (80) acres of land during o.ll 
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the years from tho death of Yaotcs Own, and no 
probate proceedings were cowncncod until 1917 
(Abstrn.ot 114). As far as knovm tho daughter 
Jane died sometime in the late ninties, without 
issue, but the court in determining heirship 
to Yaotcs Owa, and her daughter Jane, found 
that at the time Jane died, she left surviv-
ing her a spouse James Brovm, who nt t-hat 
time- 1·:as dead, but lef't surviving him a son 
named James s.. Brov.n, the fruits of nn oth-er 
marriage~ (EXhibit E) Findings of Fact by 
Judge Call. That after the -death of Jane 
Brovm, neither her husbnnd JUUles Brmm or 
Washington Pocatello mude my claim to the 80 
acres of 1and in question; that some years 
prior to 1917, this eighty acres of land '~th 
other Indian lands in the locrulity, v~s placed 
in good state of cul tivaticn un-ier some system 
of connnuni ty interest for the In.dians living 
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in that locol ity 1h ich is not :rnD.tcrial in 
this case, s~vo and except as evidence that 
at tho tine tho land -wns decreed, that the 
land 1Nns in a good stat c of cultivation, 
irrigated and fenced, had been farmed each 
year and that none of the profits from the 
land v.ns ever received by vYashington Pocatc~lo 
or his heirs (Testimony-Lucy Poca~cllo John~ 
son (;~bstract 269-274. Rep. Trans. 28-29) 
That in January 1917 one Albert Sailor, de-
siring to obtmn title to this eighty acres 
of land, for about one fifth of its true val~ 
u~, b~liaving that Washington Pocatello, an 
Indian, a member of Shoshoni Tribe of Indians 1 1 
a ~ard of the United States Government, resid~ 
ing on the Fort Hall Indian Reservation in Idaho 
vlt\.s the only surviving heir of Jane, the daught-
er of Yo.otes Dl:va, cnrne to tho Fore Hall Rescrva• 
tion and looo.ted the said Yvnshington Pocatello, 
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and prevailed upon him to enter into nn 
agreement to sell to one u. F. Ditomun the 
whole of said eighty (80) a.oros of lo.nd for 
the Slli~ of ~3,200.00 1 payv.blo ~20~.00 c~sh, 
a...11d the ba lnnce of ~3 ,000. 00 to be paid in 
ten annual insta.llmcnts of :~300. 00 on Decem-
ber 20th of c~ch year until tho rull rumount 
of :)3,000 would be paid• tha:t·-the said Albert 
Sailor, took tho said rJashington Pocatello 
and :i:annic Pocatello, his vrl.fc, to tho First 
National Bnnk of Pocatello, Idoho, and had a 
wnrrnnty deed made out for the s~lo of the 
whole 80 acres of land, r cci ting that Wash-
ington Pocatello, the g rm tor,· v.as tho only 
surviving heir of Jane, drughtcr of Yuotos 
Owa, and had tho said Washington Pocc.tcllo 
and Minnie Pocatello, his vd.fe execute said 
deed on the 2nd dny of February 1917 (Exhibit 
K); that after said deed ,-JUs executed 
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thA parties did place said deed in escrow vdth 
Tho First Nutional Brunk of Pocatello, Id~, the 
said Albo:rt Sailor, writing out tho terms of the 
escrow agreement, on the front of a large envc~ope 
supplied by the First National Bank, the escrow 
depos~_t::u-y, in which envelope the deed was placed, 
stating that the deed vvas, placed in cscrnw. and 
the terms of tho escrow, that $300.00 v~s to be 
paid on tho 20th dey of December, 1917 ~ -and 
~300.00 on tho 20th day of December each year 
thereafter until the sum of $3,000.00 wDUld be 
paid in full .• the last payment being -due on 
. . 
December 20, 1926, and that said deed was not to 
be delivered until the full sum v~s paia, (see 
Exhibit H) containing photographic copies 0f all 
the escrow papers; .i\.lso sec Exhibit "B", Copy of 
Affidavit of w. D. Service), that tho said First 
National Bank of Poca tcllo, I doh o did accept the 
said escrow as depositary thereof, and on April 19, 
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1917, ,.,:. D.Servicc, Cashier of the said First 
National Bank of Pocatello, Idd1o~ did mn.ko 
o.nd execute an affidavit settin::; forth the 
terms of s ai. d escrow a.greement reciting tho 
deed was in possession of the Bm 'cJ to be de-
livered -r:-hon all the payments wore m1de, and 
Albert Sailor had the s m d Affidavit of ~';. D. 
Service, filed of record in Box Elder County, 
Utah, Recorded in Book "F" of Misc. Pa.ge 613, 
on the 19th d~r of April, 1917. (Exhibit "B") 
also see Philips Abstract (Defendants' Exhibit 
11 5 11 ) vrhich contains a true copy of s m d affi-
davit; that at the same time that Albert 
Sailor secured the deed and placed tho same 
in escrow, he also securAd from ~7o.shinP"ton 
Pocatello, a. witten request that one i_';. E. 
Getz of Box Elder County, Utah, be appointed 
.L\.dministrator of the Estnt e of Yaotes Ov..,a, 
deceased; that subsequent there·to thD.t V:.E. 
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Getz was by the Judge o~ the District Court 
of Box Elder County ~ointed Administrator 
of the Estat c of Yaotes Ov'!U, deceased; that 
Washington Pocatello died April 27, 1917, 
shortly after this deed v~JU s executed and · 
placed in escrovr ( Abstro.ct 113) and before 
11. E. Getz ,;~'as a.ppointed Administrator of 
the Estate of Yaotes Own; (Exhibit E). 
That the abstract of record title of 
said Eighty (80) acres of land, introduced 
in evidence knm~ as the Philips abstruct 
(Defendants' Exhibit ":5") the findings of 
Fact (Exhibit "E"). a.nd decree IJlade by th~ 
Court (Exhibits "F" & "G11 ) shows that sev-
eral other Indians cmme into the District 
Court of Box Elder County, during the Pro-
bate proceedings, and claimed to be heirs of 
Yaotcs ~i~ and Jane Brovv.n, her daughter; that 
subsequently W. E. Gotz Y:as also &p pointed 
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.. \dministrntor of the Esta.t c of Jmo Brmm, and 
of James Brown, hor husband; 
ThQt in December, 1917, ~~on the first 
payment came due on tho escrow agreement, 
that ..:\.lbort sm. lor sent the $300.00 payment 
and then on the next day he wrote o.nd vr.i th-
dreu the ~300.00 payment, stati~ that it 
looked as though Yfushington Pocatello v~s not 
an heir to Yaotes ~~u, and instructing tho 
Bank to return the deed to 1:\fashington Poca-. 
tollo, (see letter Dec. 24th, 1917, in Exhibit 
"H", the oscro1Y po.pers); that tho d eposi tQry 
did not return tho deed; that subsequently in 
February, 1918, that Albert Sailor again 
'~oto the depositary, returning the first 
payment of $300.00 and requesting tho Ben k 
to hold tho money and deed until the final 
decree of the Court (see letter L1. Exhibit ttH"). 
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Thnt on March 23, 1918, that Judge Justin 
D. Call,. Judge of the District Court of Box 
Elder County, Utm made a decree finding that 
Jonie Bat Yaotes and William Hootchew were 
the right l'oirs and decreeiYl..g the 80 acres of 
land to the.m, share and share alike; that the 
said ,r,,stin D. Call, did later set this decree 
aside, and took further action in the matter. 
That on tho 7th day of November, 1919, 
that Justin D. Call, Judge of the District 
Court of Box Elder County, Utah made his find-
ing of fact and conclusions of law, in both 
the Yaotes Owa and the Brot~m estates, (see 
Exhibit "E'') finding that Jane Bro·wn at the 
time of her death left no issue, but left 
surviving rer, a spouse, James Brovm, ·who vvas 
her legal rusband at the time of her death, 
and Jnmos ProYm left surviving him a son by 
another marriage, James s. Brown, and that he 
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.l ~ ··.J : ' ~- .t ' •... "''". .'; 
• ~ms entitled to an undivided two-thirds inter• 
est in the 80 o.cres of land, a~.1d thut 1\"ashing-
ton Poca.tello, who was the only blood relative, 
being a relative by ha.lf blood of Yaotes ~'JS.,and 
her daughter Jane, wa£ entitled to an undivided 
one third interest in the said 80 acres of land, 
and on the 7th day of November, 1919, made t?ro 
decrees almost identical in words and form• de• 
creeing an undivided t\vo thirds interest in 
said 80 acres of land to James s. Brovn, the 
son of James Brown~ and an undivided one-third 
interest to the estate of Washington Pocatello, 
deceased. The property is described in both 
decrees as the East half (E!) of the Southeast 
Quarter (t) of Section TVrelvc (12), To1vnship 
Eleven (11), N. R. 3, w. s. L. u. situated in 
Box Elder County, Utm ; that said decrees were 
filed of record on the 8th day of Novo.mbcr, 
1919, and r ccorded in Book 11H11 , Misc. at. 
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pages 319 e~d 320~ records of Box Elder, 
County, Utnh, (Exhibits "F" & "G") also see 
the Philips Abstract,(defendants' Exhibit 
115"); that said decrees were never appealed 
from, and established absolute title in the 
estate of nnd in the heirs of Tiashington 
Pocatello, deceased, to an undivided one 
third interest in said 80 acres of land, and 
vvas so found by Judge Lewis Jones of the 
District Court, in his findings in this case 
(Finding N o. 6, Abstract 114, Trans. 0316) 
Tha.t the record discloses • and more par-
' 
ticularly tho Philips Abstract (Defendants' 
Exhibit 115 11 ) discloses that Albert I. Grover, 
Defendants' grantor, for some months prior to 
tho decrees being made and recorded in the 
estate of Yaotos ~~ and her daughter Jane, 
wns making a determined effort to secure 
possession to this 80 acres of land, he 
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secured agreements of sale, nnd deeds both quit 
cln.im and v.ro.rranty from mf'Ol y of tho other Indin.ns 
who wore cloi n1ing to be heirs. Ho executed n. 
mortgage on tho land to Johnio Bat Ynotcs dated 
March 21, 1918, long before it was decreed as 
sho'W!l by the Philips abstract (Defendants 1 Ex-
hibit 115"), ond nine months before it was de-
creed, he entered into a contract '1vith the 
Utah-Idaho Sugar Company to purch:1.sa sixty 
shrxes of water right for this 80 acres of land 
as sho-rm by the defendants n t the -trial (See 
Defendants' Exhibit "4") Abstract 282; that 
about thirty days before the District Court 
made and entered its decrees in tho estate of 
Yaotes Ov!S. and her daughter Jane, that } ..• I. 
Grover ronde an ~licn.tion to tho Stute of Utah 
for a loan of $7,500.00 on this 80 acres of 
land, swearing that ho owned the lflnd for 
over t;r..o years, and that it was at tho time 
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in a very high state of cultivation, irri-
gated• and located in the most famous beet 
produoing section of the State, and was 
worth $300.00 per acre. A certified copy 
of the application of A. I. Grover to the 
State of Utah, for this loan is in ovidenc~ 
in this case marked (Exhibit "J") Abstract 243; 
that as soon as the court made its decrees in 
tho estete of Yaotes Owa, and her daughter Jane, 
that A.I. Grover did on the 7th day of ~ovember 
secure from the Clerk of the Court a c~rtified 
copy of the decree in the estate of Yao·tes Owa, 
deceased; and the said il... I. Grover did on the 
8th day of November, 1919. secure from ?; F. Dite• 
man, a power of attorney 1 executed to h~m, A. I. 
Grover 1 giving to him full power ove·r the escrow 
agreement, ~nd authorizing the First National 
Bank of Pocatello, Idaho to turn over and qeliver 
to him the deed and al 1 the plp)rs in escr~, in 
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said bank executod by Washington Poco. tel1o and 
Minnie Pocatello for the east half of the south-
eest quarter of Section 12, Township 11, N. R. 3, 
~r. s. L. 1~. (Se8 copy Power of .. \ttorncy, Exhibit 
"E11 ); That A. I. Grover paid only ~1,000.00 to the 
bank on said escrow agreement~ and did send to 
said bank tho certified copy of the decree of dis-
tribution in the Yaotes Owa estate, m d his power 
of attorney from u. F. Diteman, and the said bank 
the escrow depositary, did on or about the 9th day 
of November, 1919 wrongfully and unlawfully deliv• 
er to the s uid A. I. Grover the deed executed by 
Washington Pocatello and Minnie Pocatello, for the 
entire premises, and the said A. I. Grover, on the 
lOth day of November, 1919, filed the deed of 
Washington Pocatello, and Minnie Pocatello of record 
in Box Elder County, Utah,and same v~s recorded in 
Book 15, Page 440 of tho Deed records of Box Elder 
County; that on the 7th day of November, 1919, that 
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A. I. Grov€r secured from James s. Brm·m, 
the Indian whom the Court had decreed the 
other two thirds interest to, a warranty 
deed to U. F. Diteman us grantee for an un-
divided tv.o thirds in tore st in the snid 80 
acres of le.nd for a considero.tion of ~~2 ,000 
as shown by the Philips J:\.bstract (Defendants' 
Exhibit 11 511 ), end en used the s rune to be re-
corded on tho 7th day of November, 1919, and 
it was recorded in Book 15, Page 438 of the 
deed record of Box Elder County, Utm; that 
previous thereto on the 3rd day of November 
1919, four days before the proportywas de-
creed by the Court, that ;~_. I. Grover secured 
a quit claim deed from u. F. Diteman for the 
full 80 acres of land and caused the same to 
be recorded on the 11th day of November, 1919, 
as appears in Book 15, Page 442, oft he deed 
record of Box Elder County, Utah, all d: vJbich 
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instruments, tho date of their makin~, and the 
date of their recording q> pear in the Philips 
abstrCl.ct, relied upon by the dcfondo.nts a.s 
shm-.ring good title to them in the said premises 
(Sec Philips .. \.bstract, defendants Exhibit ~~511 ) 
by virtue of such trrmsfers, oncl the obtaining 
of the ~~rashington Pocatello deed, and filing 
the srun.e for record, the said A. I. Grover did 
"Va'ongfully attempt to take full possession of 
tho entire 80 acres of land, and cloi m the same 
as his Oi'm, m d proceeded to rent and manage the 
~ole 80 acres and did for 5 full years until 
the 12th day of March, 1925rent tho vh ole of 
said premises at a largo yearly r enta 1, an d did 
collect and take to himself, all of the rentals 
during the 5 years from 1920 to 1924, both years 
inclusive; that plaintiffs alleged and contended 
that L. I. Grover never obtai:1od a legal title 
to the undivided one-third in·cerest decreed to 
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the estate of Washington Pocatello, deceased, 
that his entry into possession of the undivided 
one third interest v~s entry as tenant in comm-
on with the heirs of the estate of Washington 
Pocatello, deceased. 
That at the time of the final hearing 
before the court to determine heirship and 
rights of distribution of the estate of Yaot-
es Owa, and her daughter Jane Brovm held on or 
about the 1st day of November, 1919, ·that the 
heii;s of Wl'.shington Pocatello, deceased, came 
into the District Court of Box Elder County,. 
Utah, that Judge Justin D. Call the then pre-
siding Judge inquired of them if they knew the 
nature of the proceedings, or, if they had a 
lawyer, or knew a lawyer, or any one in the 
Court room, and when they told the Judge they 
did not know what tho proceeqings vrere about, 
that they had no la'TJizy-er ,and did not know any 
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lawyer 1 Judge Call told them he v\()uld cal 1 o. 
lawyer for them and tho Judge called one 
Charles E. Foxley, a lawyer of Brigham City, 
then practicing before the District Court, 
that Charles E. Foxley came to the Court House 
and that Judge Call introduced him to Minnie 
Poe a tollo, and her children, :J.nd told them that 
Mr. Foxley rould act for them as their lawyer. 
This fact is admi ttod by defe'J.dants and formd 
by tho Court (Finding 18) Abs·i;ract 132; that 
shortly thereafter, Foxley told the heirs of 
Washington Pocatello, that tho hearing ~~s 
over, and that they would receive one-third of 
the land, but did not tell them anything about 
the land, what it was worth, am the heirs did 
not know anything about vmat took place at the 
hearing, or how it v~s decided, Foxloy just 
told them that the hearing was over, and asked 
them to come to his office -..i th him, and again 
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at tho office he told the.m it '~s all over 
tha·t they would get one-third of the land 
and that they could go home, and when they 
asked him about the one-third interest, he 
told thorn it would be necessary to have an 
ndministrator appointed, ~And sed. d something 
about a guardian for the two minors, that he 
would be ~point4d guardian or adminisYrator, 
and that if they 'V\OUld sign a paper he 110Uld 
be appointed and that they could go home~ and 
hemuld look after everything for them, that 
he was their lawyer, if the property was s~ld 
he· ,,"0 uld send them the money (Abstract 269-274) 
Testimony Lucy Pocatello Johnson. They signed 
the request that he be appointed administrator 
of the estate of 'tJIJashington Pocatello, deceased. 
and left everything in the hands of Charles E. 
Foxley, and after a short visit at Washaki, wen-
home to the Reservation in Ido.ho, and never rc• 
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turned to Brigham City until the date of the 
hearing in this c~sc. That on tho 3rd day of 
December, 1919 1 about 25 days after .. ·... I. Grover 
had taken possession of tho 80 acros of lru1d 
that Charles E. Fox ley filed· pe·bi tion for letters 
of administration on the estate of Yiashington 
/ 
Pocatello# deaoased, in the District Court of Box 
Elder County, Ut~ alleging the estate consisted 
of un undivided one-third interest in the east 
half of the southeast quarter cf Secticn 12, Tovm-
ship 11, N. R. 3, WEST SLM. naming the heirs of 
Tiashington Pocatello, deceased; also stating that 
Albert I. Grover and u. F. Dite~ clmmed some 
interest in sm d estate (Exhibit 11M11 ) Abstract. 246• 
that again on the 29th day of December, 1919, 
ho filed an an ended petition for letters of ad-
ministration alleging the estate of Washington 
Pooo.tello mmed all of the 80 acres~ of lund, 
and listed Albert I. Grover and u. F. Diteman 
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as heirs of the estate of Washington Poca-
tello, deceased, (Exhibit "Mn) Probe.te File 
355 (Abstract 246); that on the 15th day of 
January, 1920, that the Clerk of the Court 
appointed Charles E. Foxley as administrator 
of said estate, and issued letters of Admin-
istro.tim to him, and on sci d date he quali• 
fied, o.nd assumed the duties of administro.t-
ion of said estate; that as administrator he 
failed to file an inventory of any kind in 
said estate, had no appraisers appointed, 
but did on or about the 15th day of January 
1920 secure from the Clerk of the District 
Court, a certified copy of his letters of 
Administration in the estate of T~shington 
Pocatello, deceased, and deposited the same 
with the First National Bank of Pocatello, 
Idaho, the depositary of the escrow d~ed, 
that had been delivered to A. I. Grover and 
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theFirst National Bak of Poco.tollo 1 Idth o, sent 
$995.00 of tho $1,000.00 paid by .:l... I. Grover 
to tho said Charles E. Foxloy to RrighrJm City 
Utah; that the said Charles E. Foxloy1 us ad-
ministro. tor, took no further a.cti an in the 
estate of YI":--.shington Poco.tello, dccco..sod,ox-
cept to hn.ve notice to creditors publishod,until 
the 3rd day of Wnrch, 1921, n.t vhich time he 
filed in the District Court of 3ox Elder Co., 
Utah, in the matter of the estate of ·;;:-.shing-
ton Pocatello, deceased, a fin~ account and 
Petition for Settlement thereof 1 shova ng that 
he had received from the First lhtional Bonk 
of Poc:~.tollo, Idaho, on a "land Contro..ct of 
sale by deceased and vrl.fe" $995.001 then on 
Page 2, of said peti tim under head of Goner-
o.l Account, he stated as follorrs: 
11 The property described in the petition 
for letters and described as an undivided one 
third interest in the ostate of Yaotes Ov~, or 
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one third of the east'half of the southeQst 
quarter of Section 12, T. 11, N,R. 3 1Test 
SLM. had been converted into cash by reason 
of a contract executed by Washington Poca-
tello ~Dd ~f6 prior to tho death of Washing-
ton Pocatello, and placed in escrow and cov.• 
ering such interest o..s might be determined 
as belonging to said Y:ashington Pocatello, 11 
(Exhibit 11M") Probate File 355, (Abstract 246) 
~nd further alleging that there '~s due to 
him c. E. Foxlcy, the sum of $497,00 as an 
attorney foe, m1d costs of $7,00 making a 
total of (;504.00 due the administrator, and 
that the balance $490,00 vms for distribu-
tion; that the Clerk of the Court did on 
tho 3rd dr.y of W.aroh, 1921 make o.n order 
fixing tho 14th day of March, 1921 as the 
time for settlement of said final account, 
and for hearing of the said petitions for 
settlement and for final distribution 
(Exhibit "M"); that there is no record of 
any action having been ttik: en by the Court 
on the 14th day of Ma~ch, 1921; that on 
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~ugust 27, 1921, there 1vns filod in the Court 
an objection to tho a llovvance of tho account 
on behalf of the heirs of VF:.t.shington Poco.tello 
deceased, on different grounds, the first 
ground being that "No Inventory -:>f the so.id es-
tate has been filed in said Court"; and praying 
that tho said account be not allowed, approved 
or settled as the same is rend<Jred, and pray-
ing for such other and further order that is 
just; (Exhibit "M"); that on the 12th day of 
. . 
September, 1921, that Judge Albert A. Law, 
made an order in the :Matter of the Estate of 
~ashington Pocatello, deceased, that the 
hearing for settlement of final account 
and petition for final distribution hnving 
been set for this day, that u continucn co 
was necessary, and continued the ~tter until 
tho lOth day of October, 1921; that on the 
lOth day of October 1 1921, Jud~e Albert A. 
Lavr, made another similar ordor continuing 
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the hearing to tho 14th do. y of November, 1921; 
that on the 14th day of Nov~ber, 1921, that 
Judge :~.lbcrt .l' ... Lo..w made another similar order 
continuing tho hearing to the 12th day of 
December, 1921; that on the 12th day of Dec-
ember, 1921 tho.t Judge L. B. Wright made a 
similar order continuing the hearing to tho 
9th do..y of January, 1922; that on the 9th 
- ' 
day of January, 1922, Judge VIm. M. McCrea, 
Presiding Judge made o. similar order contin-
uing tho hearing on the Final settleiJlent or 
account. o.nrl petition of final distribution 
to the 13th day of February, 1922; all orders 
of Cantli!nutd:iion shown in Exhibit "lt' the Pro-
bate File No. 355, Estate of Washington Poco.-
tello, deceased; that there 1vas no hearing held 
on the 13th day of February, 1922, and no fur-
thor order of Continuance 1vn.s ever made, and 
no further action taken by the Court in my 
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:~. manner whatsoever • during all of' the years from 
a; the 9th day of January, 1922J in the nntter of 
~: the estate of 'ill.shington Pocatello~ deceased~ 
until the present suit -r:n.s filed by the heirs; 
that at some time unknovm to tho heirs of Wash-
ington Pocatello, deceased; that Charles E. Fox-
ley~ absconded from the State of Utnh, and took 
':lith him the $995.00 secured from tho First Nat-
ional Bank of Pocatello, Idaho, or sp~nt the same 
bofare he absconded~ and no final settlement of 
any kind wha tsoevcr has ever been made by the 
District Court of the First Judicial District of 
tho State of Utm, in and for Box Elder County, 
in the estate of Y:ashington Pocatello, d eceasod. 
(Exhibit 11M"). 
That Albert I. Grover who secured tho deed 
of Washington Pocatello, deceased, and f'iled the 
same for record, never lived on the 80 acres of 
land, and did not farm it himself, but rented 
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it each year for a large annual cash rental, 
and collo cted and kept for himself all of the 
rentals; that on January 2, 1920, within 60 
days from the d n. te he filed the 1.hshington 
Pocatello deed of record, Grover mortgaged 
the 1.·h ole premises to tho State of Utn.h as 
security for a loan of ::a ,ooo.oo (Philips 
Abstract, Dcfendn.nts' Exhibit 115"), and 
later pa.id in full the Utru1-Idaho Sugar 
Company for the 60 shares of ·water right. 
he contracted for in Nnrch, 1919 (Dofent-
ants' Exhibit "4"); that on the 6th dq,r of 
December, 19'20, Davis County funk, of Farm-
ington, Utah, which bank }joth tho defendants 
were ut that time directors of, loaned ~.I. 
Grover, $2,500.00 taking a second mortgage on 
the said 80 acres of land as security for the 
payment of the $2,500.00 (Philips Abstract 1 
Defendants' Exhibit "5"); tha. t 1..,_• I. Grover 
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continued to rent tho land each yeo.r and 
collect nll of the rent until the 12th day 
of Mnrch , 1925 at which time, nothing 
hn.ving been paid on th6 State loan, or on the 
loon due the Davis County Bank, rn d .;.\ .• I. 
Grever being in straightened circumstances us 
testified to by ~\rnasa L. Clark as follows: 
Cjos s E::mn ina ti on:--
Q. ..l.t the time that Mr. Grover sold this pro-
perty he wds in straightened financial cir-
cumst~nces, wasn't he? 
A. I think he Vte.S • Ab • 300. 
Q. So that he was just coming out from under 
the deal Tli th the State Land Board? 
;~.. Yes, sir. He needed it. Ab •... 300.•. -··· 
.!~. I. Grover tp prcn ched ..:\rna sa . L. C ln.r k to tnke 
the property from him, and he deeded tho pro-
perty to ~\mnsa L. Clark and Joseph E. Robin-
son, they taking tho property us a personal 
investment, and paid off tho Stnt e Loan, the 
loan to the Davis County Balk, and ma.t back 
taxes were due on the property, and paid 
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Grover the bn.lance of the purchase price of 
~~12,500.00. That the 80 acres of lard at that 
time was vK·rth much more than the $12.500.00 
paid by the defendants; that the 60 or 65 acres 
of land in cultivation on this 80 acres was 
C'f tho very best land in that loccl.ity. and 
Amasa L. Clark testified that good land was 
v.rorth a. t that time Tv;o hundred to Thr eo Hund-
red Dollars per acre. 
Q. 'V~'ha t "V~S ground selling for in this VlCJ.• 
nity of this property, other ground that you 
happen to l:now of your o·rv.n knavledge? 
~. At that time land. I guess. good land 
wns 'ttvorth from TWo hundred to Three H undred 
Doll~.rs per acre. Ab. 300. 
That the defendants took the said land 
over from . . l:... I. Grover without making rxey 
examination or investigation as to whether 
their grantor had good title to the undivided 
one third interest, or vmether. he had any 
ti tlc to any of the 80 acres of lnndJ .Lmo.sa L. 
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Clark vbo made the doo.l ~ relied on tho faot 
tha.t +'ho State land Board of Utah had loaned 
$7,000.00 on the property, and therefore the 
title must be good, Mr. Clark testifying on 
cross examination: 
Q, Didn't you consult the record at all 
your-Self? 
A, No, sir. I just bought from tho---
I assumed that the State of Ut:ili had po.ssed 
yitle. I bought it vi th the idea that ab-
stract show·s it. -
Q, You asstmJ.e because the State of Utdh had 
approved the loan~ ·and had"a Seven Thousand 
mortgage upon the property• -th~t it ,-.,-as ·good 
title? 
.:L, Yes, sir. Ab. 297. 
That neither "'~rna sa. L. Clark or Joseph E. Robin-
son has ever lived on the premises, and during 
all of the years since 1925 have rented the 
premises each year for a good cash rental 1 and 
have collected all of the rentals and retained 
all of' smne to themscl ves each year; 
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Plaintiffs alleged and contended that the 
defendants secured no title to the undivided 
one third interest decreed to the estate of 
YTa.shington Pocatello, deceased, from .:.~.!.Grover, 
been usc J.\, I. Grover had no title to the said 
one third interest tc convey, all of which 
111J'Cre matters of public record, and shown in 
the Philips a bstr~ct, (Defendants Exhibit 11 5") 
and of vhich fact the defendants had full and 
complete notice. :• 
That on November 10, 1919• the date that 
~. I. Grover v~ongfully filed the deed of 
v:-n.shington Pocatello, and Minnie Pocatello for 
'when J 
record/ he only paid $1,000 for the same, the 
undivided one third interest in said 80 acres 
of lo.nd,. v.:as vrorth at least $5,ooo.oo. That 
said deed in the hands of A. I. Grover '\'JUS 
void deed and passed no title to the undivided 
one third interest and the said ; .... I. Grover 
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entered into possessicn of the said promises 
as a tenant in common v.d. th the heirs of the 
estate of Yiashington Pocatello, dooensed. 
Tho testimony presented at the trial of 
the cause wns composed of certified copies of 
instruments of roccrd, mostly trk en from the 
County Recorder's office of Box Elder County, 
Utnh, marked as exhibits by both p~rties, and 
mostly all admitted 1vithout objection by 
either party, also oral testimony submitted by 
both parties. 
PlaL~tiffs 1 EEhibits. 
Exhibit "A". Abo 236 1 Rep. Trans. P. 3. 
United States Patent 
r Dated May 31, 1884 
Filed of record ~hrch 26 1 1887 
United States )Land in Box Elder CJunty, Utah 
to ) E! SEt of Sec. 12, T.ll N.R.3 
Yaotes Owa ) SLM 
Exhibit "B" Ab. 237 Rep Trans. P3 
li.f'fidavi t of r;. D. Service describing 
Escrow .A~rcemcnt. Dated April 18, 1917 
Filed for -record April 19, 1917. 
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TT.D.Sorvice, Cashier ) 
First National Bank, ) 
Poc~tello, Idaho ) 
Describing Escrow be-
tween 1!.'"ashington Poca-
tello and U;F.Ditoman 
Ets~} S. 12,T.ll N.R.3 
1i!. S.L. M. 
Exhibit 11 C". Ab. 237 Rep Trans. P4. 
Petition for Letters of Administration. 
Filed 1hrch 28, 1917. 
Yaotes OvA ) Property ~ SEt Sec. 12, 
f-ecc"scd ) T, 11, N. R 3 'Vl. SIM 
Exhibit "D". Ab. 237-238 
Poti tion for Probe. te of YTill 
James -Brovm., Deceased, 
This Exhibit TI can be disregarded, the 
offer and acceptance was error, this is a will 
and pertai. ns to the NW quarter of Section 12, 
it was a mistake, the Petition desired to be 
entered was the Petition of Administration of 
tho Estate of Jane and Ja.TI1.es Brovm, deceased, 
the daughter of Yaotes Ov~, and for ~he same 
premises, but the poti tion of James Brown 
alone for n diff orent piece of property was 
furnished by mistake, and vms not discovered 
until the papers 1rore all lodged with··this 
Court, It is of no use in the record, the 
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Estate of Jane Brown nnd Jcunes Brown is in-
eluded in the Findings of Fa.ct m:!.do by Judge 
Cn.ll, and in decrees of distri buticn. Exhibit 11 E11 
Stipulation. Ab. 258 
Stipulated that Hr. ":7". E. Getz 1vas appointed 
and qualified as Administrator of the Yaotos, 
and James Brown arrl Jane Brovm estJ. to. 
Exhibit "E" • .A.b. 238 
Findings of Fact and conclusions. of lavv, 
made by Judge Call. Filed Nov. 7, 1919. 
Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Lavr, 
Estate of Yaotes Ov.ra., and 
Jane and James Brolm, ·all 
deceased. 
Exhibit "F11 A b. 239 
Decree of Distribution. 
Dated Nov. 7~ 1919. 
Filed Nov. 8 1 1919. 
) Determining heir-
ship Qnd right of 
) distribution. 
PropGrty EtS~~ S~ 12 
) T.ll, N. R.3,1';-.SLM 
Decree of Distribution)Property :~~SEt Soc.l2 
Estate of Yaotes Owa )T.ll N.R 3, -.-;. SLM 
deceased ) 
Exhibit "G" "'~b. 239 
Decree of Distributicn. 
Dated Nov. 7~ 1919 
Filed Nov. 8, 1919 
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Decree of Distribution )Property Et SEt 
Jane nnd James Bro1~, )Sec. 12, T. 11, N.R. 
both dececsed. )3, r;. SLMo 
Exhibit 11 F·tt Ab. 241 
Photograp~ic Copies of Escrow papers. 
Photographic copies as per 
stipulaticn, of escrow papers 
between 1.·:r shington Pocatello 
and :ML1nic Pocatello, his vrife. 
am: 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
u. F. Dit0man, placed with the ) 
First·National Banko f l"oca- ) 
tello,Idnbo as Escrow Depositary) 
Envelope with 
terms of Escro1 
·nri tton on fro: 
of same; Letter 
lil bert· Sailor ~ 
Dec.l4,1917, 61 
dn. ted Dec. 24, 
and a second l1 
dated Dec. 24, 
1917, role tb:re to first payment of $300.00 ~ lett~ 
dated Feb. 23, 1918, roturining first $300.00 
p nymont; nnd povrer of attorney dated Nov. 8, 
1919, sir:r.cd py· tr. F.Ditcman·:~ .. pointing A. I. 
Grover his lawful a ttcrney in ell I!1'l ttcrs 
portal. ning; to said escrow. 
This povver of attorney v110.s executed more th1 
18 months after \·J"ashington Pocatello died, n~ 
the agenc~r of the First National Bank of Poco.-
yello, Idr.ho on behalf of v;ashington Pocatello 
had terminated, the power of atto~noy author-
ized tho bank to turn over to A.L.i Grover the 
deed and papers then held by soi d Bo.nk in 
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escrow, at the time this power of a ttornoy 'WllS 
executed and filed :·d. th the Bnnk, the Bank had 
no right or power to d elivor th::t t deed oxcopt 
on an order of a District Court, after hnving 
acquired proper jurisdiction of the parties 
and the subject matter. 
The next in the record is a stipulation 
read by counsel for defendants stating that 
the papers included in Exhibit "H" was al 1 
the papers th11t could be found pertaining to 
the escrow and t hn. t there 1'.18.S n::> objection to 
the offering of photostatic copies of the 
papers as an exhibit under the stipulation. 
Ab. 242. 
THE COURT: They may be received .L\b. 242 
Exhibit "I" Ab. 243 
.ilf'fidavi t .L\.. I. Grover 
Dated Feb. 20, 1920 
Filed of record April 10, 1920 
This affidavit of A. I. Grover, defendants' 
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gra.nto1· 1 which sui d affidavit v.ras filed for 
record and vt' s listed in the Philips abstract, 
(Defendants Exhibit 11 5") in part reads as 
follows: 
" Tha.t ho. i.lf ~ tho ovmor of the land and had 
made application No. 3477 to the State~Land 
Be ord of the Sta to of Utnh, for a loan, that 
tho·pramiscs came through the estate of Yaotcs 
Ov.ra, ~c·.mo vre.s the original po.tentce; that the 
Court first decreed that title to Johnio Bat 
Yaotes and Tiilliam Hootchew, as is shovlln by 
1/6 of the I.bstract; that Epplicatio:!1 v.ras nnde 
to set aside s~id"decroo and for a new hearing 
vmich v~s granted, that the Court reversed and 
entered its decree as sho1~ by item #12 of the 
Abstract decreeing c~A third of the estate to 
the estate of 1~::~shington Pocatello and two 
thirds to James s. Brovm; that after the entry 
of the first decree Wherein part of·the prem-
ises v~s given to Johnie Bat Yaotcs, that he 
(Grover) entered into a contr8.ct to purchase 
tho int0rcst of Johnie Bat Yaotes, and deliver-
ed to Johnie Bat Yaotcs a mortgage for $1500.00 
also, all eging that ho knmv 1"Iashington Poca.• 
tollo in his lifetime; that he was an Indian 
living on Fort Hall Indian Rescrvn."tifn; that 
during his lifetime he and wife made, executed 
and left in escrow a warranty deed in favor of 
U. F. Di tcnan, vvhich said deed vJS.s to be deliv-
ered to the said u. F. Ditomnn upon the payment 
of tho considoraticn mentioned in the said es-
crow a.grocnont; that subsequently 1Tashington 
Pocatello died and his heirs op pearod as 
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contestants in the prol~te proceedings referred 
to in entry :/1:12 of the o.bstra.ct; that at the 
hearing the estate cf r:ashington Pocatello wo.s 
given one third interest and thoroaftor the 
said u. F. Diteman paid the bank the money 
sufficient to procure the said deGd so held 
in escrow, and subsequently conveyed his int-
erest to deponent as shown by entry #16 the 
abstract; that an administrator was appointed 
for the e sto. te of Washington Pocatello, and 
tho said administrator received and aecepted 
the money paid by the sni d u. F • Di teiiltln for 
the warranty deed in his favor; that the Court. 
found against all persons except the claim of 
rrashington Pocatello • and Jamos Brc:wn1 ,h ich 
said decree became final and never was ap~ealed 
from, and described the premises as the E2 SEt 
Sec. 12,T. 11 N. R. 3, W. SLM" ~tlxhibit "I") 
This affidavit is part of the Philips Abstract 
(Defendants • Exhibit 115 11 ) Ab. 283. 
Exhibit "J'' A b. 243 
Application A. I. Grover for Loan 
Dated October 11, 1919. 
A.I. Grover )Application State of Utm for 
to )Loan $7,000.00 Dato 06t.11, 
State of Utah )1919, on ~SEt Seo.12,T.ll 
N. R._#3, W. SLM. 
Exhibit 11K" Abe 243·244 
Warranty Deed. 
Dnted Feb. 2, 1917, Recorded Nov. 10, 1919 
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Grantors · )---hereby convey and 
'YJashington Pocatello, '1/lfclrrant lnnd in Box Elder 
only· surviving heir of) C~unti, Utah. :Oescripticn 
Jane, the daughter of K:3 SE4 Sec. 12, T. 11, N. 
Yaoto s OvJti and Minnie ) R. 3, 1T. SLM 
Poc~tello, his wife. 
to 
Grantee. 
u. F. Di tmr.an 
) 
) 
Tris rlc0d was given before the right of heir-
ship was determined and vvas placed in cscrovv 
to be delivered only upon the pEt:ym.ont to the 
e:scro~tr doposi toary the full sum of ~3 ,ooo. 00 
The said ~.~:ashington Pocatello died on the 27th 
day of "'·.~.pril, 1917 (Findings by tho Court, No. 
3, .Lb. 113) and this deed was delivered by tho 
oscrryw depo~tar~ on or about Nov. 8, 1919, 
more t..han lS months after the death of ,.-rash-
ington Pocatello, upon the payment of only 
~11,000.00 o.nd the deed 1vas for the ''ihole of 
the 80 acres of lund and for an undivided one 
third interest. 
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Form Leo. s e. 
Dated March 5 1 1923 
Filed for record M:trch 21, 1923 
Lessor ) Lc,'.so for seasons 1923,1924, 
A, I. Grover ) and 1925 for Ej- SZ} Sec, 12, 
) T. 11, N.R. 3, r;. SLM. Rental 
Lesee ) yearly 232 tons of beets de-
G. K. Ta.kagn.ki) livered to Utah-Id::h o Sugar 
Co. out of first boots produced. 
Exhibit 11M" Ab. 244-246 
Probate File No. 355 
Estate cf 7~ashington Pocatello 
First Filing· Poti ticn for Administrution 
Dec, 3, 1919, Letters issued Jan.l5, 1920 
!Asr Court entry Jan. 9, 1922 
Estate of-~ushington)Letters issued to Charles 
Poon.tollo, deceased )E. Foxley o~ 15th day of 
Jm. 1920 
E~ SEt Sec. 12, T. 11, N. 
R D 3, ~"!. SLM. 
Admission of File in Evidence. -'l.b. 246 
Mr. Lowe: No objection to the introduction 
of the vh ole r ecor d. 
THE COu'RT: Probate 355, Tho estate of ~·{ash-
ington Pocatello, the files are all rodeivod 
in evidence. 
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This file sho~~ that Charles E. Foxley 
t\IO.s duly and regularly appointed Administrator 
of the Estnte of ~ashington Pocatello, de-
ceased, thnt he qualified, that he never filed 
any inventory of any kind in said estate, 
neither asked for or had ~praisers appoint• 
ed, and tho record shows no appraisement was 
ever made, that notice to creditors were 
published; that on the 3rd day of April,l92l 
that tho snid Administrator filed a so-called 
final account, and a petition for distribution, 
informing the court just what he had done as 
such. administrator; that he had received from 
tho First National Bank of Pocatello, Idaho, 
$995.00 thnt '~s paid to said Bank on Land 
Contro.ct of sale, by deceased and vdfe, also 
further ru leging as follows: 
"Tho property described in the petition 
for letters and described as an undivided one 
third interest in the estate of Ya.otcs Owa., 
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or one third of the East half of tho southeast 
quo.rtcr of Secticn 12, Tovmship 11, N. Range 
3, ~est SLM ho.d boon converted into oush by 
roo.son of a contract exooutod by ~-~nshington 
Pocntcllo s.nd vd.fe prior to the do~.th of 
·:::-.shington Pocn.tello, and placed in 0scro,,. 
and covering such interest ns might be deter-
mined as belonging to said :-;a.shington Poco.tollo. 
The scid .j.\dministrator claiming that he v.ras 
creditor of the estate, and that osto:ce ovrod 
him $504.00 as an attorney fee, fer represent-
ing the heirs 11 • 
T1rls File and Exhibit sho~ the Clerk of the 
Court on March 3, 1921 made ~~ order setting a 
date for hearing of this final nccou11t a.nd pet-
ition for distribution for Monday, the 14th day 
of ~~rch, 1921,· that no hearing T~s hold on 
such date, but the File shows a number of 
continuances, the last date set being the 13th 
day of February, 1922; that there v.ns no hear-
ing held on said date, and no further orders 
of continuances made, nnd tho matFer lias laid un-
acted upon by Court from that date until the 
filing of the present suit. 
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Exhibit "N" Ab 313 
Letter Date Aug. 30,. 1939 
This cxhibi t is a letter from the Utoh-
Idaho Sugar Company quoting the price of 
beets paid by the Sugar Company for the 
years 1920 1 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, the 
same being tho years that A •. I. Grover 
rented the premises and collected the rent, 
two of tho years the promises was under the 
lco.sc Yri th G. K. To.kagaki, wherein he wn.s 
compelled to deliver 232 tons of beets each 
year (Exhibit uL") and was to prove that A. 
I. ~rover, defendants' grantor received a very 
largo revenue from the prcrnises,more than 
sufficient to pay for the vnter right and all 
taxes or assessments that would bo chargeable 
to tho undivided one third interest. 
Exhibit 11 C'" .L\.b. 313 
The final account and. petition of Settlement 
of 1"1. E.Gctz, Administrator of the Estate of 
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Yaotcs Owa. deceased, shewing t:;ho 80 .. \eros 
of land .,_.,'[',S r cntcd by tho a.dmi:1istra:tor fer 
$650.00 per ye8.r 1917. 
This cxhibi t may ne-t h~Yo boon rocoi vod in 
evidence, for the reason that it T'JUS stipu-
luted by counsel for defendants that tho re-
port did so shoYre Quoting fro::: the record. 
"Mr. Lowe: I ·Flill stipula. to 1vth you that 
the report does so sho"!:r," .. ·l.b. 313, Rep. 
Trans. 55~ 
Oral Tc.stimo:1y for Plaintiffs. 
F.rcd ~. Gross, Superintendent Jf tho Fort 
Ibll Indian Rescrvc .. tion of Fort Hnll, Idaho 
being duly sworn by tho Cl crk, <p alified 
as to his official position 1rdth the u. s. 
Government a.s Superintendent of the Fort 
Hall Indian Reservation, in Ich.ho. (i~.b. 24S-
247) andtostified in part as f)llov~: 
"au Th.1 t -rTashington Po en tello, and Minnie 
Pocatello 1:rcre enrolled t"Jn .tho Fort Roll 
Indian Reservation; that they ;rorc of the 
Shoshoni tribe of Indians. tha.t; they were 
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~.rus of the United States Governmcnt;that 
thoro Yn:ts no record thu t c i thor ~·:o.shington 
Poc.~tello or Minnie Pocn.tcllo had over re-
ceived a Ccrtjficate of Competency from tho 
Government; that Yrashington Pocatello died 
on tho 27th day of .April, 1917; thnt :Minnie 
Pocatello died on the 22nd aay of May, 1927; 
that Lucy· Pocntello Johnson, Maud Pocatello 
Rc..cehoroo, Josephine Pocatello and Ray Poca-
tello are tho only heirs of Washington Poca-
tello and Mim')ic Pocatello; that the records 
of bir·bhs of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation 
records t:hi:•.t Ray Pocatello ,-~as born in the 
yca.r 1917j that he did not have ·the date of 
tho month, (A b. 250, Rep Trans. 12); that the 
four heirs arc all living, and have· so lived 
on the Fort Ha 11 Indian Res crva tio:n, und at 
all times were and now are \'.IV.rds of the Gov-
ernment and subject to the tribal rights, 
rules and regulations enforced on the Fort 
Hall Indian Reservation, and have not at any 
time received a certificate of Competency 
from the u. s. Government; that the said 
heirs had tallccd to him many times repeatedly 
~bout the property or money they never re-
ceived from their int0rest in this land; 
tP~t he finally told them they would have to 
get an nbstr:1ct of title, r>.nd they would 
have to employ an attorney to help them". 
(Ab. 216-252)(Rep. Trans. 10 to 14) 
~'b" Crnss Examination of ·.:i tness Gross. 
Mr. LCiYO: 
Q. Thr t conversaticn betv:eon you etnd the 
Indians was in r efcrencc to the money they 
didn't fCt from the sale of their land? 
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.•• Yes, sir. They sai. d they had some lund 
down thcro that ·was sold vi thout getting any 
proceeds fro:n it. .A b. 252-253. 
Q. You never did a.ttempt to tako ,iurisdict• 
ir·n cf this particulnr a.ren cf ground, did you? 
-·· 
Nc, sir. Ab. 253. 
Q. You never did receive any returns from 
those lands fer distribution, did 1cu? 
No, sir. ~b. 254. 
Q, .. ~nd these particular Indians complr.ined 
tc you that they didn't get any Jf the 
money for which their property 1ns sold, 
and ·such complaints have been ma.,le to you 
particula~ly after you wont into tho office 
at Fort lk'lll as an official of t~10 I:i.1dian 
Reservation; is that correct? 
.. \, Yes, sir. .Ab. 254 
Q. These particular Indians nov .. Jr ola:iw.11d 
'hy statements to you that they mmed any 
ltlnd dovm in Box Elder County, did they? 
il.• Yes, it vrould amount to that. They 
claimed the land, rnd they never sot the 
money for it. They claimed tho land. 
:~b. 254 
Q. Tho particular complaint was that tho lnnd 
had been sold end that they hadn't received 
the proceeds of tho sn.lc? 
.. t, I ?rould not say just exactly which. They 
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conplained to no about this money, and that 
a.s I recal 1; tho land -was disposed of in 
some manner 1 and they didn't get the 1Nhole 
proceeds for it. I v110uld not say exactly 
yes or no to ysur questicn, but that is tho 
v.rn.y they discussed it ~i:ith·mc. That is tho 
reason they arc here today, because they have 
insisted on that mcney which they did not get" • 
.. \.b. 254. 
Fec1j_r.oct oxaminn tion the 1vi tncss testified that 
the Indians, rely on the Government for all 
advice. 
Q. Hot'..r, the heirs cf riilshingtc·n Pocatello, 
in fact, all the Indians, isn't it a fact 
that they como to you or to tho hortdquartcrs 
for inforn:ation on pretty ncar everything 
concerning them? 
1:... They ccme for almost everythi11g under the 
sun thnt you cnn think of. They consider tho 
a~oncy anc the superintendent's office tho 
place for information and advice. That is 
very conmcn thing. Ab. 259. 
Q. They ceitend upon the Gcvernnent and upon 
tho agency for practically everything, do 
they net? 
A. In the vmy of informn. ticn and advice, 
they do, res, sir. Ab. 259 
Lucy Pocatello Johnson, testifying on bo• 
half of plaintiffs. Ab. ?.?9. 
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Testifying as to the Probn ';o Court proceed-
ings a.t tho time tho property was decreed 
mor..g; other things said: 
"They sent us letter stating that ther0 
was a probation tc be on three dnys at Brig-
han hero, ::~.nd "'.':e :r.:ado previc>'1S to como here. 
It took us two days to get here, and we vrcre 
hore only just a little v.hilo 1rhen that pro-
bation vn:ts en. .o 17erc in the hall thcrc,and · 
we 1'1Gre excited, and YID d i:lnt lmcw v.iha t to do, 
o.nd sc, 1-:cll, the Judge asked if :mybody vro.s 
interested in this ca.sc that they vrere probat-
ing. ·.-~0 said we didn 1t have no lo.:v:ycr. r:cll 
then t..~c Judge sci c1 if you w:1nt a luvryer, I 
will' appoint one. :Te sa:i d ru. 1 right, nothing 
else to do. He phoned over, and called a luvv-
ycr by im.ne cf Foxley, rtnd so·he ,..;us rushed 
in here, for about 20 minutes, and 1•re told him 
what our interests 1.vere and so he cn.no in. ·"."Jc 
listened, a.21c~ then vhen the court 11\Tas over 1 
rmy he sm d that we had one third of the lund, 
of clir grandfather 1 s land ond great grandfathers 
ln.nd, and that vr..:t s al. 1 we under st cod and· the 
probation wn.s over vr.i. th then. Tho. t is all I 
can r ccol 1 of tho. t hearing tho. t ~:ro had net 
over there. Ab. 269. 
0.. Then vmat did you do? 
A. .L\...'>'J.d this Foxley said, Yrcll tho prcba. tion 
is all over. ~·;c then could go home, he said. 
11
"".11at is going to happen to thn.t one third? 
we s~id. He said "I got to q> point o.n·a.dnlin-
istrator for th~t one-third of tho land, and 
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tl1cn vvhcnovcr tho land is sold, ·why you a.re 
goir1g to g<::t what is coming tc you. So, he 
said, "~'Jell I will'be the administrntmr for 
J::: sephino n1i.d Ro.y, o.nd then I wi. 11 take care 
of tho rest," he said to us, and we signed 
en that., Cf course, he wn.s our la'V'f1Jer. Ab. 270. 
Q.. Do vcu recall 111mether you ever ,vent to 
gr. Fcxloy' s office. 
J.L Yes, we '!A'"Ont over. He took us over. I 
C'c::.1t ~~~~..-Yr: l;o·w many blocks over. ~.-:e vront 
down tho street, a~d he took us into his 
office, and tnlked to us, a.nc~ nnde. us sign 
thingsg ~c. 270o 
('.7i tncss identified the signo. tures to tho ro-
quest that Charles E. Fexley be ~pointed 
.Administrator cf tho ~·:o..shington Pocatello 
estate. At. 271.) 
Q. ·::hat die Foxley so.y, if anything, it wns 
necessary for you to do? 
A. ~·:ell, that is all he so.id. He s:-li. d that 
if"the lo..nc vms sold, he 1~uld pay us cut of 
it, then fer tho money to be paid to Josephine 
8.nd Ray, pry their guardian, roJ.d if there vm.s · 
ai.1Y nonoy for us he vo 11ld send it to Fort Hull, 
for it to be paid through Fort Hall. Ab. 271. 
Q. Did Fcxlcy say anything to you o..bcut whether 
you could fO hC'me? 
A.. Yes .• he told us tc go heme now, 170 were 
t.'~-1 r ou g!'_. 
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~. Did he sny anything about looking o.ftor 
ycur interests? 
A. That is· what he sm d. Ho sci. d: "I am 
~ur lawyer, I Wdll attend to everything for 
ytu." He said, "You just leave it in r:ry hands~ 
he said. Ab. 272. 
Q. Do you rena 11 ho-rr long it vro.s bofcr e you 
ever hoard anything about the matter after that? 
.~.·~.. It v*l.S soon after Father pass~d away. I 
thi!l.k it ·was just abcut a- yem-- or so, when 
Dormer was Superintendent 1 why_ then we heard 
something about mcney coming from Brigham, 
Nine hundred dollars. Donner explained to us 
that Four hundred Dollars '1/VB.S to come to us 
heirs, and five hundred Dollars to the la·wycr, 
so we took the noney there in the office, and 
then my mother said "There is not enough for 
thnt land; that is our land; it looks as 
though that is not enough. ~."illat shall 1ve do?" 
Then he said: "~~ell lets soc the Superintendent 
and have tho money sent back to him; 't'.~e- vP nt 
keep it hcD.c, we will just send it back, un-
less they pay us more than that Nine hundred 
Dollars, or vre 1ri.ll let the land go out of our-
solves; we have a right te know how tho deed 
is to tho. t land." So we told Dcn~1cr. Ho su id 
All right, "I 1'lill agree"t"dth you en thut". He 
snid "That is not enough, and so he sc..id: tt';-fe 
will send the money back. 11 That is tho lnst 
I heard of the money. It 17D.S son·b over to us 
and was sent buck. It has still b0on standing 
tho.t vmy, from that time en. Ab. 272-273 
Q. Tho. t is a.ll you hcurd about it frc·n tho. t 
time on? 
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il.. Yes 1 
Q. But y0t: have different times spoken to tho 
Superintendent? 
..... ·;·.-ell, I have talked vi. th the Superintendent 
abcut ton yeru- s a time or two' and tried to 
got a foot'hold some vmy, so that we could 
take it up, then our Superintendent said vre 
had to hire. another lawyer before we could 
tcucn tho. t land or tho mcney. ~-:e wore help-
less, bocox,sc we vrore Government 1vnrds~ ·-."e 
had to have an c-utside lanyer. Ab. 273. 
Q. I take it, that p.e:ither you ncr any of your 
brothers or sisters ever got any of that 
money? 
A. No, thE;y never got any of it. (Ab. 274.) 
Q. None. of tho money vvn.s ever paid to either 
one of you? 
A. N o, nc ne of us fNer got- a cent even not 
a red penny, not a red penny, ':."e nC'\rer got tha.t. , 
(A b. 27-1:). 
On cross examination, witness testified that 
she had taken the matter up with Dcm1er vJhen 
he vro.s here some 20 or 22 years ago. (..'..b. 274-27t 
tho fcrogoing is the essential pa.rt of tho 
evidence presented by plaintiffs. 
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Defendants • Exhibit "1 "- ~2'!. (..:\.b. 278) 
Photost·~tic copies of records on filo in 
General L:.tnd Office 0f tho United Stn.tcs 
Gover mont. H cnostec.d Entry #2'1:00 1 
Honestend Proof, including testinony of wit-
nesses relating to issui~1g patent -Go Ya.otcs 
Owa, vms rorked for identification on behalf 
of defendants and as Exhibit "1" 1 and 1.1\US 
offered in evidence, and objected to on the 
p::1rt of plaintiff on the ground that they 
were inccmpctent. irrelevant and in-rnc..tcrial, 
and only cumbering the record. The exhibits 
were received by the Court. (Ab. 279.) 
Plaintiffs contend thn.t tl1e said records 
do not either prove or disprove any of the 
issues in this case. 
Dofondant""~s Exhibit 11 3"o (A.b. ffil-282) 
Letter cf County Treasurer, referring 
to to.xes·on tho Et of SEt Soc. 12, T. 11, 
No. R. 3 1 west SLM. shovd.ng the property 
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first to.,:od tc Yaotos Owa in 1919. From 
1920 ·co 1925 inclusively it ·,vas assessed 
in the name of i-... I. Grover, a..11d from. 
1925 to 1938 inclusive v~~ assessed in 
the nrun.e ·of l:. . masa. L. Clark anr' Joseph E 
Robi:.1son, that all taxes during those 
years lrere paid before delinquency vnth 
the exception of 1921, 1922 and 1921, 
those delinquent tuxes were paid or 
redeemed by A. I. Grover (Ab. 281-282) 
It -was ctipulated that t.'le letter could be 
received in evidence, 1~rith the understanding 
that plaintiffs didnot admit that defendants 
had paid the taxes, that it ~~s admitted in 
the stipulation that both A. I. Grover and 
the defendants had each year rented the prem-
ises nnd collected n.ll the r onts and ret~.ined 
tho same. (Ab. 283) 
StQtoment of Counsel for Defendants. 
Mr·. Lovve: 
That is the-way I hr-,ve under-
st;ood :Mr. '0 1Ma.1ley 1 s contention here, thut 
the to.xes-. as he o11eges were paid from 
the proceeds of the farm. 
~,-:ith that stipu1atirn we cffor defendants' 
Exhibit 11 3" • 
. Mr. 0'Mn.1ley: 
;-;i th the uttfll"r~tand:i:ng that they were 
paid out of tho rental value of the property. 
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Mr. LC'Y.rc: 
I do not ~cnc-rr v.~1n.·c the cxhibi ts 
show, n.t lc~st we a.dmi t th~ t we r entad the 
property and _;ct S,'DO returns. 
THE COURT: Exhibit "3" is received then. 
Dcfendf'.nts' Exhibit "4" 
;ter from the Utah-Idaho Sugr.r Conpany in refer-
:e to a ccntrnct of purchase of 60 shn.res of 
;or right mde by ~·).. I. Grover in March, 
.9, for the pre~sos in question, and the 
~ents nude therccn. It v~s stipulated by 
.intiff thut it might be received, and vvas 
:eived. (.Ab. 283) 
Defendants' E:xhibi t 11 5 11 (.t1.b. 283) 
~bstract of title knovrn as the Philips 
;tract. 
Mr. Lcvre: 
~7c now offer in evidence defendants' 
Exhibit· "5", being an abstrn.ct by John·:;. 
Philips, extended by Norman·Lee, n.s of 
the 28th day of March., 1925, a.t 10:35 -'\ .• M. 
being the abstract cf title now held by 
the defendants in this action ( Ab. 283) 
After plaintiffs exanincd the abstract 
there 1·.![1.s no objccticn to it being received 
and it -rns so recei vcd. (J.b. 284) 
It is on this abstract of title, and tho fact 
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that the State of Utah had made a lo2n cf 
*~7 ,000. 00 on the property tho. t defendants 
rely en tc sho-rr that the defenda.nts wore 
innocent purchasers for value and ltn.d ·, 
notice of any defects in their grantor's 
title to the undivided one third interest. 
Defcnda.nts in their further a.nsvrcr and 
separate C.efense, pleased as fcllovvs: 
"That dcfendo.nts, as aforesaid claim 
said premises as owners in foe sinple, 
that defendants punchascd said prcn-
ises in nhsolute good faith and vnth-
out notice or knowledge of any claim 
or mc.tters set cut by plaintiffs in 
th~.~.rir complaint herein, except as is 
hereinbefore expressly admitted; that 
dofcndnnts were furnished ·rr.i th an a b-
stract of title covering said premises 
".'JhicJ::'. n. bstrnct had been approved by 
tho l..ttorney General cf the State of 
Utah in the :making of a loan on said 
promises by the State of Utah, and that 
said abstract of title 1vns approved by . 
attorneys for these defendants." (bb 61-62) 
.. i.t tJ::e :trial defondo.nts offered no proof 
tha. t the r.bstrr.ct v!O.s qprovcd by tho ~\.ttorncy 
General of the State of Utah, or that it was 
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approved by attorneys for the defendants. Amasa 
L. Clark testified that when he nurcJ•ased the 
land from A. I. Grover, he made no inquiries 
or investigation as to ·what title his e;rantor 
had to the undivided one-third interest dec-
reed the estate of ~~-ashington Pocatello, de-
ceased. Quoting from his testimony on cross 
exa.m.ina ti on: 
Q. ~at has never been divided into two 
thirds, or one third, by a fence cr any-
thing, has it? 
A. Heavens, no. Ab. 297. 
Q, You knew, when you purchased the property, 
t~. Clark, that it had been decreed by the 
hobate Court, an undivided two-thirds to one 
person and an undivided one-third to another 
person, did you not? 
A. No, sir, I didn't know it. Ab. 297. 
Q, You didn't consult the recor1 at all, 
yourself? 
A. No, sir, I just bought from the--! assumed 
that the State of Utah had passed title. 
I bought it with the idea tha·t; the abstract 
shows it. 
Q, You assumed because the State of Utah had 
approved the loan, and had a seven thou s-
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and dollar mortgage upon the property 
that it vras good title? 
A. Yes, sir. Ab. 297-298. 
By Mr. Mason: 
Q. When you got this property, at the time 
you purchased it from 1~Ir. Grover, you 
didn't go on the property at all? 
A. No. Ab. 298. 
Q. Of your own knowledge, you didn't know 
whether the land was gra ve]y or rough? 
A. Yes, sir, I did, because I was on it just 
after vre purchased it, yes. Ab. 298. 
Q. You just went on it after you purchased 
it. Did you have any conversation with 
A. I. Gr6ver relative to this piece of 
property, when you purchased it? 
A. Ho, I can't say that I did. Ab. 298. 
Q. You didn't have any conversation with 
him relative to the income he had re-
ceived from it? 
A. I thinl: 'he said that it was leased under 
good ecnditions. A b. 298. 
Q. That it 't\"aS a bargain, good land, under 
good ccnditions? 
A. Yes, sir. Ab. 298. 
Q. Did you ask him what those conditions 
were? 
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ro, sir. Ab. 299. 
~ter he testified.) 
At the time the. t 1r. Grover sold this 
property, he ~~s in straightened financial 
circumstances, wasn't he? 
I think he was. 
So that he wasjust coming out from under 
the deal with the State Land Board? 
Yes, sir. He needed it. Ab. 300. 
The defend~~t Robinson testified on dir-
ct examination that he never made any in-
uiry or investigation of the title. 
DIRECT EXAN.JHATION 
You paid the consideration, in addition, 
as set forth in the mortgage? 
Yes, sir. Ab. 304. 
You paid some taxe-s:. and then tho balance 
went to Grover? 
I paid cash for my share right dovm. Ab. 
304. 
And left it to Bishop Clark, let him 
finish'? 
Yes, sir. Ab. 304. 
To care for the straightening up of the 
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A. Yes, sir. Ab. 304. 
The evidence in the record all shows 
that the ln.nc1. was in a high state of culti-
vation v,rhcn it was decreed on November 7th, 
1919. That ~~-. E •. Getz, the administrator 
in the Yaotes estate, rented the eighty acres 
of land in 1917, for $650.00 cash rental, 
so stipulated, Abo 313, and there is no 
question but it rented for the same sum in 
1918 o.nd 1919. The land was 1l'J"Orth at least 
$15,000.00 when it was decreed, the court's 
~ecreos establish that fact (exhibits F o.nd 
G), Ab. 239, vrhen the Court decreed e.n un-
divided b·m-thirds interest to Brown, and 
an undivided one-third interest to the estate 
of Tiashington Pocatello, and A. I. Grover's 
application for a State Loan made on the 9th 
day of October, 1919, shcw1s th~t the proper-
ty at that time was in a. very good state 
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of cultivation and had a value of ~300.00 per 
acre, Ab. 243 (exhibit ''J"); thoro is not a. 
particle of evidence th~t A. I. Grover ever 
made any improvements or any kind on the prcm-
iscs, and there is no ccnr:?etent evidence that 
the defendants ever made any cxpendi turcs on 
improvements of any kind on the premises since 
they obtained the same, other than the natural 
and regular upkeep of ::;he premises, and there 
is no competent evidence that the ground was-
uneven, and not properly irrigated, at the time 
it 1'Jas decreed. Q.uotin~ from tho testimony or· 
the defendants: 
AWr.ASA L. CLARK, DIRECT EXlU:IINATION. 
Q. What 1vas the condition of the ground vrhon 
you first procured it as to being level or 
othervrisc? Ab. 289. 
A. Well, the parties to whom we rented it 
claimed that it needed a lot of vrork done 
to level it, and thoy asked us to buy a 
fresno, and they neoded to do a lot of work 
in leveling the ground, especially on the 
east portion. Ab. 289. 
Q. Did you make an allowance for that? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. For those services in the rental of the 
property. 
A. 0, yes, Ab. 289. 
Q. What is th~ condition of the land as to 
being level and in good condition for 
farming novr as compared 1'Vi th when you· 
first got tho land. 
A. It is in very much better condition. 
Ab. 289. 
Q. Just ex.plain in detai 1, if you will, 
Bishop, what you moan by that? 
A. Vic have allowed several hundred dollars 
for tho leveling that they h1.vo dono for 
the vrork in grading and scraping and 
leveling the ground. It is in much 
better condition now. Ab. 290. 
That is the answer of defendant Clark 
in response to his counsel to c~ lain in 
detail what he meant. Plaintiffs alleged and 
contended that the defendants are tenants in 
common vr.i th the plo.i ntiffs and if they can 
shovr definite sums paid out for this work, it 
may be proper in adjusting the rents, but · · 
that such testimony is no evidence of ad-
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vorsc possession against the other tenants in 
common. 
JOSEPH E. ROBINSOH, DIRECT EX.'\::n;!>.TIOITo 
Q. Did you h."TTO'W' this grou...""'l.d about tho fn.ll 
of 1919 when Nr. Grover is alleged to 
have pt~chased it? 
A, I could not say. I know the terri tory. 
I had been over in that neighborhood. 
Ab. 302. 
Q, But you ha·dn •t paid attention to it? 
A, 1~9. Ab. 302. 
Q. Thoro ,_-:::.s some leveling dono? 
A. Yes. Of course, I wasn't thoro every 
yco.r while he had it. Then I -r:C~.s by there 
a good deal. I didn't pay so much atten-
tion to it vrhilo he o·r.mod it. _.:._ftor v1c 
bought tho place, I vro.s on tho pla.coe I 
1."r:J.s ~m.tching it. Ab. 303. 
Q. Each and every yc~r you have been ~n it, 
or your ton':'lnts? 
A, I have boon on th3 place thoro and -rihile 
I go ~round by th3rc, I ~~s over-seeing it. 
Ab. 304-305. 
r~. ..:J.nd you have claimed it adversely. 
"~• Yes, sir. Ab. 305. 
Q. Under claim of right? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have fenced it 1 or kept up tho fence? 
A. Yes, sir. Ab. 305. 
Q. What about you and 1~. Clark, have you 
made any improvements by way of leveling 
the ground? 
1.. Yes, sir. Ab. 306. 
Q. Tell ~ e court vmat you did. 
A. On this one side we used·a fresno, push-
ing dorm the high nlaces, so as you couid 
get ·water on it, and then fixed the di t-
chos so as you could vmter it. Ab. 306. 
Q. What vrould you say the cost of such v~rk 
amounted ot? 
A. I vrould not know just what that would be. 
Those that did the work would know them-
selves what the.t work would be. Ab. 306. 
Q. The tenants took it out of the reht? 
A. Well, :res. Ab. 306. 
That is the direct testimony of the def-
E ondant Joseph • Robinson, who was over-soc-
ing the plnce since the defendants purchased 
it, then on cross-examination on tho sumo 
s1~bjoct, he testified as follows: 
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A. In tho,.t neighborhood, I say; a good many 
yoors. Ab. 307. 
t 
Q. Had yot" ever been along there, paying 
any par-ticular attention to that prol?or-
ty befcro 1925? 
A. Not particular. I may have boon down 
there. Thoro vras another road, of course, 
around into Tremonton. Ab. 308. 
Q. This lies dovm off the highway? 
A. Yes o .il.b. 308. 
Q. You di,5n 't have any particulo.r reason to 
go d ovm that vra y? 
A. Not particul~r. 
Q. !Io1'1r much of this ground vro.s unlevcl, 
hovr many acres'? 
A. If you wore on thoro, we could toll. 
Ab. 308. · 
Q. Approximately 
enough. 
that "'aill be ncar 
A. ~ell, I think a tnird of it. 
Q. lio'vr, I show you hero, here is Nr. Grov-
er's arpl:i.ca.tion for a loan. It says ho 
has si:>:ty-five acres under cultivation, 
and tpcn tho balance is uncultivated. 
Nov.r, scmc of this lovclin~ hn.s been dono 
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on tho fifteen acres?· 
~~. ';1hn t do you call the fifteen acres? 
~~b. 308-309. 
Q.. I don't kno,.v, myself. I haven't been on 
the property. 
A, The northeast portion there, there was a 
cross-irrigating ditch there, and very ~n­
even. That was the worst part of it, 1 he 
other where the buildings ·were, that 1.'vas 
more level, but there 1V<as an acre or such· 
a matter, there 'Tcis just a svmle in there. 
~·.~e had to fill that up and grade over 
there. Ab, 309. 
Q, That YJaS over in the northeast portion? 
:~. That vras on the scuthwest corner. Ab. 309. 
Q, How many acres do you think you have under 
cultivation at the present time? 
~~l. Sixty acres. Ab. 309. 
Q, You haven't any more than that? 
A, No, sir. .\b. 309. 
Q, The reason I ask, Mr. Grover 1 s applica-
tion said there was sixty-five acres 
under cultivation at that time. I don't 
know where '.1e would get his sixty-f'ive 
acres in th3re. ll.s I understa.nd it, 
there are two ditches that run diagonal? 
A, Yes, sir. Lb. 309-310. 
Q. They he.ve b1en there ever s~.:rt.en ;.'.J,l 0an 
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remember? 
1->... Yes, sir. Ab. 310. 
Q. And this has been under irrigation for the 
past twenty years? 
A. Yes, sir. J~.b. 310. 
Q. Or twenty-five years? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you ever down on this property when 
Bishop Moroni Vvard was managing it for 
the Indians? 
A. Yes, sir. I went to see Moroni Ward 
apout these other parties who claimed 
they had bought this right of ~~y 
through there for this ditch, but 1~ard 
told me then he ~~s looking after it for 
the Indians. They claimed they bought 
it, but they didn't. Ab. 310. 
Q. What work have you done in repairing 
the fences, putting in posts and keep-
ing up the fences? 
11.. Sellman has been doing all that work • 
.Ab. 310. 
That at the close of the taking of tcs-
timony, on the 14th day of September, 1939, 
that the court continued the hearing until 
the 9th day of October, 1939, to give both 
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parties time to file briefs and to present 
argument to the court; that on the 9th day of 
-October, 1939, that counsel for both parties 
having filed with the court their briefs, did 
argue the case before the court, ~!d on said 
date the court took the matter under advise-
ment, and on the 23rd day of October, 1939, 
made and entered a memorandum decision, as 
follows: 
"THE COURr: 
In the case of Laura Morris, Special ~i.dmin­
istratrix, vso Clark and Robinson, the court 
directs that findings and decree be prepared 
in favor af' the defendants and against tho 
plaintiffs, for the reason that the Court is 
not convinced from the record here but that 
the full amount of the escrow had been paid 
by Sailor or Diteman, or some of the other 
parties in interest, and for the further rea-
son thnt it ~ffirmatively appears that during 
the minority of these Indians, a~ adminis- ~ 
trator ~~s acting, or supposed to be acting, 
in this jurisdiction, a fact which thoso 
Indians lm3w about for the reason that they 
went to the Superintendent at Fort Hall and 
requested certain things to be done; and it 
is my understanding that the statute of lim-
itations will run against a minor during tho 
time that the personal representative is 
r.ctingo 
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"As far as the questions of notice arc concern-
ed, the more fact that W~. Service made an 
affidavit showing the terms of the escrow can't 
be hold to m0an anything in view of the fact 
that the very deed referred to in the oscrbw 
appears to have been subsequently recorded, 
shmrlng a considGration of $3200.00, nor does 
the affidavit of Grover, as sho~~ in the ab-
stract, give notice of any peculiarity; so 
findincs may show that the defendants were 
innoce,.,.t purchasers for valtw. 
"Now, in view of the fact that I did 11ot fix 
a date for rendering a decision in this matter, 
I will ask the reporter to make a transcrip-
tion of this decision, ~nd counsel for the de-
fendants is requested to prepare and present 
to this Court not later than November 13th,· 
1939~ after notice of counsel for plajntiff, 
proposed findings, conclusions of law and 
decree." Ab. 105 (Trans. 0312). 
That tho Court, on the 27th day of Novom-
bPr, 1939, after duo and regular proceedings 
in the matter, made and filed its Findings of 
Fact (Ab. 112 to 142), Conclusions of Law.(;~b. 
14;3), and Iocrec (i~.b. 144-146, Trans. 112-146), 
finding, ccncluding and decreeing every ·th:i.ng 
in favor of tho defendants and against tho plain-
tiffs. Thct from the Findings of Fact, Conclu-
sions of Law and Decree in favor of tho dofond- · 
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ants and against the plaintiffs, and from the 
whole thereof the plaintiffs appeal to this 
Court on both questions of law anq._. fact. 
Ab. 157 (Trans. 0335 ). 
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QUESTIONS FOR DETERMIK\TION. 
A. · The ~irst 6 most important and con-
trolling question for determination by this. 
Court, 1'ro..s, or is, the Warranty Deed, cxecu-
ted by Washington Pocatello, as only surviving 
heir of Jane~ daughter of Yaotes ~va, and lfin~ 
. . 
nie Pocutcllo, his wife, Indians, vmrds of tho 
United Sta tcs Government, on the 2nd day of : 
February, 1917, for all of the~ of the SEt 
of Section 12, T. 11, N. R. 3 W., S.L.M., land 
in Box Elder County, Utah, to one u. F. Ditc-
man for a consideration of $3200.00, which said 
Deed i:Yas on the ssme date placed in escrow Yri th 
. . 
th6 First Nutionnl Bank of Pocatello, Idaho, 
under an escrow agreement, accepted by said 
Bank, the terms of said agreement being ~Tittcn 
on tho front of the envelope in vv'hich the deed 
\vas placed, not to deliver said Deed until the 
full sum of $3000.00, the unpaid balance of tho 
consideration, be paid to said Bank on behalf of 
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the said Washington Pocatello~ in payments of 
$300.00 per year, on the 20th day of December 
each year, tho last payment to be made on the 
20th day of December, 1926, (exhibit "H11 ) con-
taining photogra7Jhic copies of escrow papers), 
; .. b. 241, c.nd an ::l.ffidavi t being rno.de by Yl. D. 
Service, Cashier of smd B~, on the 18th day 
of 1~ril, 1917, describing tho terms of the 
escrow agreement, as follows: 
"That said deed is now in the posSOSS10U of· 
tho First National Bank of Pocatello, Idaho, 
and to be delivered t.o the said u. F. Di ternan 
".vhen all the follovling payments have been mc..do 
at sm d Bank f'or and· in behalf of' the said 
1ivashington Pocatello, tc wit: $300.00 on Doc-
amber 20, 1917, and $300.00 on December 20th 
of each and every year thereafter up to and 
including December, 1926." (Exhibit uB"), 
the said affidavit being sworn to entitling 
it to be recordad, the same being recorded by 
,·~lbort Saylor i 1 th~ County Rocor ds of Box 
Elder County, Utah, on tho 19th day of April, 
1917, (exhibit aB"), (said affidavit iss ot 
forth in tho Fi>1d i.ngs nf tl1 n G"urt in thj s 
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case, finding No. 8, Lb. 118), tho said r!o.sh-
ington Pocatello, having at tho time he execut-
ed said Deed, signed a request thut one w. E. 
Getz of Box Elder County, Utah, be appointed 
administrator of the estate of Yaotes ~va, 
d~cc~sed, the District Court of Box Elder 
County, Utah, having on the 8th day of Y~y, 
1917, appointed W. E. Getz administrator of 
the estate of Yaotes ~va, deceased, and Wash-
ington Pocatello having died on tho 27th day 
of April, 1917, and a number of other Indians 
having made claim o.s heirs of said Yc.otes Orm., 
tho District Court having, also on the 26th day 
of Juno, 1918, appointed V~ E. Getz as the ad-
ministrator of tho estate of the daughter of 
Ya.otes Owa, Jane, and her husband, under the 
title of Jane Bro1vn and James Brovm, deceased, 
embracing the same identical eighty acres of 
land,. all of which facts arc admitted; and, tho 
District Court having, on November 7th, 1919• 
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Lde its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
LVI, in both estates ( exhibit "E") , finding 
1 substance, that the daughter Jane was 
irried at the time of her death to one 
!lmes Brown, who, at the time of his wife's 
eath vrould inherit, as her husband, under 
he laws of Utah, and that James Brovnrr, on 
is death, left surviving him a son by'an-
ther marriage, named James S.Brown, living 
t the time of the decree, and that ·James 
• Brown, the son of the husband of Jane, -was 
ntitled to inherit two-thirds of the estate 
f Yaotes Owa, and that Washington Pocatello 
~s as an heir of half blood, entitled to in-
lerit an undivided one-third interest of the 
1state (exhibit nE"), Ab. 238, and the Dis-
:rict Court having, on the 7th day of Novem-
1er, 1919, made tvro decrees, almost identi-
.a.l in substance, one in the Yaote.s Own es-
:ate, and one in the Brown estate, decroo-
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ing an undivided two-thirdS interest, to James 
S. Brown, the son of the husband of the daught-
er Jane, and an undivided one-third interest 
to the estate of Washington Pocatello, deceased, 
both decrees being filed of record on November 
8th, 1919, (exhibits "F" and "G") Ab. 239; lJow, 
~ms or is that deed, executed by 1~shington Poc-
atello and !tinnie Pocatello on the 2nd day of 
February, 1917, for the vmole premises, and 
placed in escrow, a good and valid deed for the 
undi vicled one-third interest decreed to the es-
tate of Washington Pocatello, deceased, after 
his death, in the hands of A. I. Grover, defend-
ants' grantor, the said A. I. Grover having on 
tho 3rd day of November, 1919, secured from u. 
F. Ditoman and Josie Diteman, his wife, a Quit 
Claim Deed for the full eighty acres of land and 
vmo, on the 7th day of November, secured from 
James S. Brown and his vTife, for the considera-
tion of $2000.00, a vvarranty Deed, naming u. F. 
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Dito.man, as grantee for thG undivided ~vo-thirds 
intcrc::st decreed to said Brown, and the said A. 
I. Grover, on the 8th day of November, 1919, 
having secured a Power of Attar noy from u. F. 
Diteman (exhibit "Ir', escrow papers), said pow-
er of attorney directing tho First National 
Bank of Pocatello, the escrow depositary, to. 
turn over and d~liver to A. I. Grover the said 
Deed and other papers nmv held by said Bank, 
covering the escrow agreement, tho said A. I. 
Grover on the 7th day of November, 1919, also 
securing from tho Clerk of the Court of Box 
Elder County, a certified copy of tho Decree 
of Distribution in the Yaotos Ovm Estate, the 
said .a. I. Grover sending the said Povror of 
Attorney and the said certified copy of the De-
cree of Distribution to the First National Bank 
of Pocatello, Idaho, the depositary holding . 
said deed, and paying to said Bank the deposi-
tary, only ~1000.00, just one-third of the sum 
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that the escrow agreement obligated u. F. Dite-
man, the grantee named in said deed, to pay to 
said Bank, before tho deed could be delivered, 
and the bank, the depositary, delivered the 
Washington Pocatello Deed to A. !.Grover, when 
it had only received $1,000.00, instead of 
~~3 ,000. 00, called for under tho escrow obliga-
tion. ~d the said .A. r. Grover I filing that 
Deed together vJith the quit claim deed of u. F. 
Ditemand of Record in Box Elder County, Utah, 
on the lOth day of November, 1919, and by virtue 
of that deed (exhibit "K"), claimed title to the 
un~ivided one-third interest in the said eighty 
acres of land that was decreed by the District 
Court on the 7th day of November, 1919-. to the 
estate of Washington Pocatello, deceased. Tho 
evidence showing beyond any possibility of doubt 
that it was A. r. Grover who paid only the 
$1000.00, and secured the Deed of Y~shington 
~ocatello, deceased, .~nd· filcrl it for record. 
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Was that a valid Deed in the•hands of A. 
I Grover, or y;as it invalid and a. void deed, 
of no force and effect, and passed no title 
to tho undi vi dod one-third interest of the 
land, decreed by the Court to the estate of 
~ashington Pocatello~ deceased, to u. F. Dite-
mon, and through Di tcman to .. :... I. Grover? And 
1-:-r.s it, or not~ obtained by A. I. Grover wrong-
fully, through frauq, deceit and artful and de-
signing chicanery on the part of A. I. Grover, 
thereby obtaining and secL~ing a valuable 
property right fro~ its true o~Ticrs for one-
fifth of its reasonable value? The learned 
Im-mr court having found that tho deed so do-
livered vras valid, and v.us not a void deed, and 
passed complete title to tho undivided one-third 
interest to u. F. Jiteman, and exonerated Uo F. 
Di taman~ A. I. Grover and tho depositary Bank, 
of any 1'Jrong, and of any knmrrledgo of any wrong 
whatsoever 1 finding that tho Bank vras justified 
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in delivering the deed; that thoro ·was no 
fraud, no deceit, no connivance on the part 
of anyone; that the deed shovrcd a considera-
tion of ;~3200. 00; that tho deed vras regular 
on its face; thD.t A. I. Grover had no lmm•r-
lcdr.;c tha. t tho full consideration vras not 
paid by U. F. Diteman or someone for u. F. 
Di toman; tlm t tho plaintiffs did not provo 
that the full consideration vms not paid to 
tho Bank, and for that reason tho Court found 
that tho $3200.00 recited in tho deed TJas 
paid to tho Bank (Findings Numbers 9, 10 & 
11), and rrore or less particularly stressed 
throughout all of the court's findings to and 
including No. 24, Ab. 112 to 142, Trans. 0315 
to 0324). The Court refusing to recognize 
the final account of Charles E. Foxlcy, tho 
administre.tor 1:rhan the Court appointed in the 
Estate of Hnshington Pocatello, deceased, who 
C r reported to the ourt that only ~995.00 hnd 
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been paid for the sec~~ing of that deed (ex-
hibit "1.111 , Probate File 355, Ab. 246), which 
Final Account the Court has never passed upon. 
Did tho lower court err in all of its speci-
fic Findings on this point is tho first impor-
tant question to decide in this case; all sub-
sequent points are secondary· ·oo this question. 
If the lo:-·or court did not err on this point, 
and the deed of Washington Poca tcllo -rrn.s a valid 
deed in tho hands of A. I. Grover, then that 
settles the Thole case. 
B. YoJhother or not, it is the rule of law that 
r.rhen pla. iJltiff sh.O'W"s that an instrument was 
placed in escrow not to be deli vercd by the 
escrmv dcposi tary only upon tho full perform.unce 
of certain conditions, and especially in the 
c~so of a deed placed in escrow, not to be de-
livered until tho full consid0ration expressed 
in tho escrov·r agreement is paid in full, docs 
not the burdon shift to tho defendants claiming 
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undcr that deed to prove a full compluince 
1Nith o.ll tl·c obligations, and that tho deed 
vms legally deli vorcd '.l The lower Court having 
tound that such burden ~-.;-Ccs on plaintiffs . in 
this co.sc, (Finding Hos. 9 & 10, Ab. 119-122, 
Trr.'.ns. 0317-0318). 1Iemorc.ndum decision Ab. 
105, Trans. 0312, and refusing to accept the 
report of .the administrator in the estate of 
Washington Pocatello, deceased, o..s evidence 
that only ~~995. 00 ·was rocei ved as payment for 
this deed (exhibit "M", Ab. 246. 
c. nr10ther or not tho F~ndings of Fact, Con-
clusions of Ln:rr and Judgment of the Court, in 
tl1is case, in favor of the defendants and 
against tho plaintiffs on every point in tho 
case arc centra.ry to the lavr of this ca.so, a.nd 
not sn=)ported by tho facts of the co.se1 (112-
142). 
D. Sufficiency of the evidence to support the 
Findings of Fact of the Court, on any point in 
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this ca.so in f~J.vor of the defendants o.nd n.gain-
st tho plD- intiffs? 
E, Whether or not. if the deed of Uo.shington 
Pocatello is an invalid deed, and did not pass 
title to the undivided one-third interest to 
u. F. vi tom."tn and did not c stu bli sh a good cho.in 
of title in A. I. Grover 1 did the dofondc.nts 
hc,_vc notice when they purchased tho property 
from 11.. I. Graver that the deed of Vlo.shington 
Poc~tello had been placed in escrow; that their 
grantor had "'Nrongfully obtained possession of 
sumo o.nd plo.ood the srume of record; that snid 
deed did not lo gally trans rer tho undi vicJ.od 
one-third interest decreed to the Estate of 
·:-o.shington Pocatello and t'1'lt tho estc..to of 
1~!.'lshington Pocatello was still in the process 
of probation in tho District Court of Box 
Elder County, Utah, c..t tho time the defendants 
purch~.sod tho propJrty from .n.. I. Grover? 
F, Whether or not, if said deed is fotmd to 
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be invalid, vrould i.t cnron r.vai l, in the hands 
of an innocent purchaser for value, unless 
such purch::scr pleaded e..nd proved some clement 
of estoppel against the heirs attacking the 
validity of tho deed? 
G. l"hethcr or not tho plaintiffs' first cause 
of action is barred by tho Statute of Limita-
tions of tbe State of Utah, an:l particulfl.rly 
by tho provisions of Sections 104-2-5, 104-2-6, 
104-2-7, 104-~-19, and by Subdivision 3 of 
Section 104-2-24 of the Revised Statutes of 
the State of Uto.h, 1933, as so found .. by the 
Court, in its Finding No. 28, Ab. 142? Can 
the Statute of limitations against tho heirs 
in this case be invoked, tho Court never hav-
ing passed upon the Final Account of its ad-
ministrator in the Washington Pocatello estate, 
Ab. 246? 
H. V~cthor or not tho Statute of Limitations 
of the State of Utah can be invoked against tho 
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plaintiffs, they being Indians, wards of the 
C~vernment, living on a Reservation, under 
the tribal laws and regulations, under tute-
lage of the Government ? And, whether or not 
~fashington Pocatello and Minnie Pocatello .. 
could make a valid Deed in tne first instance 
without the a :•prova 1 of the Seer etary of the 
Interior; and, also, are not the plaintiffs 
all incompetents under Section 102-13-20, Re-
vised Codes of the State of Utah, 1933? 
I. Yfhether or not, if A. I. Grover had no 
valid Deed to the undivided one-third inter-
est decreed to the estate of ~aashington Poca-
tello, deceased, did he not enter into the 
posses&ion of the premises as tenant in 
common with the heirs of the estate, and 
thereby collected the rents as a tenant in 
conunon, and was subject to an accounting of 
the rents to the administrator and to the 
Court, and that he could not convey avray 
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the title of his co-tenants? 
J. Vfuethcr or not it \'.ro.s fraud and conspir-
acy on the part of Charles E. Foxley and A. I. 
Grover, ·the said Grover obtaining the Deed by 
only paying- ~~1000.00 and the said Foxley, 
knmving t~t Grover only paid the ~ilOOO.OO, 
fCJr Foxlcy not to file any inventory in the 
estate of Vo.shington Pocatello, but so send 
a certifieo copy of his Letters of Adminis-
tration to the escrow depositary and demand 
the ~lOOO.CO, instend of filing an inventory 
and petiticn the court for permission to re-
cover the \:ndi vided one-third interest~ 
K. l~1wthEr or not, if the deed is invalid 
have the d(;fendants pleaded or offered any 
evidence of any clements necessnry to be 
pleaded and proven to establish title by ad-
verse possEssion, or pleaded or proven any 
element of estoppel against any one of the 
heirs of -~•ashington Pocatello, deceased, from 
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bringing this action and demanding their rights 
from the District Court of the First Judicial 
District of tho State of Utah, in and for Box 
Elder County, which said Court had for more 
than b'!C!lty years hold the mn,ttor of the cs-
to.tc of ~~ashington PocJ.tcllo, docoo..sod, on its 
doc~:;::,t, undisposed of? 
L. r11ct~:cr or not, if the deed of ~-:.:::tshington 
Poc:-ttello is invalid, the premises ho.ving r'cnt-
ed each your for a good rental, and the dcfo::."l-
dunts admitting they collected all of the 
rents, nnd retained the same, did not the un-
divided one-third interest of the Estate of 
Washington Poco.tcllo yield much more rental 
tho.n paid an undi vi dod o:1o-third of o.ll taxes 
and legal assessment, und any improvements 
thn.t might hc.vc boon made on. the promises; 
thn.t tho defendants aollcctcd such rents as 
tone1.nts in conrrnon, a1d arc subject to an equi-
table adjustment under plaintiffs' second. co..uso 
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of action? 
M. Vfueth~r or not Washington Pocatello, be-
ing dcn.d ur;d the power of a.gency of the First 
Nn.tionc.l Bcnk of Pocatello, Idaho, the escrow 
dcposi tnry, ha.ving terminated on the death of 
-,roshington Pocntollo, could A. I. Grover secure 
a .t?o-~·.-cr of Attorney from u. F. Ditemn.n, the 
grn.ntoc in the Yfushington Pocatello deed, also 
secure n. cErtified copy of the decree of the 
court, decreeing the premises undivided, file 
the same -r.ri th the escrow deposi tnry, and only 
pa.y one-third of the cons idora tion expressed 
in tho escrow to be pa.id before. the deed could 
be d~;;livcrE.d, ond file that deed of record, :1nd 
thereby cut offthe right and jurisdiction of 
tho District Court in tho estate of Washington 
Poco.tello, deceased, to pass upon the delivery 
of tha.i: d: od, o.nd cut off tho rights of tho 
heirs, witrout proceeding, under Section 7741, 
hevised Stctutos of Uta.h, entitled Specific 
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Performanoc of deoodonts' Contracts, was it 
not fraud, inequitable, circumventing the 
Statutes of Utah, against Public Policy, de-
priving tho heirs of n valuable property right 
for inadequate consideration, and the taking 
of their property without due process of law? 
The lovrcr court having found tho. t it vras not 
necessary to invoke the provisions of Sec. 
7741, Revised Statutes of Utah? (Finding No. 
9, 1st lines; Ab. 12l, Trans. 0318). 
N. Whether or not Ray Pocatello, one of the 
plaintiffs, was not a minor, and this action 
was commenced within two years after he arriv-
ed at the age of majori~y, and no provisions 
of any Statute of Limit~tions had commenced 
to run against Ray Pocatello? (Ab. 250, 
Trans. 15). 
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ARGUMENT AHD AUTHORITIES. 
A Deed plo.ced in "ESCROW", not to be dcliv-
ored until full performance of all tho condi• 
tions expressed in tho escrow o.grcemcnt, if de-
livered without the full porformo..nce of nl~ the 
CC'""'di ti ons, and pnymcnt of all obli~a-tions, is 
void, passes no title to the grnntec n!1mcd in 
the deed, end is :not a good deed even in the 
hnnds of or. innocent :Jurchnscr for va.Ju c. 
Authorities. 
Corpus Juris lnys down the rule: 
"Y!here an instrument is deposited a.s nn es-
crow, it cannot be opera.tive until the condi· 
tions of the event stipulated upon nrc perform-
rd or t~.1e contingency hns hctppencd. Generally, 
Cc.;urts hole tho grantee or obligee to a. very 
strict complif'..nce Ydth the conditions imposed. 
That the gra.nt;oc has gone into possession of 
the land to be c onvoycd docs not n.l tor the rule. 
A part performance hn.s no effect on the status 
of the instrument. An entire performance is 
necessary." 
C. J. Vol. 21, P. 880-881 (a.nd numerous c~scs 
cited). 
"Since thQ performance of tho conditions or the 
happening of the contingency is csscnti~l to a 
vnlid rclivory of an escrow by the depositnry to 
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tho grantee or the obligee, it follm'rs tho.t o. 
delivery before performance of the condition 
or the happening of t~1c can tingcncy is un-
authorized, and if th~ grantcp cbi;;~.ins poss-
ession of tho instrum~nt before such per- . 
formQUco, he acquires no right or title there-
by. 7J'rongful del ivory by tho deposi to.ry docs 
not mnko the deed opcrati vc; nor doo s it in-
crease in any -vvo.y the rights of tho grantee." 
c. J. Vol. 21, P. 883-834. (And ntunorous cases 
cited). 
nA trc..nsfcr to a. subv3ndoc of an instrument, 
'~ongfully delivered to the grantee or obli-
gee, confers no right or title upon him where 
he hns notice of such delivery· or is put upon 
inquiry regarrling it. Further, although thoro 
is some authority to cho contrary, according 
to the weight of a uth·:>r i ty tho same rule appli-
c.s oven in tho case ot c~n innocent subvondoe 
~dthout notice of the conditions or event sti-
pulated in the escrow contro.ct, nnd is espec-
ially a?pliod in cn.ses whore tho escrow has 
been obtained or delivered through fraud. 
Some authorities proc3ed on the theory that a 
depositary is n spoci~l agent of the depos-
itor and therefore, his powers being limi-ted 
to tho conditions of tho donosit, one -rrho 
claims through him tn.Jcos tho risk of tho 
agent exceeding; his powers." 
C. J. Vol. 21, P. 885-886, (and numerous cases 
cited). 
"Gonora..lly spc::.king, on escrow delivered by 
tho dcposi to..ry before compliecnco Ydth or cen-
tr.'.ry to the conditions on which it is do-
livered, is inoperative. No title passes to 
tho grnntoo, and with cor ted n cx0cptions, a 
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bona fide rurchaser acquires no rights against 
the grantor of a deed thus improperly obtained, 
at least unless the grantor was so negligent, 
careless, e.nd inattentive of the rights of 
others as to estop him from clairnin~ against· 
such purohe.ser. The mere fact of any person, 
even the depositary himself, surreptitiously 
or fraudulently recording the deed or getting 
it recorded, does not give it efficacy, and 
the cloud c·n the grantor's title thereby 
c:rea.ted 1v:iJl be cancelled by a court of 
equity." 
R. C. L. V~l. 10, P. 636, 637. 
A Deed placed in escrow cannot be de-
livered aft,er the death of the grantor by the 
depositary w:tthout an order of a court of 
proper jurisdiction. 
"Until the perfornance of the condition, the 
title of tte land to be conveyed remains in 
the gra·1.tor. If the grantee dies before the 
happening c·f the event or the performance of 
the condition, the title descends to his heirs 11 
subject to the nurchasers' equitable interest.  
"It follovrs therefore that an escrow given 
to the grartee or obligee by the depositary 
before com:rliance with the conditions or before 
the happening of the event stipulated passes 
no title tc the grantee or gives no right to 
the obligee;. 11 
CYC. Vol. 16, P. 578, 579. 
Tl1c Supreme Court of Utah has repeatedly 
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held the foregoing principles to be the law 
of the State of Utah: 
Calhoune County vs. American ~igrant Co., 
93 u. s. 127, 23 L. ed., 826. 
Morris vs. Blunt, 35 U. 194. 
G~mmon vs. Btmnell, 22 U., 421. 
In a case from Box Elder County that in-
volved Charles E. Foxley, w~o was the admin-
istrator appointed by the court in the matter 
of the estate of Washington Pocatello, the 
Supreme Court said : 
"But even in the absence of any stipulation, 
the placing of the deed in escrow left it, so 
far as the passing of the title is concerned, 
precisely as if ~o deed had been executed. A 
deed placed in escrow does not become effec-
tive until the conditions upon vmich it is 
executed have been fully performed, and tak-
ing possession of the property by the pur-
chaser, and part performam e, ordinarily do 
not change.the rule. CYC. 576, 577; Cal-
houn vs. American Emigrant Company, 93 u. s. 
127, 23 L. Ed. 826; Burkham·vs. Burk, 96-
Ind. 273; Fuller vs. Hollis, 57 Ala. 457.t1 
Foxley vs. Rich, 35 u. 162. 
The Supre.me Court of California in a 
recent case has held: 
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11 The law is well established that a delivery 
by an escrow agent contrary to the terms of 
a deposit in escrow is void and of no force 
and effect." 
Greenzweirht vs. Title Guaranty and Trust 
Company, 36 P. (2d), 186. 
An example of the rigid stress that 
courts irrpose upon the fulfillment of every 
co~mition expressed to be performed before 
a. Deed placed in escrow can b.e delivered is 
cited to this Court in the ruling of the Sup-
reme Court of California, in a case where th~ 
Los Angeles High School District was tho pur-
chaser of the property, and the only amount 
involved in tho condition that was not per-
formed. vras the sum of ~~43. 55, tax adjustment. 
The lower court having held there'~ns a good 
delivery, the Supreme Court reversed, and 
among other things said: 
"Where c. deed is placed in· the hsnds of a 
third person, as an escrow, with an agree-
ment between the grantor and grantee ths.t it 
shall not be delivered to tho grantee until 
he has complied with certain conditions, the 
rra~tAe does not acquire any title to the land, 
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nor is he entitled to a delivery of the deed 
until he has strictly complied with the con-
ditions. Dyson vs. Bradshaw~ 23 Cal. 528, 
536. If he docs not conply with the condi-
tions when required~ or r ofuses to comply, 
·lihv escrow holder canno-'.; ma.ko a vnli-t1 deli v .. 
ery of the deed to him.'' · 
In conclusion, the Court sa.i d: 
"Instead of complying with the condition~ 
which was reasonable, anJ with which it v~s 
fully cognizant, the respondent undertook to 
settle 'vith appellants for the ta~, 'outside 
the escrow'. It does not appear that such 
course vms ever agreed to by appellants, or 
that they have over paid the runount. It 
follows, therefore, that the manual. transmi-
ssion of the deeds by tho title company to 
the respondent for 'acceptance and return to 
it' must be considered as having been made 
only for the purpose of putting the deeds 
in proper shape to be recorded. Transmission 
for any other purpose was at that time be-
yond the scope of the po~·rer and authority of 
the Title Company as the escrow holder. No 
other delivery appears to ho.ve been mo.de or 
attempted. As a result~ thoro was no delivery 
at all~ no title passed~ and the deeds never 
took effect. 10 Cal. J~r. p. 591, pnr. 15. 
The judgment is reversed." 
Los Angeles High School Dist. vs. Quinn, 
195 Cal. 377, 234 P. 313, 316. 
A multitude of cases could be cited from 
every state in tho Union, in support of the 
rule of law, tho.t a deed deli .. lcr;)cl by the 
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escrow· deposi tn.ry without full compliance with 
all and every condition to be performed passes 
no title and is .void. 
In the case nt Bn.r, Wcshington Pocn.tello 
died just shortly after his deed wns placed 
i:n escrow, and long before the Court doter-
miiled that he was an heir, entitled to inherit 
the lo.nd he had executed the deed for, and 
long before it was decreed to his estate. 
Plaintiffs pleaded and contend · that even if 
A. I. Grover had paid the full sum of $3000.00 
to tho bank, after that decree, that the banll:: 
had no rir,ht to deliver the deed, and the 
C:..eed ·w·ould not pass title to the property, vvi-th-
out the proper proceeding heforc the District 
Court, under Section 7741, Revised Statutes of 
Utah. Tho learned lower court held othorw·ise, 
finding tn the closing paragraph of Finding 
l1o o 9, A b. 121, as follo·w·s: 
"The Court further finds that o.lthough Viashing-
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ton Pocatello had titlo before the property 
was decreed to his estate, thnt it ,v,as un-
necessary to specifically enforce the escrow 
agreement under tho provisions of Section 
7741, Revised Statutes of Utah, but the Bank, 
upon the payment of the consideration afore-
said, ,-:r,s justifie.-l in doli vering the deed 
to the grantee therein." Finding No. 9, 
Ab. 121. 
The Court erred in such a finding, for 
tvro reasons; first, the Court was trying to 
show by that findii1g that the full amount of 
the sum expressed in the escrow vvas paid, 
when the court's O'.m rocor d (exhibit 11M11 ) 
proves that only $1000.00 was paid by Grover 
for the deed. Second, under the law and the 
decisions of tho Supreme Court of Utah, when 
a grantor dies befor~ the delivery of n 
deed placed in cscrmv, tho title of the prop-
crty passes to the heirs, and tho authority 
of the Escrow depositary ·who is the agent of 
the grantor ceases at tho time of the death. · 
Therefore, tho depositary has no right to 
deliver the deed oven if tho full ~ount vms 
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paid, and the only way the grantee could en-
force his rights under the escrow contract 
would be under the Statute of Specific Per-
formance., so a court can decide whether the 
deed shoulo 1>e delivered or not. In the case 
at Bar, the depositary hs.d no power to alter 
a ~ead man's contract, and accept $1000.00 
when the ccntract called for $3000.00, and pass 
the title that had rested in the heirs. 
In a very recent case, the Supreme Court 
of Utah held: 
"The property of a decedent passes to the heirs 
(in whom the title vests at the death of the 
private owner) subject only to administra-
tion. ~en the right of possession of real 
property vests in the heirs during 
administration." 
In re Cloward's Estate, 95 u. 453. 
The Court of Utah has held the deposi-
tary is agent of both parties. 
11Deposi tary is agent of the parties only in 
doing v;hat is required of him." 
Nelson vs. Ashline Jerucins Co., 66 u., 
351. 
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In the case of Gammon vs. Bunnell, the 
Court of Utah said: 
11The depositary of an escrow is the agent of 
both parties and· a contract so made and de-
posited is not revocable at the will of either 
party or their representatives, but may be en-
forced under the provisions of. Section 3965, 
Rev. St.". 
Gammon vs. Bunnell, 22, 421: 
Again the Court held: 
"In proper cases, the probate court may dir-
ect an administrator or an executor to per-
form decedent's contr1.cts." 
Rogers Estate, 75 u. 290. 
The Washington Pocatello deed in the 
hands of_A. r. Grover did not even give 
color of title. 
A deed wrongfully delivered by the escrow 
holder, and wrongfully obtained and recorded 
by the grantee, as done in the case at Bar, 
does not even constitute color of title. 
"An instrument, although signed, is not 
available to prove color of title unless it 
has been dolivered. 11 
C. J. Vol. 2, P. 181. 
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"A deed delivered as an escrow to be absolute-
ly delivered on the performance of a certain 
act, if finally rejected by the barganee, does 
not give his possession color of title." 
Chastine vs. Philips, 10 S. E. 991~ 
33 N. C. 377. 
uThere is some conflict of opinion as to 
whether a fraudulent deed constitutes color 
of title. It ho.s been held that deeds, al-· 
though fradulen·b on the part of the grantor, 
if accepted bona fide by grantee and without· 
fraud 1 give color of title. Other decisions, 
however, maintain contrary view. u 
C. J. Vol. 2, p. 190. 
The atove rule draws a clear distinc-
tion be~~ecn fraud of the grantor and fraud 
of tho grantee, as it says: "if accepted 
bo:na fide r-y grantee 1f!i thout frn.ud II 1 meaning 
tll.J.t; if th(ro is any fraud practiced by the 
grantee in accepting or in obtaining the deed, 
it docs not (;ive color of title. Supporting 
this position e.re the followine: cases: 
Parker vs. Salmons, 101 Ga. 160; 28 s. E. 
681, £5 Am. St. Ron. 291. 
Livinfston vs. Perue Iron Co., 9 Wend. 
(}I. Y.), 511. 
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Rousey vs. Moses, 70 Tex. 42; 7 S. W. 606. 
Utah cases: 
"The plaintiff havinr; shown the legal title 
was in him~ the law presumes that he \vas in 
constructive possession~ in the absence of 
evidence to the contrary. 11 
Ives vs. Grange, 4?. u. 608. 
Gibson vs. McGu:r-rin, 37 U. 158. 
Van ~·,-a goner vs •. TiJhi tmor e, 58 u. 410. 
BURDEN OF PROOF IS CN DEFE}IDANTS. 
~ben it is admitted or shm~ that a deed 
was placed in escrow, to be delivered only 
upon full compliance or performance of the 
conditions expressed under which the instru-
mont was placed in the hands of tho escrow 
holder, and it is pleaded that the deed was 
wrongfully delivered without full compli~nace 
nnd performance of all of the conditions of 
the escrow agreement, then the burden falls 
upon the parties claiming under the deed to 
prove all of the conditions of tho oscrmv agree-
mont have boon performed and that tho deed 1·:ns 
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rightfully delivered, and the lower court erred 
in this case in holding and finding that such 
burden was on the plaintiffs. (Finding No. 9, 
first lines, Ab. 119). 
"If the party who is relying upon the condi .. 
tional deposit of the instrument as an es-
crm·r nrovos tho deposit, it is then the duty 
cf the other party to go forvmrd and prove 
the perforrrance of the condition or the happen-
ing of the event upon which the instrument 
was to take effect. 'V~her e there is a ques-
tion of bona fide purchaser \Yho claims to have 
bought land without notice or knowledge of an 
escrow contract,the burden of proving all of 
the facts necessary to constitute a bona fide· 
purchaser r csts upon those vvho make the claim~ 
A purchaser contending that a deed should re-
late back to the time it '11VC'~S placed in escrow 
had the burden of proving as against inter-
vening rights, that he is otherwise unable to 
protect himself Qgainst loss. The burden of 
proving estoppel is upon him who asserts it." 
Vol. 21, c. J. 894, ess. 
"If there was a. delivery in escrow upon condi-
tions which ·wore subsequently to be performed, 
the burden was upon the grantee to show what 
such conditions ·were and their performance." 
Kava~au~h vs. Kavanaugh~ 260 Ill. 179; 
103 N. '. 65. 
The Court of New Jersey in a.n early case 
lrdd c1ovm tl:e rule of law: 
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11Although the custody and ~)ossession of a com-
plete instr1..unont under seal by the c;rantce, 
covent eo· or obligee is sufficient evidence of 
dcliv8ry, if not overcome by proof thut tho 
grr~.ntec Cf'..-:"'2 improperly ·into possession of it 
in ordi!.1:'.r~r cC'sos, yet v.71Crc tho proof is 
clear that tho finrtl transfer to tho party vm.s 
not to be mo.de unless certain t crms or con-
ditions ,:0rc. complied T.ri th, the l~w puts tho 
party claiming its benefit to the proof of 
compli0.ncc. Tho poYrcr to tr:tnsfcr is subject 
to the pcrforn~8.Ilce of et condition precedent, 
Yrhich must be proved, and is not to be inferred 
from unexpl~incd possession. It is a question 
of agency, and tho power of tho special agent· 
to do the part must be sh.ovtn. Story on Agency, 
126; Paley on Agency; 3 Kents Comm. 620, 4th 
cd. 11 
Black vs. Shreve, 13 N. J. Equity, 455. 
Judge Gilbert of tho Circuit Court of 
Appeals, in a case involving $60,000.00, in 
Seattle, -VY~.shington, among other things, said: 
11 Tho decided -rwight of· uuthority seems to 
sustr~.in tho vim·r that- such J.eli very is inoper-
o.tive to convey ti tlc, oven in favor of an 
innocent purchaser wi th.out 11oticc, unless the 
gro.ntor hns, by some act or conduct of his 
m·m estopped himself to deny delivery. Tho 
principle on YIThich the doctrine rests is that 
the deed cl.eli vcrccl in viol,--.-~ ion of the terms 
on -..·.rhich it -r:o.s placed in escrow is not in 
fact delivered, and its possession by the 
grantee is no more effective to convey title 
than vrould be the po.ssession of a forgod or 
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stolen 9-eec.. Ev·erts.v Lg),.os, 4 T!j_s· .. 34.:~.; .;;.)r. 
Bopry ~. ~w'L.c1e:.."son 1 22 Ind. .. · 36; .Jc•:cksQn v JLJron 
(Iowa) 62 N. w. 704; 'Whipple v Fowler {Neb) 
60 N.~.-;. 15; Smith v Bank, 32 Vt. 342; Haven 
v Kramer, 41 Iowa, 382; Tisher v Beckwith, 
30 \"Tis. 55,. 
"To constitute a bonafide purchaser, there 
must be 1~~t of notice, both at the time of 
the purchase and at the time of the actual 
payment of the purchase price. Notice before 
pnyme:nt is equivalent to notice before contro.ct, 
even though the unpaid balance is secured.**** 
11 They had notice that Parkinson had no title. 
They found a deed which ·nas in the :possession of 
neither the grantor or the gran tee 1 but in the 
hands of a depositary. They knew the deposit-
ary vms bound to deliver the deed only upon 
the performance, and that he ·was equally bound 
to ·withhold its delivery until perfonnance. 
The depositary was the agent of the grantor, 
but he 111 s also the agent c£ the gran tee. 
His authority so far as he represented either, 
was not like the authority of a general agent, 
His agency was special, and of a single act. 
Cn procuring the delivery of the deed so held 
by him in cscrm·r, the l:!;Pellants were bound to 
knovr vh eth<::r or not the conditions on '\!1rhich its 
delivery d€pendod had been met. It is not suffi-
cient that they v~rere ignorant of the rights of 
the grantor 1 or that no special fact or cir-
cumstances came directly to their notice to 
suggest their rights. It vms not sufficient 
that the-depositary voluntarily surrendered 
the deed, cr stated that tho terms of the es-
crow had been fulfilled. Tho circumstances 
that the deed ·was in escrow was of itself 
sufficient to require them to ascertain 
facts."***** 
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Thc burden of proving all of tho facts nec-
essary to constitute themselves innocent 
purchasers rest upon appellants". 
Balfour v Hopkins, 93 Fed 564. 
The Supreme Court of the United States has 
laid down the rule that a deed passes no 
title, ihen placed in escrow, if delivered 
without a full performance of the conditions 
of the escrow, and dl:~t1nguJ.shecl be"D:reen the 
case of a bona fide purchaser of negotiable 
paper, which had been '~ongfully delivered 
by a depositary and that of a purchaser of 
real estate under like conditions, and quo-
ted ~th approval the l~age of Chief 
Justice Biglow in Fearing V Clark, 16 Gary, 
74, as follows: 
"The rule is different in regard to a deed, 
bond, or other instrument placed in the 
haDds of a third person as an escrow, to be 
delivered on the happening of a future event 
or contingency. In that oase no title or 
interest passes until a delivery is made in 
pursuance of the terms and conditions upon 
which it was placed in the ha1 ds of the 
party intrusted. But the law aims to secur& 
the free circulation of negotiable paper, 
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. and to protect the rights of persons taking 
it bonafide, without notice." 
Provident Life and Trust Company of-Philadel-
phia v·Mercer Coimty, 170 u. s. 593, 604, 18 
Sup Ct, 788, 793, 42 L. Ed, 1156, 1162. 
Time Deed placed in escrow takes effect. 
It is a settled rule of law that there 
is no delivery of a Deed at the time it is 
placed in escrow ::n d the actual deli very takes 
place only at the time of the full performance 
of & 1 the conditions of the escrow agreement, 
md it is only in special instances that final 
delivery relates back to the delivery in es-
crow, and then only in oases vh ere there has 
1;een a full performance of the conditions pre-
scribed an1 no intervening rights have taken 
place md for tho purpose of promoting justice, 
Corpus Juris lays down the following rule: 
"It ho.s frequently been held or broadly stated 
that tho escrow does not take effect as a 
fully executed instrument until it is right-
fully delivered by the depositary to the grantee, 
obligee or payee." 
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n Tho rule that an unrecorded deed is val id be-
tween tho parties thereto does not apply 1'~lere 
the deed has been placed in escrow ad has not 
been delivered. Intermediate rights aro valid 
against the second delivery. The instrument 
takes effect in its entirety at the time it 
goes into effect •. : 
11An instrument held by a third person a$ an 
escrow usually does not take effect until the 
performance of the condition or the second or 
final deli very." 
Vol 21, C. J. P' s 888, 889, 8S~. 
The Supreme Court of Michigan in the fol-
lowing case held: 
'~Vhilc a deed in escrow is frequently held to 
relate back for tho purpose of avoiding the-· 
difficulty of incapacity of the gran tor, or, 
his death occuring before the deed is handed 
over by the depositor, yet_, except for that 
formal purpose, there is no universal relation. 
Intermediate rights are valid against the 
seoond delivery. 11 
Taft vs Taft_, 26 N. W. 426. 
In no case can deed relate back unless 
all the conditions are performed. The Supreme 
Court of Utah, has settled that question; 
"There may be circumstm.ces under W1 ich the deed 
placed in escrow, whon all the conditions are 
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performed~ will relate back to the time of its 
execution, but this is the case only when justice 
reqti.res tmt the doctrine ot relation be enforced. 
The titlo1 therefore, remained in J. Y. Rich 
until respondent had complied with the conditions 
imposed upon him, namely until he had made the 
fina 1 paymert arl paid the taxes assessed against 
the propert~•" 
Charles E. Foxley vs J. Y. Rich, 35 Ut, 162. 
In a later case the Court of Utah held: 
"The controlling question is, does the evidence 
disclosed by the record sustain the trial Court? 
(1) This is an action in equity in which it 
becomes our duty to determine questions of 
fact as well as questions of law. 
(2) The lease to the property in question being 
admitedly in the plaintiff, the burden v~s 
upon the defendant to establish his equitable 
rights if any he had by a preponderance of 
the evidence." 
Hargraves vs Burton, 59 Ut, 575. 
In the case at Bar defendants cannot attempt 
to contend that the sustaining of this deed, under 
the circumstance it was obtained, and have it re-
late back to the time of its execution, vould be 
in the promotion of justice. Therefore plain-
tiffs can not understand haw the trial court 
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oould find tn d hold that the Doed of Washington 
Pocatello and Minnie Pocatello his wife was not 
void, but v~s a good and valid deed, and passed 
title to the undivided one third interest; that 
the deed was not wrongfully obtained by A. I. 
Grover; that there was no fraud, and that the 
full $3200.00 v~s paid to the Bank (Finding 
9, 10) Abstract 119 - 122. The trial Court 
oe~tainly erred in finding that the full $3200.00 
was paid to the Bank, md that the plaintiffs failed 
to prove that the full amount V'laS not paid. Both 
plaintiffs rod defendants placed in evidence tho 
Court's own record in the probate proceedings, of 
the Estate of Washington Pocatello, deceased, 
(Exhibit "M"), Abstract 245 - 246, ail it proves 
conclusively that all there was paid to the Bank 
for the Deed was $1000.00. So in this case 
although the burden 1vas not on the plaintiffs to 
prove this fact, nevertheless they did prove that 
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only $1QOO.OO was paid by A. I. Grover, as it 
can not be disputed that it v~s A. I. Grover, 
who poi d the $1000. 00, secured the deed oo d 
filed it of record. 
NOTICE 
Defendants l~d Noticeo 
The affidavit of w. D. Service, Cashier of 
tho First rational Bank of Pocatello, Idaho, filed 
of record on the 18th day of April, 1917, told the 
World that the Washington Pocatello Deed to u. F. 
Diteman, ~8 r~ the Whole 80 acres placed in escrow 
wrl then in the possession of the said Bank, to be 
delivered to the said u. F. Diteinan, when all the 
follovring payments shall have been made at sai d 
bank for and in behalf of the said Washington 
Pocatello, to-wit: $300.00 on Dec. 20, of each 
and every ~~ear thereafter up to and including 
Dec. 20, 1926. (Exhibit "B"), (defendants 
exhibit "5 11 , the Philips Abstract), and it was 
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admitted by the dofendaxts, and found by the 
trial Court, (Finding No. 8), Abstract 118, 
tha.t this instrument ".~.rn.s filed of record, und 
that said escrow agreement ,,as entered into 
before Washington Pocatello l1ad acquired any 
title to the premises through tho probate 
proceedings and that said VIashington Pocatello 
had never occupied the land. (Finding No. 11), 
Abstract 118. 
WZLs that not notice to the defendants, v.fuo 
.1: purchased this property five years after it ~ms 
decreed, to determine whether that Deed had 
been properly delivered, or, Wl.cther it v.ras 
a good and valid deed or 'lot, before they took 
the property off the hands of A. Io Grover? 
The State of Utah had at that time, m d has 
today the following statute: Section 78-3-2 1 
1933, Section 4900, 1917. 
"Every conveyance, or· instrument in v:riting 
affecting rea1 estate, executed, acknowledged 
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or pr..oved, and .certified .in the· mahner pre-·. 
scribed by this title, and every patent to lands 
w:i. thin thi.:s state duly ,executed a·nd · v,erified -' ·, ·· 
according to law end every judgment, order or 
decree q;C. ·any ·co1;cr-t·· df record· in this .. st.ate, or 
a copy thereof, required by law to be reeorded · 
in the office of thQ -county 'l'~corder for ·record, 
impart to all persons·the contents thereof, and 
subsequent purchasers, mortgagees and loin 
holders shall be deemed to purchase and take 
vd .. th notice. 11 • ·• .., . 
. _[Plaintiffs oall 1;his court's ·attention to 
the Affidavit .(Exhibit 1ti11 ), Abstract 243, 
made and filed by A. I. Grover, on the lOth 
day- of., _Febr~ary, .. 1~20 1 ::-; just· three months after 
he. f1ad. fi~ed"" th~. Yvtitshington focatello :. Deed of 
record_1 . and ,~e ~gain~ q~ote. tll.e -pQrtion of that 
affidairit,;.th~t .. wo ~~ay_:wa~~ b-inding on- the de-
fendants, and_ was_ no~ico to anyone· giving the 
matter, r.:-ny kind ,o.f. cc.r.eful consideration, to 
been fully co~l~~g 1~th: 
j . 
Quote "That I was acquai11ted .. vr~ th Washil)~ton 
Pocatello in his lifetime and knew his family; 
that he wu~ a.n Indian r.~siding qt Fort Hdl, 
Idaho; tho .. t during; hi~., lif,e~ime h:e a,:d v4. fe mo. de, 
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exeouted an~; left i~···ex·~~~'~··:w~rfa~~~·'·n~~d··:·~· 
in fayc:>r of U, .F. DitemD.n vhi~h ~n~d deed .. was .. ~: 
to bo delivered to the said U, F. Diteman upon 
the payment of thEl-.Qonsidaration n:tont~one<l in.~.., 
the said escrow agreementJ that subsequently 
the said Wash~ngton Poca tQ]..lo, died h~s heir~ ; .<. 
appeared us contestants in the probate pro-
oeed~ngs referred to in entry #12 9f ·the· .a,bstr-. 
act; th~t in said hearing the estate of the 
said Wa.shi11gton, Pocatellq. ~s given a· otlo-~hird·, 
interest in said premises and thereafter the 
said u. F •. Diteman PS:id to ,the bank. the money·, 
sufficient to procure the said warranty deed 
so .held in ·escr9vt ~ d p_rocurod the said deed 
·and subsequently conveyed his interest to de-
ponent a..s shown by· ~try ~~1.6 of the abstract 
and thor~after an admini~trator '~-s appointed 
for the. es-:tate of:th~ ~ai?- .Washington Pocat-e118'· 
an the said adm1nistrator received and accepted 
the money paid by t_he said U,, F.-. Ditoman for 
the Warranty Deed in'his favor from tho said 
Washington Poca};ello, an-d his wife·," 
We have underscored the most .essential (· 
parts of the q~ot.atio~.'j from the affidavit·,,~···. · ~-"· 
and ask this. court. to, analyze .the· seme, as· , · ·. ,. 
we hold that the affidavit' was-· very artfully. 'l : '··} 
dra\·m by WhO ever did. COltlpJSO~ tho affidavit 1 • .•. :-:. ..• 
he was.v~rv car~ful·not to say that enly $1000,00 
wns paid, ·~d wq.s :careful :1ot to say·the full 
amount wa~ paid, so as A. I.· Grover could ·not be 
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chargcd with perjury, so they artfully used 
the term 11paid to the bank the money suffi-
cient to procure the said warranty deed." 
vVhilc the affidavit did not state the amount 
thn.t was paid, yet the affidavit did tell the 
'VO rld, where anyone could find out for himself, 
just '~at sum vas paid to procure the deed, 
when affiant went on and said; "and thereafter 
an administrator ~~s appointed for the estate 
of the said Washington Pocatello and tho said 
administrator received and accepted the money 
paid by the said u. ·F. Diteman for the Warranty 
Deed in his favor from the said Washington 
Pocatello and his wif'e. 11 That affidavit is 
and v~s a part of the Philips Abstract 
(defendants exhibit "5"), on ,,.h ich defendants 
rely as sho~~ng good title in their grantor 
A. I. Grover, md that defendants had no notice 
that the full amount was not paid. ~~en de-
fendants grnntors in his affidavit said, 
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"U. F. Diteman paid to the Bank tho money suf-
ficient to procure tho said Yfarran ty Deed" that 
placed tho burden upon the dofondunts to doter-
mine whc.t vras the .amcu..'l'lt paid and who deter-
mined the sufficiency, defend~nts certainly 
knew that U. F. Diteman or A. I. Grover could 
not legally determine that one third of tho 
amount ·was sufficient. That affidavit told 
the defendants just 1vhere they could discover 
hovv much A. I. Grover paid to obtain the Wash-
ington Pocatello Deed, arl if tho defendants went 
to the District Court of Box Elder County, Utah, 
fl1. d asked for the probate file No. 355, (Exhibit 
"M"), in the estate of v1ashington Pocn.tello, 
deceased, thoy would have found that tho adminis-
trator mentioned in said affidavit, had received, 
ond reported that there vro.s only $995.00 paid 
by their grmtor A. I. Grover for tha. t deed. A 
court should be bound by on d accept as true 
its ovvn record. In the face of the statuto 
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and tho affidavit of W. D. Service 1 ~ d the 
affidavit cf A. I. Grover, the defendants 
grantor, tho trinl court erred in finding, 
as it did find, in Finding 13, Abstract 125 1 
"thn t tho defendants were innocent purchasers 
for value, that at the time they purchased they 
believed tl':;a t A. I. Grover ·wns the omer in fee 
simple, knew of no claim that A. I. Grover had 
frnudicntly md wrongfully obtained said deed, 
did not know that the Quit Claim Deed from 
U. F. Ditomo.n, and his vi fe, eonvey~d no title 
to the undivided one-third interest; that said 
defendants had no knowledge or notice of any 
fraudulent acts of A. I. Grover and of u. F. 
Ditemnn; tr.0-t they did not knowtho.t said un-
divided one-thirdinterest had not been properly 
probated or legally transferred from the estate 
of ~trc...s~1ington Poca.tello; that the defendants 
hnvo collected a.ll of the rents since March 192f 
but do n('t holcl t,hf'1 c::~me as co-tenants with the 
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heirs of Washington Poc~tello, under n con• 
structive trust or otherwise except as own-
ers thoroor." Abstra-ct 125. 
Plaintiffs believe that we need not go. 
outside the State of Utah for authority that 
the defendants in this nnse had both actual 
md constructive notice, that tho deed had 
been been placed in eso~ow not to be delivered 
until $3000.00 had been paid into the Bank, 
and that the deed was wrongfully delivered when 
only $1000.00 was paid on the escrow agreement. 
The Supremo Court of the United States 
while Utah was still a territory held: 
"In this country, differing in that respect 
fro.m the doctrine maintaned by the English 
court, it is universally held that the regis-
tration of a conveyance operates as constructive 
notice to all subsequent purchasers of any · 
estate, legal or equitable, in tho same pro-
perty. The reasoning upon~ich this doctrine 
is founded is the obvious policy of the regis-
trativo Acta, the duty of the buyer of pro-
perty purchasing under such circumstances,·tho 
means of which search are within his povror, 
and the danger of letting in parole proof of 
notice or want of notice of tho actual existence 
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of tho ccnveynnce. Story Eq. Jur •• Soc. 
403." 
Neslin vs Wells Fargo and Company, 104 u. s., 
428; 26 L. Ed. 802. 
11Recordaticn of instruments pertaining to 
property is notice to the world." 
Jones Mining Company vs Cardiff Mining and 
Milling Company 1 56 Ut, 449. 
Tho Supreme Court of Utah in a more recent 
case ss.id: 
"Irrespective of ,.;.nether the index is con .. 
sidered essential to complete recording or 
not tho rule is that it will be sufficient 
if enough is disclosed by the index to put 
an ordinarily prudent examiner upon inquiry. 
1 Jones on Mortgages, 910; 23 R. c. L. 193; 
5 Thompson on Real·Property, 152-153, Section 
4126; 41 C. J. 568 1 (mortgages);-91 Am. Dec. 
109, note; Warvolle on Abstracts, 73." 
Boyer vs Pahvant .Mercantile End Investment 
Company 76 Ut, 1. 
Other Authcrities. 
"Any instrument effecting title which is 
properly recorded is absolute notice to·cvery• 
one subsequently dealing ~dth the title, irres-
pective of whether such person has examined 
the records, or even had an opportunity to make 
any examination." 
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Field vs Campbell, 164 Ind. 389; 72 N. E. 260, 
108 
Am st. Rp, 301. 
Wade on Notice 2d Ed, sec 97. 
Webb vs John Hancock Life Insurance Co, (1904), 
162 Ind 616; 69 N. E. 1006; 66 L. R. A. 632. 
Me Pherson vs Rollins 107 N. Y. 316; 1 Am 
St Rep. 826; 14 N. E. 411. 
"Whatever is "notice" enough to excite attention 
and put a reasonable prudent person on his 
guard and calls for inquiry might have led. 
When a person has sufficient information to 
lead him to a fact, he shall be deemed to be 
conversant with it." 
Wapa Oil & D6Velopment Co vs McBride (Okla), 
201 Pac, 984. 
Means of lmowledge as notice generally: 
"Whatever fairly puts a person on inquiry is 
sufficient notice, ~~ere th3 means of knowledge 
are at hand; and· if he omits to inquire, he is 
then chargeable vrlth all facts which by a-
proper inquiry, he might have ascertained. 
This, in effect, means that notice of facts 
which l'rould lead an ordinarily prudent m..'tn to 
make an examination which, if made, would 
disclose the existence of such other fo.cts 
is sufficient notice of such other facts. A 
person has no right to shut his eyes or his ears 
to avoid information, and then say that he had 
no notice; he docs v~ong not to heed the 
"signs and signals 11 seen by him. It w-ill not 
do to remain wilfully ignorant of a thing 
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readily nscertainable. It has been said 
that want cf actual kn~;ledge in such a case 
is a species of fruudo The rule has sometimes 
been s~.id tv be· that whatever puts a man on 
inquiry o.mcunts, in .iudgment of law; to notice, 
provided tho inquiry becomes a duty, a:rl would 
lead to the knowledge of the requisite fact 
by the exorcise of ordinary diligence and 
understanding. I~ has also been smd that 
whatever irquiry is a duty, the person bound 
to mako it is effected with knowledge of all 
vl'1 ich he v"JDuld have discovered had he per-
formed tho duty. Mea.!lS of knowledge with the 
duty of using them are, in equity, equivalent 
to knowledge itself. Y,fuere there is a duty of 
finding out and knowing, negligent ignorance 
has the same effect in law as ~ctual knowledge." 
R. c. L. Vel, 20, Sec 7, P 346-347: md cases 
cited. 
Counsel ~or plaintiffs hns quoted so much of 
the foregoing law on notice, sons this Court 
vall have that lnw before it, for the reason 
thnt we are goine to poi~t out that 1n our 
judgment the learned trin.l court, thoughtlessly, 
not intcntiona.lly, mc .. dc wrong ~nd inconsistent 
finri:-'"'g;'3 .s nnd if cc·l~~ol for defendnnts through 
z<=:n 1 l:.n d c\.nxiety tn d:rr1.vv findings, exonerating 
h.i.s e;.}:..e::ots, · .~ho ·~~·ore bunkers, men of business 
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affairs, who had been dealing for years in 
. mortgnges, purchases of property, and undoub-
tedly examining titles, ~nd QbstrQcts, and 
being familiar with the 1~~~ governing such 
transn~tions. from all notice, or knowledge, 
and from the duty imposed upon them by law to 
know the condition of the title to the lands 
they were purchasing, and the trial Court 
thoughtlessly, accepted such findings and 
signed them, and made ihe m the courts findings, 
we feel it is the duty of coU11sel for the 
plaintiffs vmo are ignorant, untutored In-
dians, to point out to this Court the in-
consistency and wrong in the trial court's 
findings. In Finding No. 9, (Abstract 119), 
the court wrongfully found: 
"That the plaintiffs offered no evidence at 
the trial of Sai. d eause ·to the effect that 
u. F. Diteman, Grantee in sci d Warranty Deed 
on osorow'with the First National Bmk of 
Pocatello 1 Idnho s himself, or '\vi th one A. I. 
Grover, wrongfully, unlav~ully, corruptedly 
and intentionally, with the int~nt to defraud 
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the estate of Washington Pocatello and the· 
heirs of tho Estate of Washington Pocatello, 
paid to said Escrow Holder only $1000.00 on 
the purchase price of $3200.00 named in said 
Deed on d Escrow Agreement and wrongfully and 
unlawfully procured from said depositary the 
said Warra~ty Deed; that said plaintiffs offered 
no testimony to the'effoct that said depositary 
bank did unlawfully, wrongfully and contrary 
to the express terms and obligations of said 
EscrowAgreement, accept $1000.00 and deliver 
to said U~ F. Diteman and A. I. Grover the 
said Deed; that the plaintiffs offered no 
testimony thnt at the time of the delivery of 
said deed that said U. F. Ditemin and A. I. 
Grover and said depositary bank, all had know-
ledge that Washington Pocatello was dc:'.d for 
more than a year previous to the delivery of 
said Deed and that no administrator had been 
appointed for said estate and that by reason 
of the failure to offer evidence on smd 
points heretofore set out in this paragraph, 
the Court finds against the same; the Court 
further finds that enid"11arranty Deed was by 
the First Kational Bank of'Pocatello, Idaho, 
delivered to u; F. Dite:mm, or some person 
acting for him, and that the said Deed which 
on its face recited o. consideration of $3200.00 
wns regularly filed for record in the office 
of tno County Recorder· or Box Elder County, 
Utah, on November lOth, 1919~ at 4:00 P. ~. 
in Book 15 of deeds at page 440; that the 
said u.;F. Diteman and A. I~ Grover, or either 
of them, did not unlawfully, illegally o~ 
for the purpose of cheating or defrauding 
the estate of Washington P6catello and his 
heirs out of said property, file the smd Deed 
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· for record in snid Box 3ldor County, Utah, 
but that said Deed wns ro:~ularly filed for 
record·and recorded; that the said A. I. 
Grover, by the recording of snid Deed~ did not 
attempt to t± e from the estate a valuable 
property right; that the said A. I." Grover 
did from November 1 1919, claim ownership of 
sai d lands; that said Deed vrus not void but 
was a valid deed and passes title to the 
undivided one-third i~tcrest of smd pro-
perty to u. F. Diteman; ·that the depositary 
bank had no right to deliver the Deed to 
said property without a full compliance vnth 
the terms and obligations of the Escrmv 
Agreement but the Court-finds that tho Deed 
was regular on its face, recited the con-
sideration of $3200.00 and from the evidence 
in the case the Court finds that said $3200,.00 
recited in the Deed vms po.id to said Esc:r:ow 
Holder and the trarisacti on with said Bank 
was not fraudulent; the Court further finds 
that although Washington Pocatello had title 
before the property '~~s decreed to his estate, 
that it vms linnecess[!" y_ to specifically enforce 
the Escrow Agreement under the provisi6ns of 
Section 7741# Reviseq Statutes of Utd1 1 but 
the Bank, upon payrnont of tho consideration 
nforesaid, was justified in delivering said 
Deed to the Grantee therein." 
Plaintifft ~o not hesitate to say, that 
such a finding, in the faoo of the evide~ce and 
record of this case, and i-1. the face of the law of 
the case, that all and each and every finding 
is error. The Courts own Probate Record, File 
335, Estnte of Washington Pocatello$ deceased, 
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(Exhibit "Jt'), proves that each and every 
finding is error, on the part of the Court. 
In F'inding Uo. 13, Abstract 125, among 
other thincs the trial court found: 
"That Amasa L. Clark ~d Joseph E. Robinson 
w~re innocent purchasers for value*******; 
thQt at the time they purchased, that said 
defendants had no lmowledge or notice of any 
fraudulent acts of A. I. Grover and U. F. 
Ditemnn; *********that they did not know 
that ~id undivided one-third interest had not 
been properly probated or legally transferred 
from the estate of Washington Pocat ella." 
Then in Finding No 15# Abstract 126, the Court 
Finds: 
"That on the 12th day of January, 1920 that 
Charles E. Foxley was appointed administrator; 
nnd thn.t tho said Charles E. Foxley as o.dmin:i.s-
trator tmd as the legally appointed represen-
tative of the heirs of said estate failed to 
take any legal. steps to recover the a.lleged 
undivided one-third interest; *********that 
the so.id Charles E. Fox ley -was ep pointed at 
the request of said heirs of Washington Pocatellc 
and aaid heirs at all times knew that the said 
Charles Eo Foxley as such administrator rep-
rcsen0cd them and the estate of Washington 
Pocatello; ****~:~******and the court finds · 
thc.t tho proceedings in the estate of Wo.sh• 
ington Pocntello vrere regular in so far'as 
adminiE·br;red and thnt from January 12th6 1920# 
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the date of the appointment of the so.i d Charles E. 
Foxley, to the date of the filing of complaint herein, 
the said Charles E. Foxley ~s the duly appointed, 
qualified and acting adminis-trator of said Washington 
Pocatello, deceased, and represented said estate 
and the heirs of said estate. 11 Abstract 127 - 128. 
Then in Finding 16, Abstract 129, the trial Court finds: 
"That the defendants Amasa L. Clark and Joseph E. 
Robinson at the time they purchased smd eighty 
acres of land from A. I. Grover had no knowledge 
on notice that Charles E. Foxley had been appointed 
administrator of the estate of Washington Po cat ella, 
deceased. 11 • • 
The the Court in Finding No. 17, Abstract 130 - 131 
finds: 
"The Court finds tho. t on Dec:ember 3rd1 1919, Whon 
Petition for Letters o-r Administration was filed in 
tho Estate of Unehingt.on Poontollo. docoo.sod, tHn.t-
Ray Pocatello, was then of the age o:f seven years, and 
all of tne heirs of Vfe.shington Pocat ella were older 
than Ray, and at the time the filing of the Petition 
herein Ray Pocatello was o:f the age of twonty .. six 
years;· that the plaintiffs all knew of the fact that 
~rles E. Foxley was appointed administrator of said 
estate during all times from January 12th; 19201 to 
the date or filing their complaint herein, m d dliring 
all of said times these plaintiffs and Charles E. 
Foxley as administrator of said estate lmaw thn.t A. I. 
tlrover and these defendants olaimed said eighty 
lcres of land rm d Dl 1 times h.o.d constructive knowledge 
that the said Deed of Washington Pocatello und 
tinnie Pocatello, his vi fe, placed in escrow with 
~he First National Bonk of Pocatello, Idah o 1 hnd 
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been delivered and had been reg_ularly recorded 
and thnt all of the plaintiffs herein know all 
of tho facts complained of in their complaL11t 
heroin at all times after on or about November 
1, 1919 wl:l1n Minnie Pocatello and her children 
appeared tn open Court as set out in Paragrrp h 18 
of Plaintiffs' complaint as vdll more fully her€-
inu:fter appeo..r". 
Counsel for plaintiffs docs no.t hesi tc. to to 
say, thc..t here arc findings made by tric..l court 
upon vrhom tho Consti tutio:n and the Laws of the 
Stc..te of Utah i1~1posos a duty to protect the 
estates of deceased persons, and preserve the 
estate for the heirs, which duty the Court it-
se1f failed to perform, and exonera-ting the 
defendants both bankers and business men, -and 
their gro.:ntor, and tho escrovr depositary, and 
upon vhom the law places a duty, from all 
notice and of all wrong both actual and construe-
ti ve 1 and then turns around in almost the s rune 
breath, and charges the pla.i ntiffs, ignorant 
and untutored Indians, upon ,;hom no duty 
is placed by law in this case, with constructive 
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notice of everything r:md o-!' negligence nnd 
... 
·I 
latches not1vithst~nding: the fact that the 
Court selected Chn:rl.cs E. Foxley for the 
plaintiffs ·as a fit person nnd tho court 
subsequo:atly nppointed Fox ley administrator 
of their fr..ther 1s estate. If plaintiffs did 
hnve constructive notice that Charles E. Fox-
,!. 
ley vil8s appointed administrator 1 the law did 
: ·~ ; • ·; . ·' l ' 
not impose any duty upon th~m vrl1a~soevor, but 
the law did, and does impose a duty upon tho 
; ···!: 
District Court that appointed the administrator 
to sec that the administration of the estate vJUs 
rightfully nnd honestly administered., and the 
ln:rr did and docs impose upon the defendants the 
duty to knew and ascertain that vrhon A. I. Grover 
sold them the premises, that he had good title 
to the plaintiffs' interest in the property, 
that he vms atta.mpting to convey. 
In tho cn.sc of Go.ffmayor v Wilkinson, tho 
'Supremo C·ourt of Utah sD.:i d: 
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"It is not necessary in this case, as we 
vimv tho record to determine vJha.t the effect of 
the secticn mie;ht be upon the interests of the 
pled. ntiffs, n. s 1·rc m-e convinced the v,roight of 
the tcst;i1:-ony is agn.inst the finding of the Court 
that tho Ydlkinsons t,rore purchasers in good 
fo..i th ';'.ri tbout notice .. but that tho r ocord shor-m 
thn.t they knew or ha.d such notice of tho inter-
ests of the plaintiff as 1~uld put any reasonable 
person upon inquiry to ascertain vvi'l.at that· inter-
est vras" Gaff:rnnycr v YI'ilkinson 53, U-t. 236. 
ESTOPPEL * DEFE}IDAliTS NEITrllffi PLEADED OR 
PROVED Ali!Y ELE1:1ENT OF ESTOPPEL: 
The Court found in the last part of Find-
ing No. 27 Ab 141-142 that plaintiffs arc ostO}?::;ed 
to deny the delivery of the deed or the vvl idity 
of the sc"me we quote the court's findings. 
~that if the First Natiore.l Bank of Pocatello 
Idm o, e scorvv holder, made any unauthorized deliv-
ery of said deed then tho administrc.tor of said 
Washington Pocc.tcllo 6 sJca tc o.nd the heirs of said 
esto.te, by their a.cts, '\JVUi vcd the pcrformru1ce of 
the condit~iens a11d ratified such deli very, a. nd by 
said subscquen·c acts raised a presumption of ra.ti-
ficQticn of said delivery o.nd arc now estopped to 
deny tho validity of said delivery; tl1o.t thc.pln:i.n-
tiffs' arc novr estopped by reason of latches, sil-
ence and ether cc:nduct on their part and on tho 
part of the amainistro.tor heroin, as heretofore 
found; from o.t this time prosecuti'tlg this acti(n "• 
Ab. 141-142. 
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How can tho District Court of Box Elder 
Ccunty, Utuh, rrnkc such a finding, in tho face 
of its ovm probate court record in tho estate 
of iTashington Poco.tollo, deceased? The full 
Probate Ccurt file No. 355 (Exhibit "M11 ) was 
received i::1 evidence by tho Court. :~ro quote 
from tho evidence: 
THE CCURT: Proba to 355 1 the Esto. to of ;1n.sh-
ington Pocatello the files are all received 
in evidence" Ab. 246. In that; Probate Filo 
there is no inventory, but filed in tho Dist-
rict Court in a fina 1 Account an c1 Peti tim for 
Settlement thereof, and the AdministratJr tells 
tho Court in that so-called Final Account that 
he received from tho First National Bank of 
Pocatello 1 Idaho 1 on a, "land Contract of sa.lc 
by deceased and wife, amount $995.oo,n on 
the next page under heading General Acc.)unt, 
the administrator gives a brief description of 
tho property as fallows: 
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"Tho property de-scribed in the petition 
for letters and d escribcd as an undivided one 
third intorest in the csta.-00of Yaotes ()\.ve. 
or one third of the cast half of the 
southeast qunrtor of Section 12, T. 11 
N. R. 3, ~"fest SL:M had been converted 
into co.sh by reason of a contract executed 
by Washington Pocatello and vdfe prior to 
tho death of :~~ashington Pocatello and 
placed in escrow and covering such inter-
est as might be determined as belonging 
to sui d ~1ashington Pocatello." 
And in the same instrument was a prayer 
that roads as follovrs:" 
"Hhercfore petitioner prays that this 
o.c count· b c allovred, ap proved and 
settled. 11 
Following in the same file, is a Petition 
for Distribution, in the Matter of the Estate of 
Tra.shinr;ton Po ca.tollo 1 d eceused, stating that he 
was appointed Administrator on tho 12th day of 
January, 1920, and qua.lifiod on the 15th dn.y of 
'· . 
January, 1920; that on the 5th day of June, 1920 
he published notice to c rcdi tors, and the said 
poti tion c o_ntm ns a prayer as follows: 
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'~Therefore, your petiticner prays, thc..t tho ad-
ninistrc..tion of said estate mo.y be brought to a 
~lese nncl that ho nny be discharged from his 
~rust as such admi.nistro.tor. That aftor duo not-
icc and proceodin~;s had, tho estnto remaining 
in the hn.nds of -;.rcur poti ti.oncr o.s o.foresn.id mn.y 
be distributed to the said parties entitled there-
to, a.s aforesaid, t6-Y·ri t: One third .. or tvro 
sixths tc the -~-r.i.c~oyr, I.linnie Pocatello, c.::.1d one-
sixth to on.ch of ·the children, to-vri t: Lucy 
Pocc.tcllo i.htsn.-..7, ·:r.bud Pocatello Do..n, Josephine 
~nd Ray Poc~tcllo, or such other order or further 
order may b c mudc as i.s meet in the promi scs." 
Dated I.S..rch 3, 1921 "(Exhibit 11M11 )Probo.to File 
355. 
The s amo file in evidence contni ns an OJ!dor 
made by P. Russell ~:right, Clerk of the District 
Court on the 3rd day of lhrch, 1921 1 ordering that 
Monday the 14th day of ]/hrch, 1921 at ten o'clock 
A, T.1. of said day and Court Room in Jche Courthouse 
of Brigham City, County of Box Elder~ Stn.t c of 
Utm, as the time o. nd place for tho settlement 
of tho nccount and tho hearing on s ai. d peti ticn 
y 
and final rlistribut:Lon, same fi lo c onto. ins o.n 
objection filed on the 27th do.y of August, 1921 
to the allovdng of the account c£ Charles E. Foxley 
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Administr3.tor ~ one of the objections was: 
"That no inventory of the estate has been filed 
in so.id Ccurt"~ The file shows the natter 
wns c cntirucd from time to time, the last time 
sot for a hearing being the 13th day of Feb-
ruary~ 1922• o.nd not a hearing or a thing v~s 
done by tbe District Court in the mD.tter of 
the Estnt c of 17a.shington Pocn.tello, deceased, 
from that day on until the present actian was 
filed. If n.s tho Court said in its finding:. 
11Thc First No.tional Bank of Pocatello, the Es-
crow holder, ronde an unauthorized delivery of 
said Deed" then no title passe? and the title 
has r CII1..'1. :L'1ed rul the years in the heirs of the 
estate of ~·:o.shington Poca.tollo, and tho adminis-
tration of the estn. to of ',7as.hington Poca.tollo, 
deceased, is still in the hands of tho Court that 
made tho finding. Tho Acbninistra tor a.l though he did 
somethirg illegal, and thnt he had no right or 
power to c:o, yet he did report tot he District 
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Ccurt that appointed him just What he hnd dono, 
o.nd asked tho Court to either approve or dis-
a.pprove what he had dono. 
The Court had jurisdicticm, and thoro it 
h~ been let lie all the years, if there is 
latches in this matter the latches is on tho 
part of the District Court of the First Judicial 
District of the State o:r Utah 1 in and for Box 
Elder County, and c an not be charged to either 
the Administrator or tho heirs. 
Then how can the Court find that the plain-
tiffs arc estopped by their own latches and the 
latches of the Administrator, when the latches 
is chargeable to tho Court solol~· 2 
PROBATE COURT IROCEEDIUGS A:."1Ii INDIVISIBLE 
Probate Proceedings of d~ed~nt estates 
are indivisible, the District ~ourt Jf Box Elder 
County assumed jurisdiction of tho Estate of 
ta.shington Pocatello, deceased, on tho 15th d t:y 
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of January, 19aJ 11 vhen it issued letters of 
Administro..ticn on the estate "bo Charles :G. 
Foxley ru1d the District Court had never acted 
upon the reports of the Administrator and never 
made an orC'er of any kind except orders of cG>n·· 
tinuinz· of hcarings,and has never closed the 
estate, anc it is still pending in the District 
Court. 
The Sup rome Court of Utah has held: 
Of ~-Jhe.t usc are ccnsitutiona.l provisions 
respecting tho rights of property if they may 
be disr-e-gt'..rded by the Courts") 1Theelright v 
Ro!IlD11 50 U. 10. 
General Rule as to continuing jurisdicticn: 
"In general, It is 1'rcll s cttled and es-
tablished as a general rule, that juris-
diction once acquired is not defeated by 
subsequent events, even though they are 
such character as v~uld have prevented 
jurisdiction in the first instance. 
c. J. Vol. 15, p 822 
The Supremo Court of Utah has held: 
".~:\. court having conferred upon it juris-
diction may not divest itself of jurisdic-
tion not depending on fncts, by an erroneous 
decision on matters of lavr that it has no 
jurisdiction." 
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Griffin Co. v Hovrell, 38 Ut. 357. 
Jurisdiction can not be divested: 
"The fact that a. cause was passed over 
from term to term without judgment hav-
ing been rendered on the finding of any 
order of the court continuing the oa use 
did not lti vest the Court of jurisdiction 
either of the subject rna tter of the a ction 
or of the person or the pt rties." 
Seiberling v Newlon, 16 Ind. 374; 43 N.E.l51. 
The Supreme Court of Y~shington in a recent dase 
held: 
"~~en a probate court administering an es-
tate has once obtained jurisdiction of the 
res all presumptions and intentments are 
in favor of the regularity ~nd validity of 
proceedin:?;s". 
In Re Upton Estate 92 Pac 2nd 210 
"That executor -was derelict in commencing 
action to quiet title, and that the Court 
did not require him to deliver possessi. on· 
of realty to devisee vvi thii.1 statutory time, 
did not deprive executor of nis right to 
maintain act~on to quiet title.u 
Kern v Robertson, 12 Pac 2d 565, 92 Mont. 28 3 
A recent case of the Supreme Court of Utah, that is 
almost four square with the case at Bar is: 
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The Court said: 
"Inasmuch as the Petersons had no right 
or authority to give a·mortgage on the 
property of the estate, Dives by virtue 
of tho mort~·age acquired no right, title 
or intcro.st therein". 
\Tor ley et al v Peterson 80 u. 27. 
In the case at Bar the Bank, the depositary of 
the escrow having no right or authority to de-
liver the Washington Pocatello deed, A- r. 
Grover acquired no right, title or interest in 
the undivided one-third interest belonging to tl 
heirs of' 'V:a shington Po ca te 11 o 1 dec eas c d. 
The fact that Charles E. Foxley, the admin· 
is-Gra tor of thE!! estate die!. accept the t~995. 00 
from tho Bank could not act as a ratification, 
for the reason that he had no power to ratify tr 
delivery of tho deed, and he did not attempt 
to do so, he ropo rted to the Court what he had 
done, n.nd the Court was the only one that had 
tho power to ratify or disprove 1 and the Court 
never acted. The acts of Foxley had no effect 
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on A. I. Grover because Grover had obtained 
the deed and claimed the promises almost tvo 
months before Foxloy was appointed Administrator. 
And Foxley1 s acts could not have influenced tho 
defendants~ for the reason that Foxloy's final 
account reported that only $1,000 had been plid 
for the Washington Pocatello deed, and the rc• 
port had not been acted upon by the Court. 
For definition of "Estoppel" we need ·go no 
further than the r ocent decision of this Court 
in the Case of I. X. L. Stores v Success 1hrkets 
Wherein the Court defined Estoppel as follo~~= 
11 The estoppel hero relied upon is k1ovm 
as equitable estoppel# or estoppel in 
pais. Tho law upon tho subject is well 
settled, The vital principle is, that 
he who, by his language or conduct, loads 
another to do ·what he V~rould not otherrdso 
have dono, shall not subject such ~roo n to 
loss or injury by disappointing the expecta• 
tions upon which he acted. Such a change of 
psoi tions is sternly for~idden. This .remedy 
i~ alvmys ~plied so as to promote tho ends 
of justico.It is only used for protection and 
can not be used as a weapon of assault. 
Dickerson v Colgrove 100 u.s. )';"~',25 LEd 618. 
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Malloy v City of Chicago, 369 Ill. 97, 15 
N. E. ~ 2d 861. " 
"Was the chango of position sufficient to 
·warrant the application of the doctrine · 
of equitable estoppel or would its appli-
cation in tho.prosont case be more in tho 
naturG of a sword cutting off the rights 
of the lessor ~~o has served the lessee 
v'li th pOi:rcr and is nO":r attempting to obtain 
paymont?i1 
I.X.L. Stores Co. v Success 1furkets, De-
cided Doc. 28, 1939, reported in advanced sheets. 
97 Pac. 2nd 577, not yet ~rinted in Utah reports. 
In the case at "58.r, is not the finding of the 
trial court(finding 27)(Ab. - 141) a sword in 
the hands of thc<trial court, cutting off tho 
rights of those heirs to have the Court do its 
duty, in tho estate of Washington Pocatello, de-
ceased, bocc.use the Courts 0\'1.'!1 record (Exhibit "M") 
Probate File 355 
shows that Charles E. Foxley the administrator, 
placed his acts in tho hands of the Court for decis-
ion, and his ac"l::; could not be construed in any vvay as 
a ratification until tho Co~t passes upon it. And 
tho defendants had notice that tho Court had not 
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acted upon tho report of Charles E. Foxlay, tho 
administrator. 
"An executor or administrator is an officer 
of tho Court and occupies a fiduciary rolat~on 
torro.rd all parties having any interest in tho 
estate." 
Van Dyke v Conkey et al (Cal) 96 P. 2d, 343. 
It is a Court's highest duty to sec that 
the administrator properly administers the estates 
of deceased persons. And, it was specially the 
Trial Court's duty to hear and pass upon tho 
Final Account and Petition for Distribution of 
' 
Charles E. Foxley. 
hold: 
The Supreme Court of Nebraska recently has 
"There is no higher nor more solemn obliga-
tion of the courts than to see to it that 
tho estates which undergo administr~tion 
are carefully guarded and preserved ospcc-
ically vrhere.thc interest of minor heirs 
arc effected." 
In re Love Estate (Ncb) 286 N. w. 38(6-19-39) 
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 
and 
CO-TENANCY 
Ordine.rily tho statuto of Limitations can 
not be invoked in actions to quiet title. The 
dfic:rees of distribution made by the Court in the 
esta -'co of Yaote.s Otva 1 and Jane Brown, decreed 
title in an undivided one third interest in the 
premises, to the estate and heirs of Washington 
Pocatello, deceased (Exhibits nF&:G"), and the 
ti tlo pas sed diree·tly to the heirs" and it is the 
very highest mnnument of title, and in this 
case t~o CGtrurt found in Finding No. 6, Ab. 114, 
that the said decrees were made on the 7th day 
of November" 1919, and filed of record, and that 
in such decree an undivided one third interest wn~ 
decreed to tho estate of Washington Poco.tello, de· 
ceased, therefore tho plaintiffs had the highest 
muniment of title, to an undivided one third intoi 
in tho property decreed. 
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"A decree of distribution is undoubtedly 
muniment of title of the highest vnl uc." 
Lilerikemp v Superior Court (Cal) 93 Fhc 2d 
1008. 
Estate of Gairard, 36 Cal. 277. 21 C.J.P. 529 
There can be no question as to the supcrl.o.a. 
title that the plaintiffs had in this undi vidcd one-
third interest, b of ore and after the d ccrccs of the 
. 
Court (Exhibits 11F & G") and no one could divest 
them of that title, but themselves or the District 
Court of Box Elder County, Utah • It c crta.inly can 
not be right.fully held that A. I. GrovJr could divest 
the heirs of the title to his own advantage and 
receive a valid title to the undivided one third 
interest. By the decrees of the Court, Jo.mcs s. 
Brown and the heirs of the e state of ~·h.shington 
Pocatello, deceased became tenants in ocmmon 
under Section 7 8-1.,.5, Rcvi sed Statutes of Utah , 
1933. (Sec. 4873, 1917.). 
If Grover obta.inod a legal title from Brovm 
for Bro·V'ln's interest his possession 1vn.s possession 
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of a tenant in oonnnon with plaintiffs 1 and he 
could not convey to defendants any greater es-
tate than he had, and he conveyed as a tenant 
in common, and the defendants continued as ten-
ants in common, and the statute of limitations 
could not run against their co-tenants under the 
circumstances in this case. We first cite the 
decisions of Utah: 
Hatch v Hatch 46 U; 116 
Garner v Donaldson, 67 u. 553 
Rooky Mountain Stud Farm v Lunt 
46 u. 299 
Wilcock v Baker 65 u. 435 
The Supreme Court of Texas has recently held: 
"One co•tenant may not, however, convey or 
otherwise encumber the share of his co•tenan· 
He is not a partner, \rl th the genera 1 pov.rcr 
to represent the firm, nor is he an agent 
merely because of.his co-tenancy." Cohen v 
Treasurer Land Co. et al 137 s. W". 2d 806 
Tho statute of lirrdtations did not run again 
tho plaintiffs in this case for the reason that 
during all of tho years the matter vns in the 
hands of the court undisposed of, a court can not 
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acquire jurisdiction of an estate, by appoint-
ing an administrator, and then whon the adm.inis-
trator files an account and poti tion for dis-
tributior.. ,.,; th the Court and r cquests the oourt 
to either approve or disappr.ovc the administr9.t-
or's act, then neglect and refuse to pass upon 
it., and then the same Court hold that the Statute 
of Limitations, has run against the heirs of the 
est~~ We bnlieve tho Supreme Court of Utah 
has settled that question in thG case of Baker v 
Goodman, and we quote considerable from the de-
cision, for the reason the case is four.-square 
1rith the case at bar~ only that vms an action of 
ejectment, and this is an action to quiet title; 
tho Court said : 
11 Thc question presented to the court upon 
q> poo.l isJ Has the statute of limitations 
barred plaintiff from recovery of possession 
of the land in controversy., or any part 
thereof, and is defendant rightfully on-
titled to his decree quieting_ ti tlc therein? 
************** 
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"The defe ndant contends that the statute 
of limitati6ns wa~ set in motion on the 2nd 
day of July, 1907 1 at the time he entered 
into possession of the land in controversy, 
yffien and -..h ile the achjrl.nistrator was· acting, 
and that nothing has occurred to auspend 
its·running. As to this our statutes pre-
scribed the manner in which estates must be 
probated. The statutes were not complied 
with in the case at bar. 
"No inventory was filed, and the administrator 
v~s discharged prior to the expiration of the 
time for the presentation of claims, on the 
theory that there was no property belonging 
to the estate. Therefore the Court never ac-
quired jUrisdiction of the property in con-
troversy. Tho record shows that Bremerton 
took an interest in the appointment of an ad-
ministrator of the said estate because his 
mother was holding a mortgage, and that after 
the mortgage hud been sold to Goodman, he filed 
his petition for discharge as an administrator. 
In other words, when the purpose for which he . 
sought appointment had been a ccomplishod, he 
asked for 1 and vvas granted his discharge, with-
out filing an inventory or taking any steps to 
protect the interest of the heirs. The law docs 
not contemplate that the administrator can be 
appointed and be dis char god 1ri thout performing 
any of the duties that ho is required to perform 
vnth rcf~re nco to tho property of tho estate and 
by the more act of his ap p6intmcnt set in motion 
the statute of limitations, to the injury of those 
interested in the esto.tc." 
Baker v Goodmun 57 U. 349 
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Thon on rehearing the Court said: 
"This court held, and roitoratos, 'in order 
to avoid any :oossible misunderstanding, that the 
defendant is chargeable ·with thor oasonablo rental 
value of the land during tho period of his possess-
ion, 11 
In the case at bar, tho plaintiffs did not 
pleo.d or prove any date or period when tho Statutes 
of Limitations began to run, or any act on the 
~t of plaLntiffs that sot tho statute in motion. 
Tho Trial Court did say in its finding 27 1 
Ab, 141 "that if the Bank made an unauthorized 
delivery of said Deed, that the administrator of' 
said Washington Pocatello estate and the heirs 
of said estate, ·v.aived the performance of tho con• 
di+j ons and ratified said delivery", Ab. 141-142. 
The administrn. tor could not vraive the conditions 1 
and further more the administrator did n~t attempt 
to liD..ive anything, he made a report of just "t;rho.t 
ho had done (exhibit 11 M11 ) (Probate File 355) 1 in 
tho Wo.shington Pocatello ostn.tc, to tho Court, 
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and requested the court's action on the matter, 
1f the Court had performed its duty the matter 
. . 
would have been settled at that time, the ques-
tion of ratification of the delivery of that 
deed is st111 in the hands of the court, and 
is being litigated in this action. 
_!?lai~tg_£~_l!.~~:r;t_?ompot~nt duri~- a 11 
t~yca_:_s __ u_::~_9!. __ the law of Utah, as we~~-~-~der_ 
the laws of the United States. 
Plain tiffs were at a 11 times and now are in-
competent persons under Section 102-13-201 Re-
vised Statutes of Utah, 1933 (CL. 17, 7818); if that 
Statute docs not embrace Indians and especially 
tho plaintiffs in this case, then it has no pt~-
pose in the Code of Probate Procedure of the 
Sta tc of Ftah. The District Ju(ir;ewho decreed 
tho property recognized their incompetency and, 
ignorance of the procedure and thereby selected for 
them an .~'~tt.orney to represent them, ancl it was 
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the Court's duty to protect their interests. 
Another reason ~~y tho Statute of Limita-
tions 'Of':n not be invoked against tho plaintiffs 
they are LTl.dians, Wards of the Govcrmnent. 
The Law of the United Sta tcs ...... _ -t-;he Supreme 
l.a.17 of the land provides "When a.11d how the 
Stat~*-~ of Limitations can apply to its Indian 
~ards. By the Act of Congress May 31 1 1902 1 
Congress ~ovided that the Statute of Limitations. 
of a state could only be applied ·where a deed 
had been approved by the Secretary of the Inter• 
ior. 7Je quote the Statute. 
"In all actions brought in any State Court 
or United States Court by any patontec.~is 
heirs, grantees, or f1rry person claiming 
under such patentee, ;fort he possessi m of 
rents or profits of lands patented in sever-
alty to the members of any tribe of Indians 
under any treaty octrreen "it. o.n.d tho United 
States of America, vJhere a d cod has been 
app roved by the Secretary of the Interior 
to the land sought to be r ecovered, the 
statutesof limitations of the States in 
which·said land is situated shall be held to 
apply, and it shall be a complete defense 
to such action that the s arne has not been 
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brought within the time prescribed by 
the statutes of said State, the same 
~s if such action had been brought fo1 
the recovery of land patented to othe1 
than members of any tribe of Indians.' 
Act of Congress, May 31, 1902, Co 946J 
32 Stat .• 284; u. s. Code Compact Ed-
ition, Sec. 347. 
In this case at Bar, it is admitted 
that the plaintiffs are Indians, wards of 
the government, and that the deed of Wash-
ington Pccatello and Hinnie Pocatello 1vas 
not a~prcved by the Secretary of the Inter· 
ior; and it is a settled rule that any 
State StEtute of Limitations does not run 
against the Government. It has recently 
been laid dovv.n by the Circuit Court of 
Appeals that the Government can bring an 
action at any time on behalf of its V~rds. 
In this case, it cannot be asserted that t: 
Government could not have brought this ac-
tion, and if it did, no Statute of Limita-
tions cot' ld be invoked. Now, when the 
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Goverrunent never acted, then the Ward had a 
right to act, and when the 1il.rd did, it has 
the right to -·~he same protection, as if the Gov-
ernment had brought the suit. In a very rec-
ent case from Utah. United States vs. Corp. of 
the President of the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints, et al, decided January 
11, 1939, involving similar lands in Box EldEr 
County, Judge Bratton of the Federal Circuit 
of Appeals, said: 
11 (11.13) The defense of limitaticns inter-
posed under a statute of the State of Utah 
is not available in a case of this kind, in-
stituted by the United States for the enforce-
ment of the rights of its Indian ·wards. 
United States ·vs. I1Iinnesota, 270 U. S. 181, 
46 s. Ct. 298~ 70 L. Ed. 539; Board of 
Com'rs of Caldo County vs. United States, 10 
Cir., 87 Fed. 2d 55. The plea of latches 
based upon lapse of time is likevnse unavail-
able. United States vs. Insley, 130 u. s. 
263, 9 s. Ct. 485, 32 L. Ed. 968; Board of 
Com 'r s of Cal do County, vs. United States, 
Supra. The only basis of fact for plea of 
estoppel is th1t the United States Attorney 
for Utah filed petitions for intervention in 
probate proceedings of tho estates of four of 
tho entrymen in which substantially the same 
facts sot forth in the bill in this case vrore 
pleo.ded; and the petitions were di~rni.c:;sed 
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without prejudice. That is not enough to 
estop the government from asserting here 
rights of its Indian wards in relation to 
the trust nature of their lands. 11 
u. s. vs. Corp. L. IJ. s. et al, 101 Fed. 
2d, 15G. 
·In tbe case of the United States vs. 
the State of Minnesota, Justice Van Devan-
ter said: 
"And it also is settled that state statutes 
of limitations neither bind or ho.ve ~.ny 
application to the United States when suing 
to enforce a public right or to protect in-
terests of its Indian Wards; United States 
vs Thompson, 98 u. s. 486, 25 L. Ed. 194; 
United St~.tes vs. Nashville, C. & St. L. 
R.·Jo. 110 U. S. pp. 125, 126, 30 L. ~d. 
83, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1006; Chesapeake & D. 
Canal Co. vs. United States, 250 u. s. 123, 
125, 63 L. Ed. 889, 891. 39 Sup. Ct. Rep. 
407. 
u. S. vs. Minnesota, 207 u. S.l8l; 46 s. 
Ct. 298; 70 L. Ed. 539. 
In another recent case, .United States 
vs. Brookfield Fisher~es, involving the 
right of the Indians to fish in the gorge 
Jf the Columbia River, around Celila Falls, 
decided August 23, 1938, the Circuit Court 
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of Appeals held: 
"The defendants strongly urge that the doctrine 
of latches and estoppel should be applied to 
defeat roco-ver y, since the rights of -the Indians 
have not boon urged for fifty years. Such rules 
have no application to the United States in 
their sovereign capacity; nor should they bo 
applied to the government in the attc•n]?-b to 
carry out its solemn engagement with conquered 
peoples." 
United States vs. Brookfield Fisheries, 
24 Fed. Sup. 712. 
It may be contended that this rule doo s 
not apply to the Indians themselves, only to 
tho Government; that would.be a harsh rule. 
In this case, the plaintiffs were not alone 
wards of the Government, they were also wards 
of tho District Court of Box Elder Jounty 1 
Utah, all the years that tho Court failed, 
refused, and neglected to perform its duty to-
v~rd them and their estate, and the Govern-
mont has failed, refused and neglected to 
perform its duty to protect their i"-1tcrest; 
now, if tho District Court can say to them, 
"You have no standing in this court because 
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neither this court or the Government has 
done its duty, and you are chargable with 
latches because you did not act for your-
selves", it is n. new brand of Justice in 
our commonwealth. 
But leaving to one side tho question 
of those plaintiffs being Indians, wards of 
the Govormnont, could the statuto of limit-
ations be imposed against any citizen, oven 
of high intelligence, in this case? There 
is no duty or compulsion upon any heir ~o 
como in and compel the District Court to do 
its duty. 
Corpus Juris lays dovr.n the follovnng 
rule: 
"That ordinarily an heir is not bound to do 
any act to vest in him the title and posses-
sion of the lands he inherits, as the title 
vests in him by operation of law on the 
death of the intestate, but he may relinquish 
his rights by an express 1vaiver or release, 
or by estoppel, although transactions of this 
kind arc not favored by tho Courts, and many 
of them in particular cases have boon held 
i'l'lsufficicnt to bq.r tho right of the hoir of 
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tl1~ distributee." 
18 c. J. 867. 
The Supreme Court of ,:rest Virginia ron-
dcrod a decision on November 28th, 1939, sus-
taining that rule which applies to every qucs-
tion in this case at Bar, unless the ~cod from 
Washington Pocatello is held to be a valid 
Deed and passed title to the undivided one-third 
interest, wherein the court said: 
"Consequently the resultant query: 7fuoro is tho 
title in fee? The answer, obviously, is that 
it rests where it was placed by dec3nt in·the 
year 1900, upon the death of the ancestor, 
Thomas Stepp, Sr., save only as the same may 
have been affected by conveyances executed 
since that date. **** 
"By no affirmative act did Charlotee divest 
herself of title, nor did any action of hers 
mislead others to their prejudice. The fact 
that she did not assert m~crship of the one-
thirteenth interest does not operate to deprive 
her of title thereto. In such circumstances~ 
estoppel docs not arise, 16 Am. Jur., P. 921, 
18 Corpus Juris, P. 867. 11 
1lillard vs. Stepp, 5 s. E. (2d) 815 (decided 
November 28, 1939). 
In tho case at Bar, tho Deed of -vvashing-
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ton Pocatello, deceased, being invalid, void 
and of no effect in the hands of A. I. Grov-
er, whcr€: did fee simple title to the un-
divided· one-third interest rest during all 
the years? It rested in the heirs of 
Washingtcn Pocatello, deceased, and the 
estate of Washington Pocatello, deceased, 
has rested during all the years in the hands 
and on the docket of tho District Court of 
Box Elder County, Utah, and in the hands of 
the court's officer, the administrator, vrith 
no inventory or appraisement made or filed, 
and the €:state still unsettled and not closed. 
Can Indians, 1N'ards of the Gov crnmcnt 1 
make a valid Deed? The question whether 
Washingtcn Pocatello and Minnie Pocatello, 
being Indiana, wards of the Government, hav-
ing received no Certificate of Com'!">etcncy 
from the Government, could make a valid Deed 
in tho first instance, while a controlling 
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question in this case, for the reason that all 
other questions and points raised are just as 
applicable to white citizens of the United 
States as they are aprylicable to the Indians 
in this case; hoVIever, ·ve raise that point, 
and quote United States Statutes on that Point. 
Congress on March 3rd, 1871, passed an Act 
that is still the supreme law over the vrl1ole 
United States : 
"No agreement shall be made by any person "l.'ri th 
anytribe of Indians, or individual Indians, 
not citizens of the United States, for the pay-
ment or delivery of any money or other thing 
of value, in present or prospective, or for 
the ~;ranting or procuring any privilege to him, 
or any other person, in consideration of ser-
vices· for said Indians, relative to their 
lands~ or to·any claims·grovring out of, or in 
reference to~ annuities, installments, or 
other monies, claims, demands, or things, 
under laws or treaties with the United States, 
or official acts of. any officer thereof, or 
in any way connected with or due from the 
United States, unless such contract or agree-
ment be executed and approved as follows: 
"F' t 1rs : Such Agree.me~t shall be in vrriting, 
and a duplicate of it delivered to each party. 
Socond: It shall bo dXecutod before a judge 
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of a court of record, and bear the approval of 
the Secretary of the Interior of Indian 
Affairs endorsed upon it." 
(There are a number of other provis-
ions contained in the act that we 
have omitted, but quote the last 
Section of the Act.) 
"All contracts or agreements made in 
,riols.tion of this section shall be null 
and v~id~ and all money or other thing of 
value paid to any person by any Indian or 
tribe, or anyone else, for or on his or 
their behalf, on account of such ser-
vices, in excess of the amount approved by 
the Commissioner and Secretary for such 
services, may be recovered by suit in the 
name of the United States, regardless of 
the amount in controversy; and one-half 
thereof shall be paid to the person suing 
for the same, and the other half shall be 
paid into the Treasury for the use of the 
Indian or tribe by or for whom it was so 
paid." 
Act of·Congress, N..arch 3, 1871, c. 120, 
sec. 3, 16 Stat. 570, u. s. Code, Compact 
Edition, Sec. 81. 
The land involved in the Washington 
Pocatello Deed vms inherited land, and 
Congress passed another Act on Nay 27th, 
1902, which provides as follows: 
"The adult heirs of a deceased Indian to 
whom a trust or other patent containing 
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restrictions upon alien~tion has been or shall 
be issued for lands allotted to him, may sell 
and convey the lands iru1erited from such 
decedent, but in case of minor heirs their 
interest shall be sold ·Jnly by a guardian 
duly appointed by the proper court upon the 
order of such court, ma-le upon pet~tion filed 
by the guardian, but a_2-l such conveyances 
shall be subject to the a?proval of the~ec-· 
retary of the Interior, a1d when so auproved, 
shall convey a full title to the purchaser,-
the same as if a final patan~1out res-
triction upon the alienation had been issued 
to the allottee. ***~ 
Act of Congress, :W.ay 27-ch, 1902, c. 888, Sec. 
7, 32 Stat. 275; u. s. Jode Compaot Edition, 
Sec. 379. 
So as the Court will not be confused 
over the 11restriction11 )rovision that appears 
in most allotments, and is mentioned in all 
the Acts of Congress, it is conceded, that in 
the case at Bar, the twenty-year restriction 
incorporated in the patent to Yaotes Owa, 
(exhibit "A") Abstract 237, was error on the 
part of the Department of the Interior, as 
that ~renty-year restriction at that time 
applied only to the Winnabago Indians of Wis-
cousin, but the Interior Department for some 
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time erroneously entered the restriction in 
all Indian Patents, until the Courts held 
it error. The Patent issued to Yaotes ~va 
would be subject to a five-year restric-
tion, but whether -that had expired before 
c~e died is most impossible of positive 
proof,. and plaintiffs' contention that Wash-
and Jl!.innie Pocatello 
ington Pocatello/ could not execute a v::>,lid 
deed rests solely on their awn individual 
incompeta11cy, and not upon any restriction 
running with.the land, or any incompetancy 
applicable to the ancestor Yaotes Owa, or 
her daughter Jane. 
Congress again in 1907 passed an Act 
directly pertaining to all noncompetent 
Indians, as follows: 
"Any noncompetent Indian to whom a patent 
containinG restrictions against alienation 
has been issued for an allotment of land in 
severalty, under any law or trenty, or who 
may hav~--E!l-Y interest in any allotment .Ex, 
inherit~C2_, may sell orC"OiiVey' a.ll or any 
part of s~ch allotment or such inherited in-
tercBt on such terms and conditions and 
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under such rules ~ regulations as the 
Secretary of the Interior mny prescribe, und 
the proceeds derived therefrom shall be 
used fer the benefit of the dl lottee or heir 
so disposing of his l~nd or interest under 
the Supervision of the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs; and any conveyance made here-
under and approved by the Secretary of the 
Interior shall convey full title to the land 
or interest so sold, the same as if fee 
simple patent h~d been isru ed to the n.l~otteo." 
Act of Congress. Mn.rch 1st, 1907, c2285, 34 
Stat. 1018. U. s. Code, Compact Edition~ 
Sec. 405. 
The Federal Courts have repeatedly hold 
that a restricted Indian can not convey 
property by his individual deed. 
"Restricted Indians cannot transfer property 
prior to the termination of their restrictions. 11 
"The plaintiffs undertake to avoid this in-
escapable conclusion from tho authorities, by 
claiming that restricted Indim s cannot by 
any devise transfer property prior to ~he 
termination of their restrictions. This is 
settled Lo.w." 
Staley vs Espenlaub, et ul., 36 Fed.~d", 91. 
Goodman vs Buffalo (ac. c. A.); 162 Fed. 817. 
Shelden vs Dunbar, 40 Kun. 346; 19 P. 901. 
Beck vs Flournoy, 65 Fed. 30. 
The Supremo Court of the United Sta-tes 
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in the case of Wiggan vs Conmllcy, decided 
in 1896 holds: 
11 This treaty of 1867 introduced a new limi-
tation upon the alienability of lands pat-
ented to n rr~nor* allottee, that is, the 
limit of minority. And such lindts must 
be applied to sales voluntary and involuntary, 
and cut off the right of a guardian to dis-
pose of the estate. The fact that the patent 
to this allottee had already been issued 
did not abridge the right to add with the 
consent of the tribe, a new limitation to. 
the po~~r of the individual Indian in res-
pect to alienation. The land and the a1lottoe 
were both still under the charge and care. of 
the nation and of the tribe, and they could 
agree for still further protection, a pro-
tection vn1ich no individual was at liberty 
to challenge." 
Wiggan vs Connelley, 163 U. s. 56: 16 Sup. 
Ct. 914; 41 L. Ed. 69. 
It will be contended that this land, 
waG not on a Reservation and was not under 
control of the Government, plaintiffs can 
not see how that alters the law or the power 
of the restricted Indian individual. Wash-
ington Pocatello and Minnie Pocatello were, 
at the time they exacuted the deed, February 2nd, 
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1917, wards of the goverrnnent and restricted, 
sco testimony of Superintendent Gross, Abstract 
248 - 250, and Washington Pocatello inherited 
the land from an Indian ancostor. A la-wyer 
cannot go on the reservation and contract vnth 
noncompetent Indians for legal service~ a man 
cannot go on the reservation and contract with 
them for goods, wares or merchandise, they can 
not contract to buy their cattle or horses~ then 
how could Albert Saylor go on the Reservation 
and get a valid Deed from Washington Pocatello, 
for $3200, for 80 acres of land that at that 
ti'rne was worth between $15.000 and ~;20,000, when 
he had not expended one cent in improving and 
developing the ground. The beneficience of tho 
laws restricting the right of tho Indian to 
contract, cannot be better exemplified, than by 
this very transaction. The artful designing 
white man stealing from tho Indian valuable 
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property rights. The land was developed 
under some community project by the L. D. s. 
Church;the Government had given the land to 
to the Indian Ancestor, Mr. Saylor comes 
along dotor.minod to secure it for about one-
fifth i~c value; he dies and A. I. Grover 
secures a power of attorney from U. F. 
Di ternan, and goes ahead and obtains that deed' 
for about one-fifth the value. The defendants 
voluntary come in and take it off the hands 
of Grover, wit~ full notice that it had be-
longed to Indians, and made no investigation 
to see haw their grantor had obtained title 
to the property. 
All of tho remaining questions, the 
fraud and conspiracy of Grover and Foxley 
the administrator, plaintiffs believe is 
shown and proved by the evidence and record 
showing their acts and conduct, by Grover 
of only paying tho Clooo.oo, and by Foxley 
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the administr~tor by attempting to accept it 
o.s shown by oxhibi t "!.1". If the deed y;as in-
vo.lid, tho record shows th~t defendants did 
not either plead or prove any clements 
to establish adverse possession, or estoppel, 
th"-t defendants possession v,,...,_s thn.t of tenants 
in common, and not adverse possession. If 
the deed was invalid, it is conceded that 
the premises have rented each ycn.r for a gpod 
n~nual rental4 n.nd in that event it ca~~ot be 
rightly contended, that the defendants paid 
the taxes on the undivided one-third interest 
from their ~rn money; but on the other hand, 
~laintiffs paid tho taxes. 
Statute of Limitations could no~ be in-
voked against.Rn.y Pocatello. 
Ray Pocatello was born in 1917, as so 
testified to from the record of Indian Reser-
vation, Abstract 250, though first complaint 
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in his action wns filed on the ~ day of 
September~ 1938• so it was commenced long 
before the ~vo years had expired after the 
minor came of age, and the finding of,the 
Court that Ray Pocatello, was of the age of 
twen~J•six years at the time of the filing 
of this action, was erroneous, (Finding 17) 
Abstract 131. 
Conclusion: This is an action to quiet 
title, the defendants Amasa L. Clark and 
Joseph E. Robinson, answered and asked for 
affirmative relief, that titlo.&e quieted 
in them to the undivided one-third interest 
decreed to the estate of Washington Pocatello, 
deceased. The Supreme Court of Utah has by 
a long line of well defined decisions, held 
that in actions to quiet title where both 
parties ask th~ Court to quiet title in 
them, that each party must stand on his mvn 
title and cannot rely on any weakness in his 
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adversaries chain~ or proof of title~ aad has 
also held by the same long line of well defined 
deoisions, that rul the plaintiff has to do is 
to prove prima faci c that he has title 1 which 
was done in this case and fou..""ld by the court 
in finding No. 6, Abstract 114, and then the 
burden is in defendant to prove.his title. 
We quote from a recent deoisiont 
11 The court vJas in error in granting the motion 
for a nonsuit on the evidence nefore it. While 
it is true that in an action to quiet title 
the plaintiff must succeed by yirtue of the 
strength of his own title rather than the ~ 
weakness of defendants title, nevertheless, all 
the plaintiff need do is to prove prima facie 
that he has title which, if not overcome by 
defendant is sufficient. (Citing cases)***** 
Ordinarily, a plaintiff in a quiet title action 
must rely on the strength of his-mvn title and 
not upon the weakness of his opponents case. 
On the other hand, it is only necessary for 
him to make out a prima facie oase in order to 
put the defendant upon his proof. Davis vs Crump, 
162 Cal. 513, 123 P. 294. It is only r£cessary 
for a plaintiff to go back to the patantee when 
he is relying exclusively upon a paper title 
a:d is not in possession." 
Babcock·vs Dange~field et al. (decided Oct. 17, 
1939) 94 Pac, 2d, 862. Ut • 
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In tho case at bar, plaintiffs proved 
record title from the patentee to the Decree 
of the District Court, decreeing to the 
estate of Washington Pocatello, deceased, an 
undivided one-third interest which vested 
title in plaintiffs to said interest, and 
it was admitted that the Deed of Washington 
Pocatello, ~ms executed long before the 
property vvas decreed, and that his Deed wo.s 
placed in_ escrow, and ·while the burden was 
nat· ·on ·,:~he plaintiffs but was on the defend .. 
ants to prove that such deed 'vas lawfully deliv-
ered, tho plaintiffs did prove, (exhibit "M''), 
Abstract 24Z - 246, that the Bank delivered 
the deed to A. I. Grover, when he only paid 
$1000.00, or one-third of the sum to be paid 
before the deed could be delivered, that 
such deed 1111as invalid, wholly void, and pas sod 
no titlqwe submit a very recent authority. 
' . . ... 
The_ Supreme Court· .. of 1~·ch.f.·gan, in' a ci.se 
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decided on the 5th day of September, 1939, lays 
down the law supported by a mass of authority 1 
that is decisive in the case at Bnr. Wherein 
the Court said: 
11 It appears that the deed ·was conditioned upon 
the performance of certain additional acts by tho 
grantees 1 none of which was done. Deli very of 
a Deed is essential to pass title; its ~vhole 
object is to indicate the grantors intent to 
give effect to the instrument. (Citing 7 
decision of Michagnns Supreme Court). It is a 
question of intent whether the delivery of a 
deed to a third person to be later delivered to 
the grantee is effective. (Citing three 
llichigan decisions). 
"Tho.intent of the grantor to convey an interest 
is an essential element of an· effecti vo delivery." 
Wilcox vs Yfilcox 283 Mich, 313, 278 N. rr. 79. 
"The burien of proving delivery of a deed is 
upon the parties claiming under it." (Citing 
Michigan Decisions). 
"The general rule is that a deed delivered to 
a third person to be by him delivered to the 
grantee upon the happening of some event in the 
future, which may or may not happenJ does 
not pass the title to the land until such event 
occurs and then aiy from that time. (Citing 
Cases). 
II If the circumstance be SUCh US to. indica to t1 
conditional rather than an absolute delivery, 
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then no title passes until the condition 
.be fulfilled. The character-of the delivery 
must be determined by'the acts or the words 
of one of the·parties. or both• (Citing 
Cases). 
" A deed delivered to a third person in 
,_.,. escrov; to be delivered to the grantee only 
on condition: of the latt.er paying a s:um of 
.. money or performing. some obligation,, is 
of no forc(3 until such condition is ful-
f~l;led. .,._, 
,." There \w..s, no' deilvery of the deed in 
q~estiorl, nor vV8.S ~here e.ny. apparent con• 
si.derati011; therefo:re ~laintiff j,s not entitled 
to t}:le. relief sought." · 
. •· I 
Noakes vs Noakes 287 N. w. 445. (~lich.) 
'I 
~yGry recent .case from California lays 
'down tho rule' that' probate proceedings are 
. ind~ viso.b~e, and the mo. tter is in t.he hands 
of the court from the appointment of the 
. ·o.&niilistrc.tor- unt~~ tqr administr~tor is 
d:i~cho.rg_od and the esto.te c1osed~ 
11 Tho ,administration of an ~-state is one 
indiviso.ble judicial proceeding from t~e . 
order appointing the administrQtor until 
his discharge, Wood irs Roach, 125 Cal,. 
App-; 631,· 17 Pa.c. 2d, 17·0._ VVl:J.ile sitting 
·· in probate, the· superior court may determine 
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the validity of n contract vnereby it is 
claimed a spouse has been divested of'ail. 
inter.est in the .esta to. Estate of Cover, 
188 Cal. 133 204 P. 583;.,.Estate of Warner, 6 
Cal. App. 361 P. 191. · - :. ., .l .~ 
IN RE Dobins' Estate, 92 Pac, ?d~ .~051 •. 
The Deed of Washington Pooat E{,ll_o , an d ... , 
Minnie Pocatello ·was vo~d·· and of no_ foree. o.~d 
ef!'ect in the hands of A. I. Gro:ver m.d, th~ title 
for the undivided one-third inte~est restpd 
·, dilr-ing ·a11 the yen:rs~ in the plaintiff~ the heirs 
of· Washington Pocate~lo, ·de.ceo.se.d-, and the matter 
of tlile·. estc..te .of Wa<shington· Pocatello, deceased, 
has reposed in the Distric.t Court of J3ox 
Elder County during all the years ~;ince the 
12th day of ..January 1920~ to the.: .Pr-esent day, 
the said' court has· had· jurisdiction -of the 
matter during all the years 1 and still has 
, jur.i.sdiction over the· estate, and a.;ll· of the 
courts findings· wher.ein'.it f~ound ago.inst the 
pla4ntiffs -<and Ln. favor: or?. thc;l defendants· is 
err.dr, and contrary to the evidence and law o.f 
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the oaso. 
It is no defense for the defend~~ts to 
cry out that they should not be disturbed after 
so many years~ because the District Court 
did not perform its duty in th? estate of 
~ashington Pocatello, deceased, The 
defendants had notice that for more than 5 
years before they bought the property that 
the court had taken jurisdiction of the Estate 
of Washington Pocatello, deceased, and had 
notice tha.t the a-dministrator. Charles E. 
Foxley) had made a report to the court that 
only $995.00 had been received by him for· 
the Washington Pocatello estate, and that 
the court had not acted, and the estate 1~s 
not closed. They did not have to buy the 
premises.; they bought it for speculation, with-
out even examining the title• It is no 
defense thr>.t the State of Utah had made a 
l0an of $7000.00 on the premises to A. I. Grover 
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just shortly ~£tor he had secured tho deeds 
to tho premi~fS by only pay%ng $3000.00 for 
tho full 80 acres, that should have been n 
warning to them that A. I. Grover fraudiontly 
secured title to the premises. Theyho.d notice 
that this lo.nd v.Jas patented to a full blood 
Indian, and the Court had decreed it to full 
blood Lndians: ~ d that they were wo.rds of the 
Government. The Philips Abstract (Exhib~t "5") 
that defendants rely upon, told them all those 
facts. 
Albert I. Grover, having obtni nod no legal 
title to the undivided one-third interest of 
the estClte of 1Tashington Pocatello, deceased, 
entered upon the premises as n tenant in common 
vd th tho heirs of tho estate of Washington 
Pocatello, deceased, and he could not sell., 
tro.nsfer, o~ dispose of the heirs interest 
in that estate. The Supreme Court of California 
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in very recent decision said: 
" It is well settled that 'a tenant in 
common property has the right to dispose of 
his rnv.n undivided share, but he may not sell 
the whole property, nor any portion thereof, 
except his ovm, n.nd if he undertakes -l;o dis-
pose of any larger interest his co-owners 
arc not bound thereby.'' 7 Cal. Jur., P• 357. 
This woll ... rocognizod rule 1:.0.s applied in 
Callahan vs 1'fartin, supra, vh ere it was held 
that the v"ttempted conveyance of the entire 
fee by Gonzales did not convey the interest 
of his c o~ene.nt Martin. We therefore con-
clude that the deed from the United States 
Oil and Royalties Company to Gonzales only 
conveyed to that grantee the interest of the 
grantor in the -leased land vhich was only 
'sixty percent (60,%) of the oil produced 
m d s·aved from the said land.'· It could not 
md did not convey the interest of plaintiffs 
who were then tenants in common vri th thnt 
gror:tor." 
" The lawful possession of one co-tenant is 
the possession of all co-tenants." 
Payne vs Calahan, 99 P. 2d, 1050. (2-28-1940). 
Tho Supreme Court of Oklahoma in a very 
recent case held: 
11 The more possession of a tenant in common, 
no matter how full and complete, does not 
operate as an (~stor of his co-tenant, nor 
amount to adverse possession against the 
claim of his co-tenant. The possession of 
a co-tenant is constructively the possession 
for tho other. He simply held possession, 
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and, of course, being -~n possession took the 
profits ::n d paid the tuxJs." 
Keller vs MoNeir (Okla.) 86 P. 2d, 1oo .. 1:, 
(Jan. 17, 1939). 
The case at Bnr is a case in equity, nnd 
this court must pass on the facts us vrell as 
the law of the case~ we quote from a. decision 
of this court. 
" But, as stated in the pe6irming, this is a 
c~se in equity in ~mich we are required to 
determine-the facts as well as the law, wd 
in which we are not bound by the findings 
of the trial court, if in our opinion they 
are clearly against the vreight of the evi-
dence." 
H urgraves vs Burton, 59. u. 575. 
CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST 
A. I. Grover having obtained the deed 
wrongfully, the deed passing no title to the 
undivided one-third interest of the plaintiffs, 
Grover took possession as tennant in common 
with the heirs of tho estate of Washington 
Pocatello, deceased, a:rl thereby a constructive 
truat was created and has extended throughout 
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all of tho years, first as· between A. I. 
Grover, and the plaintiffs, and after the trans, 
; . 
fer by Grover to the defendants a trust was 
created between AmAsa L. Clark ond Joseph 
E. Robinson and those plaintiffs, which exists 
until the present day. 
Authorities. 
" It is a well settled general rule that if 
one p~rson obtains the legal title to pro--
perty, not only by fraud or by violation of 
confidence of fiduciary relations, but in 
any other unconscientious manner, so that 
he cannot equitably retain tho property which 
belongs to another, equity carries out its 
theory of a double ownership, equitable and 
legal, by imposing a constructive trust upon 
the property in favor of the one who is con-
sidered j_n equity as the beneficial ovmcr." 
R.C•L• Vol 26, Sec. 83 1 P• 1236. 
CY C Vol, 39 P• 172. 
ThA Supreme Court of Utah has by a long 
line of well defined decisions held that 
where o. person obtains title to property 
wrongfully or as joint OW11or or as co-tenants, 
that a constructive or resulting trust arises 
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by operation of law. The following decision 
is among th c number : 
Haight vs Parsons, 11 tr. _ Sl. 
Rogers vs Donnellan 11 u. 108. 
Chambers vs Emery 13 u. 48. 
Wheelwright vs Roman 50 u. 10. 
The Supreme Court of Utnh has also held 
that the Statute of l~itations does not 
commence to run in favor of a trustee until 
he has repudiated the trust. 
" Statute of limito..tions does not conunence to 
run against a trustee until he denies the 
trust, or asserts an adverse title " 
Schenick vs Wicks, 23 U. 576. 
Crov~oot vs Thacher 19. u. 212. 
Anderson vs Cercome 54. U. 345. 
Grover could not vvrongfully obtain that 
deed, as he did, and file it of record, and 
start the statute of limitations running, the 
period of the statutes had not expired ~on 
he conveyed the premises, he had no title to 
convey for the undivided one-third interest, 
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the defendants obtained no title, so they 
took as trustees, and they neither pleaded 
nor proved any n:ct of theirs that would 
st~rt the statute running, and besides 
during all tho years the property was in 
the custody of the Court. 
Therefore, plaintiffs contend that all 
of the findings of the court, wherein it 
found in Most every particular against the 
plaintiffs and in favor of the defendants 
Amasa L. Clark and Joseph E. Robinson~wcro 
not supported by any testimony or law of 
tho c~se, but on the other hand, all of said 
findings rro contrary to tho evidence, record 
and law of tho case, nnd are erroneous, and 
that the eecrec should be reversed. 
Respectfully Sub itted. 
YJ e~, 
P. c. 0.' Malley 
George M. 1\hson 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
and Appellants. 
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